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Resumen 

Los sistemas multimedia empotrados son una forma de sistemas de tiempo real acrítico de 
gran importancia en la actualidad. La facilidad de mejora y la reducción del tiempo de 
entrada en el mercado son factores esenciales para los fabricantes de este campo, por lo que 
es necesario que sus productos sean muy abiertos y flexibles. La tendencia actual para con
seguir dicha flexibilidad es reemplazar la electrónica dedicada por electrónica programable 
{software). Sin embargo, para poder competir con las soluciones tradicionales basadas en 
electrónica dedicada, los recursos disponibles se deben gestionar de una forma muy eficaz, 
a la vez que es obligatorio respetar las propiedades típicas de un sistema multimedia, como 
son su robustez, estabilidad y predecibilidad, incluyendo los exigentes requisitos tempora
les que imponen el procesado digital de imagen y sonido. La gestión de la calidad de servi
cio y del uso de recursos juega un papel predominante para la obtención de un sistema 
capaz de procesar datos multimedia en dispositivos programables de manera eficaz, inclu
yendo la capacidad de tratar explícitamente situaciones de sobrecarga que podrían poner en 
peligro el adecuado comportamiento del sistema. 

El objetivo de este trabajo de tesis es el desarrollo de una arquitectura jerárquica y descen
tralizada para la gestión de la calidad de servicio y de los recursos en sistemas multimedia 
empotrados. La funcionalidad de este sistema gestor es la de dirigir la ejecución de los 
diversos servicios multimedia, de foima que éstos puedan coexistir y compartir eficazmente 
los recursos de una determinada plataforma. La ejecución del sistema se basa en un modelo 
de contrato, por el que el gestor garantiza una determinada cantidad de recursos de compu
tación, mientras que los servicios proporcionan a cambio una cierta calidad de salida. Esta 
asignación de recursos es validada gracias a una prueba de planifícabilidad, que determina 
si es posible o no cumplir con los requisitos temporales demandados por las aplicaciones. 
Otro factor clave de la arquitectura desarrollada es proporcionar soporte para que las aplica
ciones sean capaces de adaptarse de manera autónoma o semi autónoma a un entorno rápi
damente cambiante, mediante la inclusión explícita de adaptabilidad en los distintos niveles 
de la arquitectura. 

Esta tesis propone una estructura genérica capaz de modelar las entidades operacionales, 
constituidas por una jerarquía de servicios (entidades activas de procesado dirigidas por el 
usuario) y sus trabajos constitutivos (entidades lógicas de procesado que constituyen la 
menor granularidad funcional). Esta jerarquía fiíncional se puede refinar en una jerarquía 
vertical de entidades conceptuales (servicios, niveles de calidad y asignaciones de recursos) 
que son susceptibles de ser gestionadas y monitorizadas dinámicamente. El sistema de con
trol proporcionado es jerárquico y rnulti-nivel, siendo capaz de gestionar estos tres concep
tos adecuadamente. Los niveles más altos de la jerarquía gestionan entidades de más alto 
nivel de abstracción, a la vez que controlan el comportamiento de los niveles inferiores, de 



forma que las decisiones que hay que tomar más frecuentemente son evaluadas en los nive
les más bajos, necesitando acciones de control más rápidas y sencillas. 

La motivación principal para el diseño de la arquitectura de control definida en esta tesis es 
el hecho de que la calidad de servicio es esencialmente muy dependiente del dominio de las 
aplicaciones, y por tanto requiere un marco adecuado que permita a los programadores de 
aplicaciones definir e implementar sus mecanismos y políticas de gestión específicas. La 
arquitectura descentralizada propuesta permite la cooperación necesaria entre expertos del 
área de la calidad de servicio y gestión de recursos y aquellos que pertenecen a los diferen
tes dominios de las aplicaciones. El trabajo de esta tesis proporciona el soporte arquitectó
nico necesario para implementar agentes de los dominios de las aplicaciones capaces de 
encapsular conocimiento especifico de los servicios, mientras que existe un gestor central 
encargado de coordinar los distintos dominios de aplicación, asegurando la robustez general 
del sistema. El hecho de delegar la parte especifica de la gestión a los agentes de aplicación 
proporciona tres ventajas principales: primera, permitir la gestión de entidades dinámicas de 
procesado que no pueden ser modeladas estáticamente; segunda, reaccionar a situaciones 
inesperadas de una forma mas rápida eficaz usando el conocimiento de los dominios de 
aplicación; y tercera, facilitar la gestión de las características heterogéneas de las distintas 
aplicaciones. 

Se han definido dos modelos distintos que soportan la convivencia entre el gestor central y 
los distintos gestores especializados. Uno es el modelo de colaboración en el que las accio
nes de control son ejecutadas por el gestor central usando una única base de datos que con
tiene la información necesaria para gestionar las aplicaciones. Este modelo es sencillo, pero 
es poco flexible, y no es fácil incluir adaptabilidad ni gestión de la semántica del dominio de 
la aplicación. El modelo de delegación trata de solventar estos problemas delegando las fun
ciones especificas a los agentes especializados de los dominios de la aplicación. 

La funcionalidad básica proporcionada por el sistema gestor consiste en: interacción con el 
usuario, establecimiento de las distintas configuraciones, monitorización del comporta
miento de los servicios, adaptación a las sobrecargas transitorias en los distintos niveles de 
abstracción, negociación de los contratos, y optimización estos contratos cuando sea posi
ble. El diseño arquitectónico se ha centrado en la provisión de estos mecanismos. 

Por ultimo, la validación de la arquitectura se ha basado en el desarrollo de un prototipo 
funcional. La ejecución de una serie de casos de prueba ha permitido: comprobar la opera
ción del sistema de control, validar que la integración de servicios desarrollados de manera 
independiente era posible, y verificar la sobrecarga introducida. Se ha hecho también una 
implementación distribuida del prototipo del sistema de control que mejora la eficiencia, 



robustez, predecibilidad, y extensibilidad del sistema de control, distribuyendo la carga de 
gestión entre procesadores heterogéneos. 





Abstract 

Embedded multimedia systems are á type of soft real-time systems that have a great impor-
tance nowadays. Upgradability and time to market are very important parameters for manu-
facturers in that field, so that their goal is to have open and flexible products. For obtaining 
this desired flexibility current trend is to replace dedicated hardware by software. However, 
in order to be able to compete with dedicated hardware solutions, available resources will 
have to be used very cost-effectively, while preserving typical properties, such as robust-
ness, stability, and predictability, and meeting stringent timing requirements imposed by 
high-quality digital audio and video processing. Quality of service and resource manage-
ment play a crucial role in cost-effective media processing in software, as well as in han-
dling explicitly overload situations that could otherwise jeopardize the desired behaviour of 
the system, 

The goal of this thesis work is to develop the architecture of a hierarchical and decentralized 
quality of service and resource manáger for multimedia embedded systems. The functional-
ity of this manager is to drive the execution of multimedia services in order to allow múlti
ple independent services and jobs tó dynamically coexist and share resource on the same 
hardware platform in a cost effective way. System operation is based on a contract model. 
This means that the manager guarantees a given amount of computational resources to serv
ices, which should in tum provide a certain output quality. This assignment is validated by 
means of a feasibility test, which determines whether it is possible to meet the deadlines 
according to resource requirements and availability. The architecture also promotes autono-
mous or semi-autonomous adaptation to rapidly changing environments by explicitly 
including adaptation capabilities at difFerent hierarchical layers in the architecture. 

This thesis provides a generic structure for modelling operational entities made up by a 
hierarchy of services (active processing entities managed by the user) and their constitutive 
jobs (logical processing entities with the lowest level of functional granularity). This func-
tional hierarchy is reflned into a vertical hierarchy of conceptual entities (services, quality 
levéis, and resource budgets) that are subject todynamic management and monitoring. The 
provided control system is a hierarqhical multi-level control system that addresses quality 
of service and resource management for these three reasoning concepts. Upper layers in the 
hierarchy manage higher abstraction entities, and control the behaviour of lower ones, so 
that high frequency decisions are evaluated in the lower layers, requiring fast and simple 
control actions. 

The main motivation for the designed control architecture is the fact that quality of service 
is primarily an application domain ¡ssue, so that it requires an appropriate framework for 



allowing application programmers to define and ¡mplement their own specific mechanisms 
and policies. The proposed decentralized architecture allows for the necessary cooperation 
between experts from the quality of service and resource management domain and those 
from appHcation domains. We provide expHcit architectural support for the ¡mplementation 
of application domain agents that encapsulate specific ioiowledge about services, while 
there is a central manager that coordinates the different application domains, ensuring glo
bal robustness. Delegating specific management to application domain software has three 
major advantages: first, it allows the management of dynamic processing entities that can-
not be statically modelled oñ-line; second, responses to unexpected situations are more 
efíective taking into account application domain semantics, and third, it enhances appropri-
ate handling of the diversity of application requirements. 

We also provide two diñerent models for allowing the coexistence of a central generic man
ager with several specialized managers. One is the collaboration model, where major 
actions are mainly done by the central manager by using a single datábase containing all the 
required Information for managing services and jobs. This approach is simple, but not very 
flexible, and adaptation capabilities and application domain semantics are difificult to be 
modeled. The delegation model tries to solve these problems by delegating the specific 
fliñctions to specialized application domain agents. 

The quality of service and resource management system provides basic capabilities for: user 
interaction, setting configurations, monitoring service behaviour, adapting to transient over-
loads at different abstraction layers, negotiating contracts, and optimizing these contracts 
when possible. The architectural design has focused on the provisión of such mechanisms. 

Finally, validation of the architecture has been based on the development of a functional 
prototype. The execution of a set of test cases has allowed to: check the operation of the 
control system, valídate the feasibility of the integration of independently developed serv
ices, and determine the overhead it introduces. There is also a distributed ¡mplementation of 
the prototype that enhances the eflFiciency, robustness, predictability, and extensibility of the 
control system by distributing the management work among heterogeneous processors. 
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Glossary 

Adaptation 

Adaptation is the capability of responding to transient overloads, detected at runtime, by 
performing some short-term changes. The main characteristic of adaptation is that the 
current contract between the system domain and the application domains must be ful-
filled, so that adaptation enforces the accomplishment of the contract. 

Application domain 

This domain deals with aspects that are dependent on the concrete service or job, using 
interna! knowledge about the concrete application domain semantics. It is in charge of 
handling both generic (semanticless) information and specific semantics to ailow serv-
ices and jobs to behave correctly. 

Budget 

Amount of shared resource allocated and guaranteed to a certain job. Budgets are allo-
cated per resource, so that if a job uses a set of resources several budgets should be allo
cated to that job (one per resource). Similarly, a certain resource may have a set of 
associated budgets, each one for the different jobs which use that resource. 

Budget Control 

The Budget Control is a control entity from the system domain with the responsibility of 
determining and achieving the optimal allocation of budgets to jobs. This module inter-
acts with application domain Budget Managers for achieving a hierarchical budget man
agement, and uses the mechanisms provided by the RunTime Control in order to monitor 
and drive the behaviour of jobs and resources. 

Budget Manager 

Budget Managers handle resource allocations made to jobs that belong to the same serv
ice. They are in charge of monitoring resource usage and making small adaptations to the 
distribution of budgets among the jobs that ¡t manages. Budget Managers belong to the 
application domain, and there is one per service. 

Importance 

Importance indicates the valué that the user allocates to the different services. It is a valué 
associated to services that reveáis a relative ordering of the services in the system. 

Job 

Jobs are logical processing units with the lowest level of functional granularity in the sys
tem. Jobs are self-contained encapsulation units with a certain interface, and that are 
interconnected to provide a service. Jobs are visible to the application programmer and 



Acronyms and glossary 

to the QoS and resource management system, but not to the usen On the one hand, a job 
is a processing algorithm (functional view), and on the other, it is a Resource Consuming 
Entity (non-fiínctional view) to which budgets are allocated. 

Job Controller 

Job Controllers are the control modules that are closest to the jobs' operational part. They 
are part of the application domain control software, handllng the difFerent job-modes for 
the single job they manage. They are in charge of actually sending the requests to set the 
difFerent job-modes, monitoring how jobs are behaving, and adapting job-modes to the 
budget. There is one Job Controller per job. 

Job Manager 

Job Managers handle job internáis, both from the functional and non-ñinctional point of 
view, according to the restriction imposed by the upper layers ánd the Resource Manager. 
They belong to the application domain, and there is one Job Manager per job, made up by 
a Budget Manager and a Job Controller. 

Job-mode 

Jobs may execute at diñerent modes. From the non-functional view, each job-mode has a 
set of active tasks, and a set of budgets, one per each resource that the job uses. From the 
functional point of view, difFerent job-modes perform a different type and amount of 
processing. 

Mode Manager 

This entity is in charge of managing the service-modes of a set of services. It must select 
the service-mode that provides the QoS parameters selected by the user. As this is the 
highest control layer in the application domain hierarchy it interacts with the QoS Con
trol (its counterpart in the system domain). 

M[onitoring 

Monitoring is the process in charge of obtaining Information about the execution of serv
ices and jobs, in order to know how they behave. This Information includes the utilisation 
of resources, as well as the provided utility and QoS parameters. 

Negotiation 

Negotiation can be defined as the capability of creating a new contract (or modiíying the 
current one) between the system domain software and the difFerent application domains. 
This long-term contract determines some mínimum requirements for both sides. 

Optimization 

Optimization is the process of achieving the best configuration for all the entities in the 
system, and henee achieving the best use of available resources at each point in time. 
Negotiation determines a contract between the system domain and the application 
domains that defines the mínimum requirements for them, and optimization makes 
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enhancements to that contract, by performing small changes to current configurations but 
without changing the contract itself. 

QL Control 

The QL (Quality Level) Control is responsible for achieving the highest global utility by 
managing, at runtime, the quality levéis of the difFerent services. It belongs to the system 
domain and henee there is just one QL Control module in the system. 

QoS Manager 

The QoS Manager handles services and their quality levéis from the system domain per-
spective. Its is responsible for selecting the set of services to execute to ensure that the 
importance criterion is observed, as well as for selecting also the quality levéis for the 
services in such a way that the highest global utility is provided to the usen The QoS 
Manager deals with system aspects that are semantically neutral, such as importances and 
Utilities, and it is made up by the Service Control and the QL Control. 

QoS parameters 

High-level abstractions that specify what the user requires of a service. They are applica-
tion domain functional parameters that characterize the different service-modes (for 
example, image size, pixel depth, etc.). 

Quality Level 

Quality levéis represent different service configurations for a service, given a certain 
service-mode. Quality levéis are characterized by the provisión of an utility within a 
fixed range. 

Quality Manageable Entity 

Entity that can trade resources by quality, so that it can opérate at different quality levéis 
that provide different Utilities and require different amounts of resources. It is a concept 
that corresponds to the QoS and resource view of a service and henee it is generic for all 
the application domains. 

Quality Manager 

This module manages the difFerent quality levéis that are feasible within a certain serv
ice-mode. This is also in charge of extracting the utility provided by the service. It is a 
control entity that belongs to the application domain and its counterpart in the system 
domain is the QL Control. 

Quality Mapping 

Quality Mapping is the concept that embrace the set of job-modes (one per active job) 
that must be combined to achieve a certain quality level for a service. Quality mappings 
provide a high degree of flexibility, because every quality level may be achieved by sev-
eral quality mappings. 
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Quality of Service 

The set of those quantitative and qualitative characteristics of one or more services which 
are necessary ¡n order to achieve the required functionality of a system. 

Resource 

Generic ñame for hardware (physical) elements (such as CPU, cache, coprocessors, 
memory, power) that are used by software entities, either in a time sharing or dedicated 
manner. They are required or consumed to accomplish an activity. 

Resource Consuming Entity 

Entity to which a certain budget is allocated to perform its processing, and that is able to 
execute with acceptable results on this limited resource budget. 

Resource Management 

The planning, allocating and scheduling of resources to RCEs. Resource management 
typically covers resource allocatipn and its impact on schedules and budgets, as well as 
resource levelling and smoothing. 

Resource Manager 

This management entity is responsible for co-ordinating the reservation, admission, 
adaptation, scheduling, usage accounting, and budget enforcement over the physical 
resources. The Resource Manager is basically a control agent that includes mechanisms 
to provide jobs with a guaranteed share of available resources. The Resource Manager 
deals with system aspects that are semantically neutral (it views jobs as RCEs); it is not 
concemed about any other aspects but their resource usage. It is made up by the Budget 
Control and the RunTime Control, and it belongs to the system domain hierarchy. 

Resource reservation 

Resource reservation consists on assigning shares of resources (budgets) to RCEs, and 
guaranteeing them based on runtirtie monitoring of their usage and budget enforcement. 

RunTime Control 

The RunTime Control has the responsibility of providing guaranteed budgets. In order to 
provide these guarantees, the RunTime Control is in charge of the feasibility test, as well 
as the resource usage accounting and budget enforcement activities. This is the lowest 
control layer in the system domain hierarchy. 

Scheduler 

The part of an operating system that decides which RCE to run next. This decisión is 
based on the readiness of the RCE, its temporal constraints, and the specific scheduling 
policy implemented. 
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Service 

Services are active processing entities that the user can launch, stop, or modify (tiieir 
fiínctional and non-flinctional configuration) autonomously. The QoS and resource man
agement system has two difFerent views of services. On one side, there is a business view 
that correspond to an entity that provides a certain fiínctionality. On the other, there is a 
QoS and resource view of services as Quality Manageable Entities that have the capabil-
ity of trading output quality for resource budgets. 

Service Control 

The Service Control is a control entity that handles services and sets mínimum require-
ments to the lower layers basing on user's requirements. It selects the set of services to 
execute in such a way that the importance criterion is honoured. This is the highest con
trol layer in the system domain hierarchy, and interacts with application domain Mode 
Managers. 

Service Manager 

Service Managers are application domain entities which manage services (one or more). 
They have a deep knowledge of the concrete application domain(s) of the service(s) they 
handle, both from the fiínctional and non-fiínctional point of view. They coordínate the 
Jobs that belong to the services they manage, and decide, at runtime, the optimal configu-
ration to provide the highest utility under the current resource availability. Every Service 
Manager is made up by a Mode Manager and a Quality Manager. 

Service-mode 

Service-modes represent the difFerent operational modes (fiínctional perspective) at 
which a certain service may opérate. Feasible service-modes are dependent on user 
requirements and environment restrictions (such as input source characteristics). Service-
modes are usually specified at system design time using application-specific knowledge. 

Setting 

Setting is the protocol to perform a mode change, deactivating the previously active con-
figuration and activating a new one. 

System domain 

The system domain is common for every service and job, and is in charge of ensuring 
global properties, such as robustness and the provisión of the highest utility to the user. 
This domain exert a certain control (monitoring and enactment) over all the application 
domains. It can only manage the Information that applies to every application domain, 
that is, generic (semanticless) Information. 

Utility 

The utility is commonly used for expressing the degree of (subjective or objective) satis-
faction that a user obtain by executing the difFerent services. The utility must be measur-
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able and comparable. There is an utility per service and a global utility that is obtained as 
a weighted sum of service Utilities. 
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Chapter 1 

Generic approach and goals 

This chapter defines the context of this dissertation. It shows an analysis of the characteristics 
and requirements of embedded consumer termináis, that are the systems this woric is targeted 
to. It is also described the motivation fof studying quaüty of service techniques for this kind of 
systems, as well as the main goals pursued by this work. In addition, a preliminary view of the 
proposed QoS and resource management architecture is outlined at the end of the chapter. 

1.1 Introduction 

Consumer electronics market is a dynarnic and changing environment. It is fairly frequent the 
appearance of new ñinctionality for products, as well as new standards for media processing and 
communication. Therefore, consumer electronic devices undergo constant upgrading as manu-
facturers need to, at least, keep their market share by offering new and fast solutions to market 
demands. Consequently, upgradability and time to market are very important parameters for 
manufacturers. The goal is to have open and flexible products, i.e., systems for which upgrada
bility is relatively easy, so that existing technology may be reused, instead of rebuilding the 
whole product. 

For obtaining this desired flexibility in consumer electronics, current trend is to replace ded-
icEited hardware by software. The idea is to incorpórate powerful programmable components in 
consumer electronic devices, which allow the implementation of media services in software 
[van Loo et al., 2001], achieving three major advantages over traditional hardware approaches. 
First, systems designed using these components are more open and flexible, and allow sharing 
of one silicon component for executing different ñinctions. Media fiínctions performed in soft
ware can be more easily adapted to changing standards or modification of fijnctionality. Second, 
upgrading the ñinctionality could also be performed once the product has been sold, without the 
replacement of hardware elements. Third, this also opens the way to use dynamically scalable 
media functions to provide high-end ñinctionality in mid-range and low-end consumer prod
ucts, albeit at a lower quality [Bril et al., 2001a]. 

The work described in this dissertation is focused on consumer termináis [van Loo et al., 
2001], which are embedded and standalone systems designed for mass production. Examples of 
consumer termináis are set-top boxes, TV sets, portable devices (including smart phones and 
PDAs), etc. The main peculiarities that can be found in these consumer termináis are: 
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• Openness. The replacetnent or addition of media fünctions is very common and henee the 
system must support this dynamic behavior. 

• Flexibility. The terminal must support the applicability of different (coding) standards. 

• Robustness. Users do not expect them to crash during its operation, so that lack of robust-
ness is not tolerable to manufacturers. 

• Heavily resource constrained. Because silicon área and power consumption are major cost 
factors for consumer termináis, available resources require a high average utilization. 

Multimedia services, executed in consumer termináis, are characterized by the manipulatíon 
of continuous media information, basically high-quality video and audio, and the support of a 
variety of media with their temporal relationship. From the QoS and resource management point 
of view, their most important characteristics are: 

• Real-time requirements. Multimedia services créate important requirements for communi-
cation and end-systems, since they require much higher rates and much severe temporal 
constraints than classical services. Their usefiílness depends not only on the fídelity of the 
output data, but also in the timeliness with which that output is presented. For example, 
when processing a TV channel (audio and video), care must be taken about clarity and 
acceptability of audio signáis, continuity and resolution of visual images, lip synchroniza-
tion during speech, etc. It is often better to provide lesser picture quality than temporal 
incorrectness. 

• Dynamically changing workload. Services that are executed iri consumer termináis show a 
variable resource demand, due to the varying complexity of the media data to be processed. 
This variability, together with the fact that the number of active services also changes 
dynamically, makes that resource availability in the system also varies over time. 

• Flexibility. Multimedia services usually provide two major degrees of flexibility: scalability 
and tolerance for controlled degradation. First, these services are scalable, in the sense that 
they can trade quality by resource usage. They can adjust their resource usage by adapting 
either the processing to be made or the data to be processed. Second, both the data fídelity 
and the timing requirements tolérate a certain degree of controlled degradation. The reason 
for that tolerance is that the purpose of multimedia services is to show the information to a 
human being, and human perception tolérate a certain degree of variation in the fídelity and 
temporal pattem of the output data. Therefore, multimedia services admit a degraded opera
tion mode (some level of reduction in the fídelity of the data or a transgression of the speci-
fied timing constraints) in a rarely occurring peak load, although this degradation must be 
strictly controlled. 

Henee, this dissertation is targeted to a heavily resource constrained execution platform, 
where muUiple concurrent multimedia services competes for the restricted set of resources. The 
temporal requirements and dependencies placed on these services make that they require some 
type of guarantees that the resources they demeind will be available when needed. Moreover, in 
order to be able to compete with dedicated hardware solutions, available resources will have to 
be used very cost-effectively, while preserving typical properties of high volume electronics 
consumer termináis, such as robustness, stability, and predictability, and meeting stringent 
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tiraing requirements imposed by high-quality digital audio and video processing. QoS and 
resource management plays a crucial role in cost-effective media processing in software, as weli 
as; in handling explicitly overload situations that could otherwise jeopardize the desired behav-
ior of the system. 

The properties of stability, robustnéss, and predictability are therefore major concerns for 
these consumer devices, that require also an effective and efficient sharing of resources. The 
QoS framework to be implemented for managing resource usage and quality of service must 
guarantee these properties. Dynamic resource allocation techniques together with run-time 
reconfiguration and adaptation of services will be used to face the dynamic nature of consumer 
termináis, taking advantage of the flexibility provided by muhimedia services. Stability and 
adaptability are also key issues in the control strategies of these dynamic systems. Moreover, 
the architectural design of the QoS and resource management system must promote openness, 
flexibility and scalability, in order to be able to easily intégrate new functionality and coding 
standards. 

1.2 Problem domain 

Consumer termináis are embedded multimedia systems, commonly used as receivers in a broad-
cast environment, that process high quality digital video and audio. These devices are charac-
terized by receiving an input signal from different possible channels, performing digital 
processing of such data, and generating an appropriate output in time. Moreover, they incorpó
rate powerful programmable components that allow the implementation of media services in 
software. 

Traditional multimedia systems usually execute in powerful workstations and they are the 
siibject of work for the majority of research done up to present. Consumer termináis have a set 
ofdistinctive features with respecttothé mainstream multimedia domain [Bril et al., 2001a] that 
must be addressed specifically: 

• High-quality video has an output frame rate of 50-120 Hz, and no tolerance for frame rate 
fluctuations. On the contrary, in the mainstream multimedia domain frame rates are low 
(with a máximum of 30 Hz) and tolerance for frame rate fluctuations is high, also accepting 
fi-equent frame skips. Our work relies on real time techniques for fulfílling the required time 
constraints. 

• Traditional desktop systems deal with muhi-standard video and audio streams, including 
decompression and compression. While processors used in these systems are becoming 
capable of low-resolution real-time video decompression, high-quality video decompres
sion of studio resolution video (not to mention compression) is still out of reach. Further, 
users demand that their systems provide live video and audio without sacrifícing the respon-
siveness of the system. 

• Programmable components (of consumer termináis) are more expensive in cost and power 
consumption than single function dédicated components. Therefore, it is very important for 
manufacturers to limit the amount of resources present in such devices. This constraint 
raises the need for cost effective utilization of system resources while still preserving the 
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overall system quality. One of the main issues of this work is the support for the appropriate 
protocols for service execution management. Such protocols range from low-level resource 
scheduling algorithms for individual tasks to policies and strategies to govem service exe
cution at a liigher level. 

• Although there are examples of scalable video algorithms from research done in tiie main-
stream multimedia domain, industrial scalable multimedia services for consumer termináis 
are starting to be developed as prototypes. Their structure and behaviour is still not fully 
defíned, though some scalable functions, such as scalable video algorithms, have already 
been implemented [Hentschel et al., 2001]. Moreover, the range of services which may be 
run on these devices (3D graphics, video, audio, etc.) will result in the concurrent execution 
of services of various natures. 

Summarizing, consumer termináis are dynamic systems in which resources are very scarce 
and expensive, so that resources will be kept as busy as possible [Bril et al., 2001b]. Services 
executing on these termináis must also perform robustly, as far as they are commercial products 
that users expect to show a correct function during the whole of its operation, and without arti-
facts (their output will have to be free from noise, distortion, and other perception disturbances). 
Temporal aspects of the behaviour of these services are part of their specifications, so that they 
must be constructed to meet both functional, which are primarily concemed with the purpose of 
the service (i.e., what it does), and temporal requirements, which are concemed with when the 
results are produced. The problem is that overload situations are very frequent, and the fulfil-
ment of these tight time constraints is very often jeopardized. The appropriate execution of these 
services is achieved not only by their correct design and implementation, but also by the use of 
appropriate QoS and resource management techniques, that are the subject of this dissertation. 

The following sections will describe the target execution platform, as well as the type of serv
ices that will execute on it. 

1.2.1 Execution platform 

Our work is targeted to embedded muhimedia systems built using powerful programmable 
devices, such as Philips TriMedia [Momentum Data Systems, 2000, Philips Semiconductors, 
1999]. Programmable components support multimedia-specific code that takes full advantage 
of the hardware arehitecture and the specialized instruction set. These media processor deal with 
high-quality video and audio, ranging from low-cost dedicated systems such as video phones or 
set-top boxes, to reprogrammable, multi-purpose plug-in cards for personal computers. They 
easily implement popular multimedia standards, but its orientation around a powerful general 
purpose processor makes it capable of implementing a variety of multimedia algorithms, 
whether open or proprietary. 

The hardware platform is supplemented by a real-time operating system kemel in charge of 
providing a complete muhitasking environment; it usually supplies specific scheduling policies, 
mechanisms for bounding priority inversión, accurate timing facilities, interrupt handiing sup
port, etc. Our work will extend this functionality with operations for resource management that 
will provide the basis for predictable resource usage. 
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1.2.2 Scalable algorithms 

Services that are subject of the work described in this dissertation are scalable, that is, they have 
the capability of executing different processing depending on actual resource needs and budget 
allocation. Scalability is the basis for being able to trade quality by resource usage, and can be 
applied both for the processing made and for the data to be processed (see figure 1-1). 

Scalability 

Data Processing 

Data rate Layered Function Data 
shaping transmission scaling prioritizing 

Figure 1-1. Types of scalability 

Scalability of processing is based on scaling the complexity, and can be done by function 
scaling or data prioritizing. Function scaling consists on executing the required algorithm with 
the core functionality and increasing the resulting quality by either improving the processing of 
the core function or by executing additional fiínctions [Hentschel et al., 2001]. Data prioritizing 
consists on handling the data to be processed in decreasing order of importance [Braspenning 
et al., 2002]. 

Scalability of data can be easily found in the field of streamed-media processing in a distrib-
uted environment. There are two main classes of scalability for the content: data rate shaping 
[Jacobs and Eleftheriadis, 1998], that dynamically changes the rate of the media encoder, and 
layered transmission [McCanne et al., 1997, Sisalem and Emanuel, 1998], where media encod-
ings are split into progressive layers and sent across muhiple transmission channels. 

1.2.3 Product familíes and quality of service 

High volume electronics usually come as product families, providing better quality and/or more 
functionality in high-end products. Media processing in software enables flexibility, scalability 
and QoS for these products [Bril et al., 2001a]. Figure l-2(a) shows a product family consisting 
of three members, where the height of each box represents the processing power of the family 
member, and henee it is a measure for its cost. Figure l-2(b) represents a set of four non-scalable 
applications, where the height of each box represents the processing demands of the application. 
Figure I-2(c) shows another set of four applications providing similar functionality as the set 
shown in figure l-2(b), but in a scalable manner. 

Scalable media functions make it possible to provide high-end functionality in mid-range and 
low-end termináis, albeit at a lower quality. With scalability, a system can allow for a combina-
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Figure 1-2. A product family and fixed and scalable applications [Bril et al., 2001a] 

tion of fiínctionalities on a platform that normally would not have enough resources. The major 
drawback of scalability is that it does not come for free, as far as processing demands of scalable 
applications may be slightly larger than its fixed counterparts (see figure 1-2). 

1.3 Goals of this work 

Most of the existing works in the fíeld of QoS and resource management are focused on distrib-
uted multimedia services, such as for example FARA [Rosu, 1999, Rosu et al., 1998], Adapt-
ware [Abdelzaher, 1999, Abdelzaher and Shin, 1998] Agilos [Li, 2000], etc. These systems are 
quite complex, and they are also largely concentrated on network usage, so that their results 
cannot be directly applied to embedded consumer termináis. Some other spread works do not 
explicitly support higher level mechanisms for QoS management, as they manage just low 
abstraction levéis. Examples of this latter approach can be found mainly in muUimedia operat-
ing systems (RT-Mach [Mercer et al., 1994], Spring [Stankovic et al., 1999], etc.) and hierar
chical schedulers [Aldea-Rivas and Gonzalez-Harbour, 2002, Wang et al., 2002, Saewong et al., 
2002, Goyal et al., 1996, Bershad et al., 1995, Ford and Susarla, 1996, Anderson et al., 1992, 
Oparah, 1999, Deng, 1999, Regehr, 2001]. 

Our work deals with the concurrent execution of services in consumer termináis (end sys
tems) by addressing QoS and resource management for the different reasoning concepts that 
have been identified (services, quality levéis and resource budgets). These managed entities cor-
respond to the provided abstraction levéis for management, so that the proposed architecture 
constitutes a hierarchical muhi-level control system in which high frequency decisions are eval-
uated in the lower layers, and require fast and simple control actions. The time scale at which 
the different layers execute increases as the layer is higher in the hierarchy. 

The hierarchical multi-level adaptive control is consistent with the fact that the load of a 
system varies dynamically on múltiple time scales [Bril etal., 2001b]. The reason for that 
behaviour is that these load changes may be motivated by events that take place at different time 
scales. User initiated changes (for example, changing to another channel) and changes origi-
nated by data provider (such as the interruption of a movie by a commercial) take place at a time 
scale of minutes, and require changes in the set of active services (or their high-level configu-
ration). Data dependent changes in the average load of services (such as scene changes in a 
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movie) take place at a time scale of seconds, and are addressed by changes in quality levéis. 
Finally, there are data dependent load váriations in media processing functions (such as MPEG 
encoding and decoding), that take place at a time scale of tens of milliseconds, and are solved 
at the level of resource budgets by either adapting budgets to needs or the work to the budget. 

There are works, such as [Lakshman, 1997], that are based on the creation of active managers, 
commonly at application or task levéis, that are in charge of the management at these two levéis. 
Even when it has been identifíed the necessity for managing resources and quality of service at 
several abstraction levéis, it is unusual tp flnd in the literature a software engineering approach 
for QoS and resource management in multimedia systems addressing this issue. Henee, what we 
want is to undertake this subject by using a multi-level architecture, carrying on and refining the 
work started in HOLA-QoS [Garcia-Valls, 2001, Garcia-Valls et al., 2002a, Garcia-Valls et al., 
2002b]. 

The major advantages of this hierarchical architecture is its explicit support for the different 
reasoning concepts (abstraction levéis), the easy integration of system-level policies with low-
level mechanisms, and the control of the dynamic behavior of the system at different time 
scales. 

Henee, the definition of a hierarchical multi-level adaptive control eirchitecture is ene of the 
goals of this work. However, the main problem that we want to deal with is the provisión of sup
port for managing application domain semantics. The diversity of requirements of different 
application domains demands the provisión of a QoS resource management infrastructure that 
understands the mechanisms of QoS and resource management, but leaving the policy decisions 
up to the specific application domains in question [Kravets, 1998]. The use of application agent 
modules for encapsulating the management of services and their interaction with the QoS and 
resource management system has been addressed in several works [Oparah, 1999, Fisher et al., 
1997, Noble, 2000]. However, existing works do not deal with these questions comprehen-
sively, so that we tackle this question by developing appropriate architectural support. In order 
to achieve that, we propose a decentralized QoS and resource management architecture, that 
creates simultaneously the basis for indépendence and cooperation between the system domain 
and application domains. 

The advantages of using this cooperative system, with the central manager as an intermediary 
between services and resources are diverse. From our point of view, the most important advan-
tage is that service-level runtime monitoring, adaptation, and negotiation may be implemented 
using high level abstractions meaningfiíl to the application domain, rather than in terms of low-
level resource parameters. Such abstractions facilítate service implementation and also isolate 
application programmers from resource management and its protocols. Also, the portability of 
services built using this abstractions is highiy increased. 

In order to provide an adequate support for the previously defíned issues, this work takes spe-
cial care of some important aspects: 
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• Definition of the application model. Services must be completely modelled at a high 
abstraction level, but leaving enough freedom to be able to cover new types of services. The 
aim is to define a simple, yet general, model for describing a wide variety of systems. 

• Management of timing requirements. We want to provide robust and predictable execution 
by guaranteeing resource shares to the difíerent services, isolating their operations from 
potential misbehavior of any other service. 

• Openness, flexibility and scalability. We will support openness, flexibility and scalability by 
designing a hierarchical and decentralized management architecture. 

The goal is to develop appropriate abstractions and mechanisms to allow múltiple independ-
ent services and jobs to dynamically coexist and share resources on the same hardware platform. 
Use of these abstractions and mechanisms are intended both to allow individual services to 
reason about their own resource and QoS requirements, and for the system to reason about and 
control resource allocations between potentially competing services, maximizing the user's per-
ceived utility at any point in time. 

1.4 Problem statement 

Consumer termináis must be able to execute a set of concurrent services. These services have 
to fülfil some time requirements, and show a variable resource demand due to the varying com-
plexity of the media data to be processed. This variability, together with the fact that the number 
of active services also changes dynamically, makes that resource availability in the system also 
varies over time. Henee, we may have occasional overload situations in which one or some serv
ices are not able to meet their time requirements. If we do not explicitly handle these situations, 
these overloads jeopardize the stability, robustness, and predictability of the system. 

Scalable media processing, in the sense of having the capability of executing different 
processing depending on the resource availability, is part of the solution to that problem. This 
dissertation is focused on the other part, that is QoS and resource management. This work pro
vides a QoS and resource management architecture that drives the execution of dynamic scala
ble services in a resource constrained environment, in order to provide certain guarantees to 
services, and to allow for controlled degradation in case of overload. 

There are many works in the field of resource management that can be applied to these scal
able services. Most of them are based on reservation mechanisms that provide either strict of 
statistical QoS guarantees. Although the advantages of these reservation-based approaches are 
obvious, they have difficuhies to face the highiy dynamic and complex nature of new multime
dia systems: 

• Changing set of active services. The user may dynamically launch and stop services. 

• Changing functionality. The fiínctionality of services may also need to be modified due to 
changes in the service environment. For example, a change in the type or quality of the 
input data. 
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• Changing resource availability. Resource availability changes due to a dynamically chang-
ing number of active services, and the variable resource demand of tliese services. 

• Changing resource requirements. It is frequently hard, if not impossible, to give precise esti-
mates of resource requirements for the lifetime of a specific complex service. 

These characteristics make accurate static predictions of the behavior of the system very dif-
ficult. Modelling these services is usually so complex that it is not easy to come, so that there is 
a need for a more flexible environment. 

These disadvantages are addressed by adaptation-based approaches that promote autono-
mous or semi-autonomous adaptation to rapidly changing environments. Adaptive QoS and 
resource management strategies can lead to more eñlcient use of resources, and better quaiities 
foír services, by using dynamic QoS and resource management methods to monitor and adapt 
seirvices. These mechanisms allow for a less precise characterization of services and more 
relaxed admission tests. Major advantages of dynamic QoS management via runtime adaptation 
are: 

• Better system utilization and scalability. By reserving only the mínimum amount of 
resources needed by each service, overall system utilization and scalability may be 
improved, especially when services exhibit large runtime variations in resource require
ments. Static resource allocation leads to poor resource utilization. 

• Higher average utility. By dealing with dynamic changes in resource availability and 
resource requirements adaptive methods can improve the overall quality provided to the 
user, by allowing services to provide an acceptable quality even under their worst case of 
resource demand. 

• More adequate response. The use of service-level semantics in adaptation allows applica-
tion domain software to take more appropriate corrective actions. 

• Faster response. Application domain software can monitor the behavior of services and 
detect undesired situations. Henee, corrective actions can be taken locally, with the resulting 
advantage of being faster. Additionaíly, the knowledge of service semantics and their inter-
nal implementation can anticípate problematic situations. For example, a video service that 
monitors the state of its intemal queües have a good estimation of how well it is behaving. 

Adaptive services can perform efficiently with dynamically varying resource needs in shared 
environments. The use of feedback allows them to automatically adapt to changing situations. 

Resource reservation combined with adaptation entails a more relaxed approach for provid-
ing QoS to services. According to this new approach, services reserve resources basing on some 
statistical valué (such as the average resource requirement), that is much more efficient than the 
pessimistic worst case resource allocation. In case of a higher resource demand than allocated, 
the service adapt its functionality to the given budget [Richardson and Zhao, 2001, Foster et al., 
2000, Lan et al., 2001, Lafruit et al., 2000, Narayanan et al., 2000]. This ability of dynamically 
controlling the use of system resources by monitoring, adapting and enforcing is a fundamental 
issue for building stable, robust and predictable multimedia system. 
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The provided architecture addresses QoS and resource management in an integral way, from 
resource-level to service-level management. The low-level part of the architecture is devoted to 
resource management. This management relies on real-time techniques (basically, schedulabil-
ity analysis for admission control, enforcement of resource allocations, and the use of a real-
time operating system) in order to achieve predictable and robust execution. The upper layers 
of the architecture are in charge of high-level service and QoS management. 

The most important characteristic of the designed QoS and resource management system is 
the provisión of appropriate architectural support for enhancing the use and integration of appli-
cation domain semantics. In this way, specific management issues are delegated to application 
domain agents. 

Finally, openness, flexibility and scalability are characteristics of the developed QoS and 
resource management system. Openness fácilitates the development of new services (or the 
adaptation legacy ones), including their control part; we want to support not only statically mod-
elled services, but also those that cannot be modelled off-line. Flexibility allows the replace-
ment of modules in the architecture to fit better with the concrete system to be controlled. 
Scalability enables the addition of new services by just adding the required control modules, 
without any change in the central QoS and resource management system. 

These properties are achieved by using a QoS and resource management framework with the 
following two main characteristics: 

• Hierarchical multi-level adaptive control. In order to address the dynamic behavior at diñer-
ent time scales, a multi-level adaptive control architecture will be designed, corresponding 
with different time horizons and different controlled entities. Upper layers in the hierarchy 
manage higher abstraction entities, and control the behavior of lower ones. 

• Decentralized architecture. The control architecture must provide the basis for using appli
cation domain semantics in QoS and resource management. The policy decisions will be up 
to the specific application domains in question, in order to handle appropriately the diver-
sity of their requirements. In this way, application domain semantics can be taken into 
account for a more appropriate management. 

We provide a QoS and resource management architecture with support for resource guaran-
tees in an effective and efficient way, allowing the robust behavior of the system. Support for 
dynamic and stable adaptation, including handiing of overloads and failures, are also essential 
in the control of these dynamic systems. 

1.5 Introduction to the proposed solutíon 

This work defines a QoS and resource management architecture that is in charge of handiing the 
allocation of hardware resources to the different multimedia services that execute concurrently 
in the system. These muhimedia services can be launched and stopped dynamically, and they 
have the capability of providing a different output quality to the user, depending on resource 
availability and the input data. 
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The QoS and resource management systetn provides a contract model in which the system 
ensures that services are guaranteed a certain amount of resoürces, while services provide the 
agreed output quality. Therefore, the proposed QoS and resource management system is a mid-
dleware that mediates among the user, services and resoürces, whose aim is the maximization 
of the global output quality provided to the user. Consumer devices require the contract to be 
based on average-case resource allocation, in order to be cost-effective, as far as average case 
and worst case are usual ly far apart. 

The control architecture described in this dissertation is hierarchical and decentral¡zed. On 
one side, it is a hierarchical control system, in which high frequency decisions are evaluated in 
the lower layers, and require fast and simple control actions. Furthermore, every layer works at 
a different abstraction level, corresponding to the different entities to be managed. On the other, 
control over the different services is decentralized, deiegating the management of services to 
application domain. agents. In this way, responses to unexpected situations (such as deadline 
misses, changes in the input data, etc.) are faster (performed locally) and more effective (taking 
into account application domain semantics). 

Although a decentralized architecture is proposed, a central control entity is necessary for 
coordination. This central control entity dynamically manages system resoürces, allocates them 
to the different services, and monitors their behavior. 

This architecture must provide a certain functionality in order to guarantee the appropriate 
management of the processing entities. The basic capabilities to be provided by the QoS and 
resource management system are: 

• Interaction with the user. Users must be able to notify their requirements, to take decisions, 
and to know how the system is behaving. In this way, users may launch and stop services, 
set their relative importance, and request information about resource usage, utility provided, 
etc. Moreover, services may also provide specialized interfaces for specifying application 
domain parameters, such as pixel depth, frame size, frame rate, etc., that are meaningfül for 
the concrete domain. 

• Negotiation. The QoS and resource management system agrees a feasible contract with the 
different services. This contract determines some mínimum requirements for both sides, in 
the sense that services are allocated a guaranteed amount of resoürces ¡n retum for a míni
mum output quality to be provided. 

• Setting. A system configuration defines a certain execution scenario, including the set of 
services to be active, their quality levéis, their resource requirements, etc. Negotiation deter
mines the viability of a certain system configüration, and this confíguration must be subse-
quently established or changed. The action of setting a new confíguration is commonly 
known as mode-change, and the QoS and resource management system is in charge of 
determining the protocol (when, how and what) for that change. 

• Adaptation. Adaptation is the capability of responding to transient overloads, detected at 
runtime, by performing some short-term changes. The main characteristic of adaptation is 
that it forces the fijlfilment of the current contract between the system domain and the appli-
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catión domains. The QoS and resource management system will provide the mechanisms 
for either adapting the work to be done to available resource budget or adapting resource 
budgets to computational needs. 

• Optimization. Optimization is the process of achieving the best configuration for all the 
entities in the system, and henee achieving the best use of available resources at each point 
in time. After negotiation there is a contract between the system domain and the application 
domains that defines the mínimum requirements for them. Optimization can make small 
changes to current configurations but without changing the contract (making enhancements 
to the contract). 

• Monitoring. The QoS and resource management system will extract information about how 
the system behaves. This information is extracted by checking the behavior of the entities 
that are managed at the different abstraction levéis (services, quality levéis, and resource 
budgets). Monitoring will trigger the adaptation and optimization actions, depending on 
resource availability and services' needs. 

The QoS and resource management architecture fits this functional model by adhering the 
foUowing architectural requirements: 

• Openness. The replacement or addition of media functionality is very common, and henee 
the system must support this dynamic behaviour. Openness will facilítate the integration of 
new services (or the adaptation legacy ones), and new management policies. The proposed 
architecture will support services and policies that are developed and validated independ-
ently. 

• Flexibility. The terminal must support the applicability of different (coding) standards. Flex-
ibility will allow the replacement of modules in the architecture to fit better with the con
crete system to be controlled, allowing the functionality to be easily extended. 

• Scalability. The system will not have prior knowledge of the services that will run in the 
fliture. The architectural separation of system domain and the application domains provides 
the basis for easy and seamless addition of new services. 

• Modularity. The architecture provides a modular design both of the hierarchical layers and 
the application domains. Henee, the diflferent layers can be easily replaced by more specific 
ones. Similarly, service programmers can implement service specific mechanisms and poli
cies. 

• Separation of mechanisms and policies. The architectural design provides a framework that 
separates these concepts. On one side, the low-level mechanisms for resource management, 
and on the other, the hierarchical architecture provides high-level policies (or strategies) 
that govern (parameterize) the mechanisms provided by lower layers. This approach pro
vides a very flexible testbed for experimenting QoS and resource management techniques. 

• Separation of responsibilities. It is not valid to assume that a central entity can be aware of 
deciding whether a service is behaving well, or determining how to better adapt to the 
changing situations. The architecture provides the possibility of delegating application 
domain responsibilities to services themselves, in order to be able to use application domain 
semantics. Application domain software deals with aspects that are dependent on the con-
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crete service, while the system software has the responsibility of coordinating the different 
Services. Note that the operational part and ¡ts specifíc control assocíated are part of the 
same application code, and there is an inherent coupling between them that cannot be over-
looked. 

• Composability. The QoS and resource management architecture has been designed to be 
used partially, depending on the needs of the system to be managed and the abstraction 
level. On the one hand, it can be used only the lowest part of the architecture if we are not 
interested in QoS management, but just in resource management. On the other, if we have 
just one service we can avoid the use of the central manager; the service manager would be 
in charge of managing all the resources. 

The proposed architecture (see figure 1-3) is the result of partitioning the control responsibil-
ities both vertically and horizontally. First, the resulting QoS and resource management archi
tecture is based on the operational entities to be managed, as well as the difíerent abstraction 
levéis for their management. These hierarchical abstraction levéis lead to a vertical partitioning 
of the architecture into four layers (similar to that found in [García-Valls et al., 2002a]). Second, 
the horizontal partition of the architecture is based on the existence of different application 
domains, and the impossibility of managing appropriately all of them by using a centralized 
architecture. This horizontal partition is the major contribution of this dissertation. 

User 

I Domain 

Job Controller 

Run-TIme Control 

Data Flow 

Real-Time Operating System 

x Multimedia Processor (TnMedia) 

Figure 1-3. QoS and resource management architecture 

The vertical división is consistent with the definition of the management levéis. These levéis 
coirespond to the three conceptual entities that are subject of dynamic management and moni-
toring (services, quality levéis and budgets). At the highest abstraction level, the decisión is 
which services must execute, taking intó account the importance of the services. The following 
level decides on the quality levéis at which the different services have to opérate, maximizing 
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the global output quality. Finally, at the budget layer, the decisión is about the final allocation 
of budgets to the different processing entities. 

When designing the architecture for a QoS and resource management system it must be also 
taken into account that there are two different domains, leading to the horizontal división. On 
one side it is the system domain which exerts a certain control (monitoring and enactment) over 
al! the application domains. The system domain can only manage the Information that applies 
to every application domain, that is, generic (semanticless) information. On the other it is the 
application domain, where every management entity is in charge of an individual processing 
entity. Entities in this domain deal with aspects that are dependent on specific knowledge about 
the concrete application domain semantics. The major contribution of this dissertation is the 
defmition of the cooperation (within layer) between the system and application domains. 

1.6 Organization of this Thesis 

The different chapters of this dissertation address the subjects that are described bellow. 
Chapter 2 introduces some studied systems that are related to the work presented here, including 
mechanisms, protocols, techniques, and architectures. From their analysis it could be extracted 
the basic capabilities to be provided, as well as some interesting ideas for the design and imple-
mentation of the architecture. 

Chapter 3 defines the application model, as well as the capabilities required for our QoS and 
resource management system. The proposed architecture for the QoS and resource management 
system is detailed in chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the two different models for allowing the 
coexistence of the central generic QoS ánd resource manager with several specialized managers 
for the different application domains. These three chapters make up the main part of this disser
tation. 

Chapter 6 describes an extensión of the original QoS and resource management architecture 
that allows for the distribution of control processing between the multimedia processor and a 
general purpose one. 

There is a prototype implementation of the basic ideas described in this work. It is described 
in, chapter 7, where it can also be found the flinctional and performance tests of the control sys
tem. 

Chapter 8 shows some conclusions raised from this dissertation, as well as some possible 
füture works and extensions of the system. 

Annex A contributes to the understanding of this work by showing UML class diagrams of 
the control entities that make up the infrastructure for the QoS and resource management sys
tem. It includes the interfaces and the basic data types used. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature review 

The fíeld of QoS and resource management in multimedia systems is being subject of many 
research works, covering heterogeneous contexts that range from end-systems to end-to-end 
support for distributed platforms. Therefore, their requirements are also various, so that there is 
a wide jange of QoS and resource management techniques, from static and conservative tech-
nicjues to dynamic adaptation protocols. This document shows the main directions followed by 
current research in QoS and resource management techniques. 

2.1 Introduction 

The fíeld of QoS and resource management have been receiving wide attention in real-time and 
multimedia research communities. Although the notion of QoS traditionally started with tele-
communications [Vogel et al., 1995] to describe certain technical characteristics of data trans-
mission, it has expanded to distributed and embedded real-time and multimedia systems. These 
types of systems have the requirement that services contending for system resources must sat-
isfy timing, reliability, dependability, and security constraints as well as service-speciflc quality 
requirements. 

These requirements cannot generally be satisfíed using only the best-effort scheduling algo-
rithms of general purpose operating systems. On the other extreme, there is a widely available 
technology for strictly guaranteeing service's requirements that is the real-time approach. Real-
time techniques are focused on hard real-time systems, where timing requirements are strict, 
and services (applications) must be accurately modelled. These two latter assumptions are too 
restrictive to be directly applied to most multimedia systems, so that many research works have 
been carried out to achieve an efficient resource utilization while at the same time satisfying 
service's requirements. 

Systems based on the reservation of á share of resources to different services are a suitable 
approach for building multimedia systems when the timing requirements, supported runtime 
configurations, and task sets are known a priori. These reservation-based schemes are mainly 
an evolution of existing hard real-time techniques, although they relax their strict timing 
requirements while extending their functionality to cope with QoS characteristics. The main 
idea behind this scheme is that resource budgets are assigned to services (or tasks), and they are 
both guaranteed and enforced by the system software. 
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Reservation schemes provide a simple mechanism that works well with services that are easy 
to be statically modelled. However, the highly dynamic and complex nature of new multimedia 
services makes their modelling very difficult. Moreover, the current trend of services is to be 
very different from each other, not only with respect to their extemal íunctionaiity, but also in 
the way they handle their quality levéis, resource usage, or the optimization, negotiation and 
adaptation criteria [Gabrani et al., 2000]. Henee, the definition of a generic management model 
for services is made more problematic because the behaviour of these services depend largely 
on their concrete semantic domain. It depends on Information that is only understandable by the 
services themselves (such as for example the type and quality of the input). 

A new generation of resource management techniques appeared to allow the management of 
unpredictable dynamic services, that cannot be accurately modelled, by monitoring their behav-
iours and adapting their internal modes of operation to provide the best output quality at any 
point in time. Examples of systems that are based on adaptation techniques are Agilos [Li, 
2000], AQUA [Lakshman, 1997], Adaptware [Abdelzaher, 1999], etc. 

One key point of these adaptation-based approaches is that they usually need to take into 
account internal service semantics both for monitoring their behaviors and for deciding the best 
responses to changing situations. Henee this capability is usually delegated to some kind of 
agents in the application domain. 

Another reason that motívales the implementation of the adaptive management is the speed 
of responses. If certain situations can be handled by adapting the services themselves, without 
changing all the settings of the rest of the system, the response to unexpected situations is faster, 
and henee the possible corrective actions are more effective. The decisión model in adaptive 
systems is usually a combination of adaptation (low latency reactive mechanism) and optimiza
tion (predictive and complex mechanism). The first is crucial for allowing services to meet their 
time requirements, while the second is able to avoid QoS violations by anticipating the need for 
resource reallocation, enhancing the médium and long-term behavior of services. 

Henee, adaptive mechanisms, compared to reservation schemes, provide a more effective and 
efficient resource usage, but at the cost of a more complex design and a higher execution over-
head. 

There are several surveys in the literature related to QoS. For example, they cover architec-
tures for distributed multimedia systems [Aurrecoechea et al., 1998], generic concepts and tech
niques for mobile computing systems [Chalmers and Sloman, 1999], etc. Our goal is to focus 
on generic capabilities available in any QoS and resource management system, regardless of 
their field of application. Most of the ideas that are shown in the works under study are very 
usefiíl for developing any kind of system (centralized, distributed, mobile, etc.). 

Summarizing, the progression of research in the provisión of QoS guarantees for end-systems 
[Oparah, 1998] is: first, best-effort systems, e.g. UNIX, with unpredictable QoS; second, reser-
vation-based systems that provide predictable QoS guarantees; and third, reservation-based sys
tems, with predictable QoS guarantees, but also with support for dynamic adaptation for 
services. We first describe, in section 2.2, some spread trends in reservation-based systems. Sec-
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tion 2.3 defines the main altematives in adaptation-based systems. This is the field where there 
is currently more research effort, so that it is treated in more detail. Special attention has been 
paid to HOLA-QoS (Homogeneous andOpen LayeredArchitecture for Quality of Service man-
agement) [García-Valls, 2001, García-Valls etal., 2002a, García-Valls etal., 2002b], that has 
been developed within our research group. HOLA-QoS has been taken as a basis for the work 
to be developed in this dissertation, and is described in section 2.4. Following this, section 2.5 
shows a short qualitative comparison among the different works presented in this survey. 
Fínally, ín section 2.6 we offer some concluding remarks. 

2.2 Reservation-based schemes 

Reservatíon-based systems are an evolution of widely available hard real-time techniques, 
although they relax theír strict timing requírements while extending their fiínctionality to cope 
with QoS characteristics. The maín idea behind this scheme is that resource budgets are 
assigned to so called Resource Consuming Entitíes (group of concurrent units of execution 
which cooperate ín the execution of a certain actívity), and they are both guaranteed and 
enforced by the system software. 

Most of the exísting proposals based ón these reservation mechanísms provide eíther strict or 
statístícal QoS guáranteos for resource allocations. They are based on the utilization of a 
resource manager, such as RT-Mach [Mercer and Rajkumar, 1995], SMART [Nieh and Lam, 
1997], etc., that is ín charge of decíding whether new requests made to the systems are feasíble 
or not, dependíng on the availabílíty of resources. Once a request has been accepted the system 
ensures that the specifíed amount of resources will be guaranteed, regardless of any potential 
misbehaving of other servíces. 

2.2.1 ]V[ultimedia operating systems 

Míiny reservation-based systems used in multimedia systems are built adding multimedia exten-
sions to a real-time operating system. They provide timely, guaranteed, and protected access to 
system resources. Servíces and jobs must only specify their resource demands, and the under-
lying the kemel must satisfy those demands using hidden resource management schemes. A typ-
ical example of this kind of systems is RT-Mach [Mercer et al., 1994], although there are a few 
more (Rialto [Jones et al., 1995], Spring [Stankovic et al., 1999b], etc.). 

Multimedia operating systems take advantage of the technologies that have been developed 
in most real-time operating systems. For example, they benefit from: 

• Muiti-tasking capabilities. Several servíces are executed concurrently ín the system, and 
real-time operating systems gíve the íequired support for the definition of these concurrent 
units of execution. 

• Scheduling algorithms. These algorithms provides predictability in the execution of the con
current elements. 
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• Priority inversión management. The adverse effect of priority inversión (a high-priority task 
having to wait for a lower-priority task) must be minimized by using some priority inherit-
ance or priority ceiiing protocol. 

• Programming models. They provide high-level abstractions for programming with timing 
constraints. 

• Synchronization and inter-task communication mechanisms. Most real-time operating sys
tems provide a wide range of synchronization primitives (using mutexes, semaphores, event 
flags, etc.) integrated with the processor scheduling algorithm to provide consistent system-
wide scheduling, and communication using mainly message queues and shared memory. 

• Preemptive operating system services. They promote consistent scheduling and better 
response times. 

• Short interrupt latency. The interaction with devices external to the CPU is not delayed 
unnecessarily. 

• Fast context switch. It avoids wasting processing resources, and it also allows high priority 
tasks to be handled fast. 

• Control of memory management. It provides a way for a task to lock its code and data into 
physical memory, so that it can guarantee predictable response for that task. Furthermore, 
tasks can also lock memory space to be sure that no other task can corrupt the data con-
tained there. 

• Fine granularity timer services. Multimedia services usually need fine grained and accurate 
clock support together with high resolution timing capabilities. 

However, multimedia services require some new capabilities from the underlying platform 
that are not usually provided by the operating system. Some examples are: 

• Specification of resource requirements. Services need some means for specifying their 
resource demands, and notifying these requirements to the operating system. 

• Mechanisms for defining mappings between quality levéis and resource needs. Multimedia 
systems need to fill the gap between provided output quality and associated resource 
requirements. 

• Admission control mechanisms. Basing on resource requirements and availability, the mul
timedia operating system determines whether new services may be admitted in the system. 

• Resource monitoring. The system needs to measure accurately the computation time con-
sumed by each concurrent entity. 

• Enforcement and protection. The multimedia operating system must ensure that services do 
not overrun their reservations to be able to provide some guarantees to the others. Real-time 
systems usually rely on design for ensuring protection. 

• Specification of mechanisms for handling overloads. Overload situations are quite frequent 
in multimedia systems so that they must be appropriately managed to ensure the robustness 
and stability of the system. 
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The following section describes with more details a sample multimedia operating system, 
RT-Mach. 

2,2.1.1 RT-Mach 

RT-Mach [Mercer et al., 1993, Mercer et ai., 1994, Lee et al., 1996] is a multimedia operating 
system that is the result of adding real-time and multimedia extensions to Mach. RT-Mach pro
vides a scheduling framework that supports reservation and admission control. The main char-
acteristics of their reservation strategy are the provisión of: 

• Some means for threads to specify their processor requirements. 

• Admission control mechanisms. 

• Scheduling services that manage threads consistently with the admission control policy. 

• Accurate measurement of the computation time consumed by each thread to ensure that 
threads do not overrun their reservations. 

The concurrent unit (the resource consuming entity) in this system is the thread. A processor 
reserve represents a claim on processor capacity over time. Each thread has an associated 
reserve to, which computation time is charged, although several threads may charge computa
tion time to the same reserve. Once a reservation has been granted by the scheduler, the thread 
is assured of the availability of processor capacity to provide temporal protection. Threads are 
also free to increase or decrease their reservation at any point during execution. 

To describe the processor requirement for a thread the authors use the computation time and 
the period over which the computation time is to be consumed. As the computation time is dif-
ficult to measure accurately, their approach is to allow the programmer to estímate the compu
tation time, and then depend on the system to measure the actual computation time, and provide 
feedback so that the estímate can be adjusted if necessary. Note that the specification of the 
computation time and the period does not permit the usage of reserves for threads with a tight 
jitter requirement. 

The enforcement mechanism monitors processor usage by measuring the time each thread is 
executing on the processor. Threads which have not yet consumed their reservation take prece-
dence over unreserved ones, so that a misbehaving thread cannot consume the share of proces
sor that is reserved to another one. 

This reservation mechanism is used ás the basic building block for dynamic QoS manage-
ment [Lee et al., 1996]. Their aim is to provide flexible and powerful mechanisms which can 
support variations in the resource requirements of various services, and also dynamic quality 
changes that may be required by individual services. The authors propose a dynamic user-level 
QoS server that is based on the following complementary aspects: 

• QoS attributes are used by services to specify the acceptable quality levéis to the QoS 
server. 
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• A service can choose from one of many quality adjustment policies that the QoS server can 
use on it if the quality guarantee given to the service has to be upgraded or downgraded. 

• One of many admission control adjustments policies is used by the QoS server to admit as 
many new service requests as possible without violating the needs of currently registered 
Services. 

• One of many overrun control policies is used by the server to satisfy the needs of registered 
Services whose current CPU demand exceeds their actual allocation. This is done by the 
QoS server by exploiting the slack that may be available from services not using their cur
rent resource allocation. 

RT-Mach offers a useftil and generic scheduling framework, to be used as the basic building 
block for the implementation of QoS management systems. 

2.2.2 Scheduling algorithms 

Multimedia services are usually characterized by highly variable utilization requirements, irreg
ular activation pattems (although the average rate is usually fixed), and firm deadlines. For these 
services, traditional real-time scheduling mechanisms are too restricjive in assuming a periodic 
activation pattern and a constant resource requirement, and in providing a more stringent guar
antee on deadlines than is necessary. Under these assumptions, some works have tried to pro-
vide support for multimedia systems by relaxing the stringent timing requirements of hard-real 
time techniques, and henee allowing a better resource utilization. Among the works included in 
this field we can mention the Rate-Based Execution Model [Jeffay and Goddard, 1999] and the 
Statistical Rate Monotonic Scheduling [Atlas, 1999], that are described in the following sec-
tions. 

2.2.2.1 Rate-Based Execution Model 

In [Jeffay and Bennett, 1995, Jeffay and Goddard, 1999] it is defmed a task model for event-
driven tasks in which no a priori characterization of the actual arrival rates of events is known. 
This model is a generalization of the sporadic task model [Mok, 1983], and can be applied nat-
urally to distributed multimedia services. 

This task model is used to describe distributed multimedia services, that are commonly char
acterized by an expected or average event arrival rate. For example, video frames that are trans-
mitted across a network may be delayed for arbitrary intervals at nodes in the network, so that 
even though they are generated periodically, their arrival pattern at the receiver may be irregu
lar. In this case, the transmission rate is precise and the average receive rate is precise, but the 
instantaneous receive rate is potentially unbounded. Henee, neither the periodic ñor the sporadic 
models can be effectively applied to these services. 

One solution to this problem is to simply buffer video frames at the receiver and reléase them 
at regular intervals. This approach is difficult and tedious to implement correctly and it can 
increase the acquisition-to-display latency of each video frame. 
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Henee, their proposed approach is to álter the formal model to account for the fact that there 
may be signifícant jitter (deviation) in the interinvocation time of these tasks, so that the authors 
extend the traditional sporadic tasks to be executed at an average rate. Therefore, they make no 
assumption about the spacing in time of invocations of a sporadic task. 

The authors model a task as a sequential program that is executed repeatedly in response to 
the occurrence of events (each instance of the execution of the task is called a task instance or 
Job). Formally, Rate-Based Execution (RBE) is a general task model consisting of a collection 
of independent tasks described by four parameters: 

• Two rate parameters x and y, where x is a number of events to be processed and y is the 
iength of an interval in which x events are expected to arrive. 

• A response time parameter d which specifies the desired máximum elapsed time between 
the delivery of an event to a task and the completion of the processing of the event. 

• Parameter c, called the cost, that is the máximum amoiint of processor time required for any 
Job to execute to completion on a dedicated processor. 

Once defmed the task model, their goal is to determine relations on task parameters that are 
necessary and sufficient for a set of tasks to be feasible, both for preemptive and non-preemptive 
scheduling policies. The authors also studied the feasibility check under preemptive scheduling 
with shared resources. 

The RBE task model does not specify how the tasks must be scheduled to guarantee that 
deadlines are met. However, their work also provides an optimal scheduling algorithm, based 
on preemptive earliest-deadline-first (EDF) [Liu and Layland, 1973, Stankovic etal., 1998], 
called RBE-EDF, that can successfülly schedule an RBE task set such that no task instance 
misses its deadline. 

The RBE-EDF scheduling algorithm bonsists on using the EDF scheduling algorithm with 
deadlines assigned using the foUowing récurrence relation: 

' ^ ' [max(tij + di,Dia-Xi) + yi) if j > X; 

where jc. and,^, are the rate parameters of the /'' task, /,-, is the reléase time of Jy, the/ instance 
of the /'" task, and Did) is the deadline of job Jy that must be used for the EDF scheduling algo
rithm. Thus the deadline of ajob is the larger of the reléase time of the job plus its desired dead
line, or the deadline of the x previous job plus thej parameter of the task. Therefore, up to x 
Jobs of a task may contend for the processor with the same deadline. Note that for ally, deadlines 
of Jobs Jij and JÍJ+XÍ of task T¡ are separated by at least>' time units. 

There may be other dynamic priority scheduling algorithms (besides EDF) that can schedule 
an RBE task set in accordance with the model, but the authors show that no static priority sched-
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uling algorithm can successfiílly schedule an RBE task set such that no task instance misses its 
deadline. 

Once admitted, tasks are guaranteed to execute at a rate that is sufFicient to process their 
events in time. Whenever the extemal environment deviates significantly from the specified 
rate, the task should adjust its rate of execution. 

The definition of the RBE-EDF scheduling framework is based on very simple and wide-
spread parameters (rate, deadline, and computation time) and the level of difficulty in imple-
menting RBE-EDF is similar to a standard EDF scheduler. RBE-EDF is an effective basis for 
developing services whose task sets are compliant to the model. 

2.2.2.2 Statistical Rate Monotonic Scheduling 

Statistical Rate Monotonic Scheduling (SRMS) [Atlas and Bestavros, 1998, Atlas, 1998] is a 
general ization of the classical Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) [Liu and Layland, 1973] for 
periodic tasks with highly variable execution times and statistical QoS requirements. This 
method defines how to schedule periodic tasks with variable utilization requirements, and dead-
lines, which may be missed and still provide statistical Quality of Service guarantees to bound 
the number of deadlines missed. 

SRMS has two main components: a feasibility test and a scheduling algorithm: 

• The feasibility test ensures that it is possible for a given periodic task set to share a given 
resource without violating any of the statistical QoS constraints imposed on each task in the 
set. 

• The SRMS algorithm consists on two parts: a job admission controller and a scheduler. The 
SRMS scheduler is a simple, preemptive, fixed-priority scheduler, which assigns the 
resource to the job with the highest priority that is in need of the resource. The SRMS job 
admission controller is responsible for maintaining the QoS requirements of the various 
tasks through admit/reject and priority assignment decisions. In particular, it ensures the 
important property of task isolation, whereby tasks do not infringe upon each other's guar
anteed reservations. job admission control occurs at a job's reléase time, and all admitted 
Jobs are guaranteed to meet their deadlines through a priority assignment that is rate monot
onic. Jobs that are not admitted may be either discarded, or allowed to execute at a priority 
lower than that of all admitted jobs. 

SRMS defines a task model that extends the RMS's task model and the semiperiodic task 
model [Tia et al., 1995]. In the SRMS model: 

• A periodic task, x,, is defined as a three-tuple, fP,, f^(x), Qj), where P¡ is the task's period, 
f¡(x) is the probability density function for the task's periodic resource utilization require-
ment, and Q¡ is the task's requested Quality of Service (QoS). 
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• Tasks are ordered rate monotonically, so that T/ is the task with the shortest period, and 
henee with the highest priority. The superperiod of the task x¡ is defined to be P¡+¡, the 
period of the next lower priority task, x,+y. 

• Tasks are strictly periodic, so that at the start of every P¡ units of time, a new instance of task 
T, (a Job of task x¡) is available and has a firm deadline at the end of that period. The QoS for 
a task x¡ is defined as the probability that, in an arbitrarily long execution history, a ran-
domly selected Job of x, will meet its deadline. 

• Tasks are not aflfected by the variability of the other tasks, and henee each task can be given 
sepárate statistical guarantees. This is a resuh of the use of job admission control in SRMS. 

There is an extensive analysis of an harmonic task set [Atlas and Bestavros, 1998] that shows 
that the variability in task resource reqüirements could be smoothed through aggregation, both 
over the time and across tasks. The idea behind this is that different jobs of the same task can 
share their guaranteed time (aggregation over time), and henee resource usage variability is bal-
anced. Aggregation across tasks is based on the concept of time inheritance, that establishes that 
a task, z¡, that have time ieftover in the budget of its previous superperiod, can transfer its left-
over time to task x¡+j. This time inheritance protocol does not jeopardize the schedulability of 
the system, because the unused budget is given to a lower priority task, and optimizes the use 
of system resources. 

The basis of SRMS is that each task x¡, with a guaranteed time E„ and a period P¡, is trans-
formed into a task with period equal to its superperiod, Pi+j, and a guaranteed time a¿ = e, * Pj+j 
I Pj. A task allowance, o,, is allocated and guaranteed to T¿, and is replenished periodically at the 
beginning of every superperiod. Tasks allowances are set through the QoS negotiation process 
(i.e. SRMS schedulability analysis). 

A task set is schedulable under SRMS if the QoS of every task in the task set is satisfied 
through a feasible assignment of allowances. Any task system that can be scheduled via RMS 
can also be scheduled in the transformed versión, and even the priority assignment is the same. 
The advantage of using SRMS over traditional RMS is that the job failure rate is significantly 
decreased by the aggregation effect. 

More complex analysis of non-harmonic sets of tasks and some extensions that optimize the 
performance of the basic SRMS algorithms are shown in [Atlas, 1998, Atlas, 1999]. 

The main benefíts of using SRMS can be summarized as follows: 

• SRMS maximizes the utilization of the resources being managed. In particular, it wastes no 
resources on services that will miss their deadlines, due to overload conditions resulting 
from excessive variability in execution times. 

• SRMS is cognizant of the valué of the various tasks in the system, so that it ensures that 
under overload conditions the deterioration in QoS suffered by the various tasks is inversely 
proportional to their valué. The QoS is defined in terms of probability of meeting deadlines. 
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• The variability in periodic resource utilization for a given task can be smoothed through 
aggregation over time and across tasks. 

• Both the SRMS scheduling algorithm and schedulability analysis are computationally efFi-
cient. The Job admission control introduces a iow overhead of constant complexity, whiie 
the scheduling algorithm was compared to alternative scheduling algorithms suggested in 
the literature. 

RBE-EDF (see section 2.2.2.1) focuses on a task model for event-driven tasks with no a priori 
characterization of the actual arrival rates of events, that is appropriate for distributed multime
dia Services. SRMS is concentrated on a task model for periodic tasks with highly variable exe-
cution times and statistical QoS requirements that fits better the requirements of centralized 
multimedia services. SRMS is more complex than RBE-EDF, and supports higher level con-
cepts, such as statistical QoS guarantees and task's valúes. 

2.2.3 Hierarchical schedulers 

Hierarchical schedulers [Aldea-Rivas and Gonzalez-Harbour, 2002, Wang et al., 2002, Sae-
wong et al., 2002, Goyal et al., 1996, Bershad et al., 1995, Ford and Susarla, 1996, Anderson 
et al., 1992, Oparah, 1999, Deng, 1999, Regehr, 2001] have also been used as a means of incor-
porating service-level semantics to multimedia systems. At the lowest level the system has its 
own policy to share resources among services, but the system also supports service level sched
ulers that implement the right policy according to service preferences. The basic idea of hierar
chical schedulers is shown in figure 2-1, where the system schedulers allocates a share of 
resources among service-level schedulers. These service-level schedulers can in tum have sev-
eral child schedulers that hierarchically depend on the former. 

Figure 2-1. Hierarchical schedulers 

Traditional scheduling mechanisms in operating systems are fairly rigid, often supporting 
only one fixed scheduling algorithm, or, at most, a few scheduling classes whose implementa-
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tion is closely tied together is the operáting system kemel. The probiem is the selection of just 
one algorithm that is optimal for all the present, and fiíture, services. 

Hierarchical schedulers overeóme this limitation by defining a schedulíng framework ¡n 
which arbitrary scheduling policies cari be implemented by services, and by also ailowing the 
coexistence of different schedulers at the same time. The idea behind hierarchical schedulers is 
that the low-level operáting system or kemel allocates shares of resources to the different con-
current services, and these services can schedule these allocation using its own scheduler that 
implement the most adequate policies fór that service. Henee, there is a hierarchical architecture 
with a root system scheduler and severál service-level schedulers. 

Within the field of hierarchical schedulers it has also been addressed the possibility of 
dynamically extend systems with scheduling algorithms. Examples of such systems are Vassal 
[Candea and Jones, 1998] and HLS (Hierarchical Loadable Scheduler) [Regehr and Stankovic, 
2001], which provide an infrastructure that allows scheduling policies to be loaded and 
unloaded at runtime. 

This hierarchical resource managemént can be used not only for the CPU, but also for the 
memory, caches, I/O buses, disks, network, etc., so that services act as if they were executing 
on top of a virtual machine with a reduced capacity. 

The main advantages of this approach are: 

• It supports muhiple arbitrary scheduling policies on the same or different machines. 

• Services can easily extend or replace the scheduling policies built into the operáting system. 

• The underlying kemel provides protection (isolation) among different services. 

• ][t provides hierarchical control over resource usage of different logical or administrative 
domains in a system, such as users, groups, services, tasks, etc. 

• Resource usage accounting can be provided to various degrees of accuracy. 

• This framework naturally extends to multiprocessors. 

2.3 Adaptation-based schemes 

Adaptation-based schemes were designed to overeóme the limitations of reservation-based sys
tems. These techniques allow the managemént of unpredictable dynamic services, that cannot 
be accurately modelled, by monitoring their behaviours and adapting their internal modes of 
operation to provide the best output quality at any point in time. Adaptive services take into 
account internal semantics both for monitoring their behavior and for deciding the best response 
to changing situations. 

Note that the fact that a system follows the adaptation-based approach does not mean that it 
does not provide reservations. Many systems that support adaptation are also based on resource 
reservation. 
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This is the field where there is currently more research works, so that these systems are stud-
ied in more detail. Following sections describe five of the most important trends within this 
field: 

• Feedback control (section 2.3.1). 

• Economic models (section 2.3.2). 

• Middlewares for cooperative adaptation (section 2.3.3). 

• Architectures for decentralized adaptation (section 2.3.4), 

• Distributed QoS adaptation (section 2.3.5). 

2.3.1 Control theory applíed to adaptation 

There is a trend in multimedia systems to become more complex and dynamic. The heteroge-
neity and high degree of dynamics and unpredictability in their environments, the difficulty in 
precise modelling, and potential lack to convergence to desirable stable states are problems 
inherent to these systems. Feedback control mechanisms have been used to control complex and 
dynamic systems effectively without having precise models of their behaviour. FC-EDF [Stank-
ovic et al., 1999a] can be mentioned as one of the most important works in this field, although 
there are some more such as, for example SWiFT [Steere et al., 1999]. 

2.3.1.1 FC-EDF 

FC-EDF (Feedback Control Earliest Deadline First) [Stankovic et al., 1999a, Stankovic et al., 
2001] presents a new scheduling paradigm, called feedback control real-time scheduling. This 
paradigm contrasts with open loop scheduling algorithms (once schedules are created they are 
not adjusted based on continuous feedback). These open loop algorithms can perform well in 
static or dynamic systems in which the workloads can be accurately modelled, although they 
can perform poorly in unpredictable dynamic systems whose workload cannot be precisely 
defined. Henee, feedback control real-time scheduling is required when the system workload is 
difficult to be accurately modelled. With a PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) control loop, 
FC-EDF seems to achieve robust performance in overload situations. 

Feedback control real-time scheduling is based on dynamically adjusting the scheduling for 
the CPU. It must be defined the error terms for the schedules, monitor the error, and continu-
ously adjust the schedules to maintain satisfactory performance. Going into more detail, the 
authors chose the system deadline miss ratio as the controUed variable, while the manipulated 
variable used is the total CPU utilization requested by all the accepted tasks in the system. 

There are two main objectives for the scheduling policy used: 

1. Minimize system deadline miss ratio. This could be simply the total number of misses, or 
the result of a function which takes into account the importance of the task that missed the 
deadline. 
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2. Maximize resource usage. It is achieved by increasing the quality level of currently active 
Services and/or increase number of active services. 

The first goal is achieved by feedback control, while the second is reached by greedily 
increasing the CPU utilization when the system is lightly loaded. Note that it is very easy to keep 
a low deadline miss ratio by simply reducing the CPU load. 

The FC-EDF scheduler is composed of four main elements: 

• PID controller. The PID controller is the core of FC-EDF. It maps the miss ratio of accepted 
tasks (i.e., errors) to the change in requested utilization (i.e., control) so as to drive the miss 
ratio back to O (i.e., set point). The PID controller periodically monitors the controlled miss 
ratio and computes the requested utilization. 

• Service level controller. The service level controller changes the requested utilization in the 
system by adjusting the service levéis of accepted tasks. 

• Admission controller. The admissiOn controller controls the flow of workload into the sys
tem by deciding whether new tasks submitted to the system could be accepted or not. 

• EDF scheduler. An EDF scheduler is used because it is an optimal dynamic scheduüng 
algorithm in resource sufficient environments. Although EDF's performance degrades rap-
idly in overload situations the feedback control added to the system provides the required 
robustness to the system. 

The reasons to choose PID control as the basic feedback control techniques are: 

1. The scheduüng system is a dynamic system, and these systems widely use PID control tech
niques. 

2. Compared with other control techniques, an important feature of a PID control is that it does 
not require a precise analytical model of the system being controlled. Instead, a PID control
ler designed based on an approximate model can achieve satisfactory performance. 

3. According to control theory, basic PID control can provide stable control in first and second 
order dynamic systems. An adaptive form of PID control can provide stable control for high 
order dynamic systems. 

In [Lu et al., 2000] it is defíned a category of performance metrics for transient response that 
cíin be readily mapped to dynamic response specifications of control systems. This way the per
formance of the system is specified by a set of miss-ratio profiles, in response to a set of repre-
sentative load profíles. 

This work provides a very interesting scheduüng paradigm in which unpredictable dynamic 
systems can be effectively scheduled. Óne of the most important properties is that there is no 
need to have a model of the service to be controlled. 
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2.3.2 Economic models 

One of the drawbacks of using adaptation to maximize the global utility is that solving the opti-
mization problem is very complex. The use of semantic domain parameters for the definition of 
the different quality levéis and utility makes this problem even more difficult to solve. The uti-
lization of low-level parameters (in terms of generic resource usage) simplify the modelling of 
the problem so that this approach has been widely used [Lu et al., 2000]. 

This simplified problem defmition also allows the use of economic models for resource man
agement [Stratford and Mortier, 1999, Reumann and Shin, 1998]. They are effectively used for 
supporting the dual goals of (global) system and (local) service optimization. 

The worlc described in [Stratford and Mortier, 1999] proposes an arehitecture based on a eco
nomic model in which dynamic pricing is the mechanism for controlling congestión in 
resources. This work is based on a clear distinction between local and global optimization. Their 
approach consists of two phases: 

• Low-level, firm or statistical guarantees of access to resources by services. 

• Higher-level optimization across múltiple resources, and various time-scales, using feed-
back provided by dynamic pricing. 

Each resource manager is responsible for maximizing its revenue, which is generated by sell-
ing resource contracts to services. Services are responsible for maximizing their utility (and thus 
•the user-perceived utility) by purchasing and trading resource contracts. Services are provided 
with credits from an user agent, renewable over a given time-scale. User agents are responsible 
for implementing the policy of a particular user of the system. 

The idea behind resource pricing is to provide the user and service with incentives to act in a 
manner compatible with other users and services getting work done whilst maintaining high 
resource utilization. This is achieved by the feedback mechanism of prices, that consists of rais-
ing the price of resources as they become more congested, encouraging users to move to less 
congested resources and potentially providing a revenue stream for increasing the capacity of 
the congested resource, identifiable by its higher price. 

In order to support adaptation, services may be allowed to sell resource associated with the 
remaining part of contracts back to the resource manager, at a fair price. Services that wish to 
enter into fine-grained adaptation over múltiple resources will track the current contract prices 
and trade their contracts to maximize their utility functions. 

Highly adaptive services could use some service specific algorithm for negotiating resources 
using specific service knowledge. However, support for simple negotiation protocols is pro
vided in the form of predefmed librarles for simple or legacy services. 

Another work within this field is the one described in [Reumann and Shin, 1998], that uses 
economic theory to allocate resources so as to maximize the weighted sum of clients-perceived 
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QoS. Resources are allocated adaptively to changes in the environment. Their abstract system 
model meets the following requirements: 

• Guarantee clients to receive services at one of the several QoS levéis they specified. 

• Allow dynamically changeable mappings from clients to QoS levéis. 

• Represent the fact that upgrading the QoS of clients may lead to different rewards, depend-
ing on the client's perceived utility. 

• Optimize allocations with respect to the total reward to be accrued while accounting for the 
associated overhead. 

• Permit service providers to make trade-offs among maximal total reward, service availabil-
ity, and average connection-establishment overhead. 

• Allow clients to define their perceived utility at various QoS levéis. 

This model can be broken down into three main parts: the service defínition (service model), 
service perception (subscription modej), and the service provisión (interaction model). The 
service model enables the provider to express his server's capabilities to the OS or middieware 
layer. The subscription model enables the provider to specify service classes available to clients, 
including QoS levéis and the corresponding fees. The interaction model specifíes how the server 
should implement session setup, tear-dbwn, and adaptation with respect to client arrivals and 
departures. Resource failures may be integrated into this model as well. 

The resource allocation problem is solved in the interaction model, and it is modelled as a 
knapsack optimization problem [Martello and Toth, 1990]. Since this problem is known to be 
NP-complete, the authors relax it somewhat for on-line use. First, they strictly maximize aggre-
gated system utility, so that the optimization problem only has to be solved every time a client 
enters or leaves the system. Since it is very time-consuming the algorithm for reallocating client 
sessions (because it may have to invoke an optimization process), they introduce a short-term 
repository, from which new clients draw some resources until their admission decisión is made. 
The size of this repository is chosen to accommodate the mean number of clients arriving during 
the execution of the admission test. 

The principies of economic models can be applied both to centralized and distributed multi
media systems, providing a very flexible resource management scheme. 

2.3.3 Middlewares for cooperative adaptation 

Adaptation needs the cooperation between resource consumers (services) and resource provid
ers (the operating system). One common approach to support this cooperation is the design of 
an intermedíate software component (middieware) that dynamically mediates between them in 
order to keep service's resource demands within the limits of the available resources, while at 
the same time maximizing output quality. Works that are included in this group are, for exam-
ple, FARA [Rosu et al., 1998], DQM [Brandt etal., 1998b] and Odyssey [Noble, 2000], that 
will be described in the following sections. 
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2.3.3.1 FARA 

FARA (Framework for Adaptive Resource Allocation) [Rosu, 1999, Rosu et al., 1998] provides 
abstractions and mechanisms for building integrated adaptation and resource allocation services 
in complex real-time systems. A FARA-based infrastructure is a middleware system component 
that mediates between resource providers and clients in order to guarantee acceptable reserva-
tion-based services. The two main issues being addressed are: the specification of the adaptive 
capabilities of general-domain services with múltiple adaptive components, and the control of 
the adaptation impact on the satisfiability of a service's timing constraints during its transition 
to the targeted steady state. 

In FARA, a service is seen as a set of adaptive components, each with independent adaptation 
procedures. FARA describes a service as a hierarchy of adaptable entities, built on top of the 
service's hierarchy of functional components. Every adaptive component may have severa! 
explicitly specified adaptation states, called adaptation modes. Each adaptation mode includes: 

• Resource and quality requirements. 

• The list of the acceptable adaptation modes for the components at the next lower level in the 
hierarchy. 

• Hierarchical dependency groups, that describe relationships between the levéis of quality 
requirements in the particular contract request and the level of resource and quality require
ments of components of the next lower level. 

Constraints may exist on how the per-component adaptation modes can be combined into 
acceptable service-level adaptation. Depending on service semantics several combinations of 
modes may not be consistent. 

The authors support the use of this FARA's hierarchical adaptation model based on these 
potential advantages: 

1. The ability to capture the adaptation capabilities of complex adaptive services and with con
straints imposed on combining components' adaptation modes. 

2. The compact representation, with no replication of an adaptation mode's specifícations 
when it is part of múltiple higher level adaptation modes. 

3. The ability to minimize the number of service components affected by the adaptation, by 
understanding what component is affected by a failed resource and quality requirement and 
how components' adaptation can be combined into acceptable higher level adaptation. 

Services are aware of their resource and performance requirements, and they can explicitly 
describe their adaptation capabilities. Services are adaptable conceming the level of require
ments (e.g., frame rate), and the set of requirements (e.g., alternative configurations in which a 
service can correctly execute are described by a specific set of computation, memory, and com-
munication requirements). 
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One of the novel features of FARA is that ¡t addresses the problems of delays and overhead 
¡ncurred with making and enacting the adaptation, that can affect adversely the normal execu-
tion of Services. Therefore, in contrast to most available research that considers the goal of adap
tation to be only the attainment of acceptable steady state performance, the solution in FARA 
considers also the service performance during its transition to the targeted steady state, referred 
as transitory state performance. Note that with increasingly compiex services and adaptation 
procedures, it is becoming increasingly important to consider the perturbation induced by adap
tation decisión and enactment. 

The decisión overhead is a significant component of the delay to reach the steady state, so 
that this process is decomposed to enable the control and reduction of this decisión overheads. 
This approach enables prioritized treatment of the requests waiting for adaptation decisions and 
customization of decisión heuristics on a per-request basis. 

In order to reduce the impact of adaptation on transitory service performance, it is necessary 
to evalúate and control the enactment overhead. This overhead has two component: the system-
related overheads, that could be a priori known, and the client-related overheads, that have to 
be explicitly specifíed for each adaptivé service. This Information, called adaptation cost, must 
be submitted to FARA. This information has three dimensions: quantitative, describing the 
arnount of resources needed to change between adaptation modes, qualitative, describing the 
drop in quality level that might occur due to the execution of the adaptation procedure, and tem
poral, describing the constraints that can delay the execution of the adaptation procedure. This 
information is used in the FARA decisión process to quantify the adaptation overhead and the 
delay in reaching the targeted steady státe. 

One of the most important contributions of this work is the treatment of the transitory state 
when adapting from one configuration to a new one. This is an aspect that is ignored in most of 
the existing works. 

2.3.3.2 DQM 

DQM (Dynamic Quality of Service Manager) [Brandt et al., 1998b, Humphrey et al., 1997] is 
a raiddleware based on the concept of cóoperation between the operating systems and services. 
Services are scalable, so that they can execute at a range of QoS levéis that reflect algorithmic 
modes in which services can execute. The purpose of this centralized DQM is to dynamically 
medíate between services and the operating system in order to keep service resource demands 
within the limits of the available resources while maximizing quality. It does so by monitoring 
system load and dynamically adjusting the QoS level of each service up or down as necessary. 
The centralized nature of the DQM allows global resource level decisions to be made when 
needed. 

DQM is a best-effort system that does not guarantee resource allocations, as it is based on the 
cóoperation between the operating system and the services, that do not have a contractual basis. 
The authors argüe that services in soft real-time environments need only a reasonable assurance 
that resources will be available on request. There is not an admission control policy, so that serv
ices must explicitly inform the DQM with their execution levéis, that contains resource require-
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ments and expected benefit. It also allows for inaccurate service resource usage estimates 
through a technique called dynamic estímate refinement, in which the CPU usage estimates are 
continuously adj usted using measurements of the actual amount of CPU time used for each level 
of each service. They use a weighted average of the previous estimate and the current measure-
ment. 

The system monitors the occurrence of CPU overload and underload to keep the system load 
within a safe range. CPU overload is determined by the incidence of deadline misses in the run-
ning Services, that are notified to the DQM to reduce QoS levéis of services, while CPU under
load is detected when the system idle time reaches a static threshold level, in which case the 
DQM also tries to maximize resource usage by raising QoS levéis of services. 

The policy for selecting the execution level for each service is also an important aspect in 
their work [Brandt et al., 1998a]. The authors implemented four different algorithms: distrib-
uted, fair, óptima!, and hybrid. The distributed policy is the simplest policy in which services 
autonomously select néw QoS levéis when the situation changes. The fair algorithm is the sim
plest centralized policy, that has two different options: the even option simply reduces 
(increases) the level of the service that is currently using the most (least) CPU, and the propor-
tional option that raises (lowers) the level of the service with the highest (lowest) benefit/CPU 
ratio. The optimal algorithm uses each service's user-specified benefit and service-specified 
máximum CPU usage, as well as the relative CPU usage and benefit Information specified for 
each level to determine a QoS allocation of CPU that maximizes overall user benefit. The final 
algorithm, hybrid, uses the optimal algorithm to specify the initial QoS allocations, and the uses 
different algorithms to decide which levéis to modify dynamically as resource availability 
changes. 

The authors provide a middleware DQM and a library of DQM interface and soft-real time 
support fiínctions called the Soft Real-Time Resource Library. This support facilitates the inte-
gration of services within the system. 

DQM provides a soft-real time environment without reservation mechanisms. The authors' 
work in optimization policies is very detailed, including the mechanisms for monitoring and 
automatic and dynamic estimate refinement that provide a very good basis for the optimization 
protocols. 

2.3.3.3 Odyssey 

The work described in [Noble et al., 1995, Noble et al., 1997, Noble, 2000] is focused on mobile 
computing. In order to face adequately specific problems for mobile data access, such as unpre-
dictable variation in network quality and lowered trust and robustness, adaptation emerged as 
the solution to offer an acceptable service. Adaptation mechanisms dynamically conform to the 
limitations of individual clients and their current environment to provide the best level of serv
ice. 

One of the main questions being addressed is the selection of which entity is responsible for 
making adaptation decisions: the operating system or the services. The authors take the position 
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that decisions must be made by the two parties. The operating system is the one that is aware of 
shared resources availability. It also provides the mechanisms for adaptation and a common 
point of resource control. However, the service is the only entity that can properly decide how 
to adapt to a given situation, and must be free to specify the adaptive policy. They cali this col-
laborative model of responsibiüty service-aware adaptation. 

This service-aware adaptation describes a spectrum of approaches between laissez-faire 
(concurrent services compete for resources, but each is solely responsible for its own adapta
tion) and service-transparent adaptation (the operating system is wholly responsible for making 
adaptation decisions for services). 

Several metrics are provided in the literature for measuring how well adaptation mechanisms 
behave. Fidelity of data and adaptation agility are the two reference metrics addressed by this 
work: 

• Fidelity. It is defmed as the degree tó which a data ítem used by a mobile client matches the 
reference copy. This reference copy is the most complete, current, and detailed versión of 
that Ítem available, and a mobile client is supposed to be able to access and manipúlate this 
reference copy when resources are plentiful. When resources become scarce, the mobile cli
ent may choose to access or manipúlate an item that has been degraded. 

• Agility. A key property of an adaptive system is the speed and accuracy with which it 
detects and responds to changes in resource availability. The authors cali this property the 
agility of the system. When environment changes are large and erratic, only a highly agile 
system can fiínction effectively. Agility is thus the property of a mobile system that deter
mines the most turbulent environment in which it can function acceptably. 

Services that are subject of this work are scalable, so that they can trade fidelity for perform
ance. Once a degree of fidelity is set for a service it is monitored by the system to detect possible 
changes in network performance. If these changes occur, the service is notified so that it selects 
a new degree of fidelity compliant to the detected new state. The agility of Odyssey is deter-
mined by this adaptive decisión loop. 

This work is based on the coordinátion between the system and individual services. The 
system is responsible of monitoring resource changes and notifying the service, while the serv
ices decide how best to adapt when notified. This división of responsibiüty directly addresses 
the ¡ssues of service diversity and concurrency. Diversity is accommodated by allowing serv
ices to determine the mapping of resource levéis to fidelity levéis. Concurrency is supported by 
allowing the system to retain control of resource monitoring and arbitration. 

One of the most innovative aspects of Odyssey is that it is very aware of the agility of adap
tation. This is a very important property of an adaptive system that is not addressed by most of 
the works related to adaptive services. 
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2.3.4 Architectures for service driven adaptation 

The cooperation between services and the operating system can also be achieved by the design 
of a complete architecture for resource management that provides integrated mechanisms for 
resource allocation, negotiation, and adaptation. Worics made in the field of these architectures 
are AQUA [Lakshman, 1997], a QoS Manager for Nemesis [Oparah, 1999], and Adaptware 
[Abdelzaher, 1999]. 

2.3.4.1 AQUA 

AQUA (Adaptive QUality of service Architecture) [Lakshman, 1997, Lakshman and Yavatkar, 
1996a, Lakshman and Yavatkar, 1996b] provides a cooperative model of resource management 
to deliver predictable QoS guarantees to distributed multimedia services. 

Its model of resource management requires a cióse cooperation and interaction between serv
ices and the operating system that dynamically adapt resource allocations. The authors also 
address the problem of using múltiple resources in an integrated fashion [Lakshman et al., 
1997]. They support the idea that resources on an end system should be allocated and managed 
adaptively in an integrated manner to accommodate the variations in both the QoS requirements 
and the resource availability. 

The main components in AQUA are: a QoS specifícation library, a resource manager for each 
resource, an service-level QoS manager, and an adaptation library. 

The QoS specifícation library provides the basic mechanisms to specify and update resource 
requirements. In the beginning, services provide a partial QoS specifícation that is used by 
resource provider to allocate resources. As services run, resource providers and consumers 
cooperate to estímate the services' resource requirements and the QoS they receive. As resource 
requirements vary or resource availability changes resulting changes to measured QoS are 
detected, and both the resource consumer and provider renegotiate and adapt to ensure predict
able service within the constraints of available resources. Note that it is difficult, if not impos-
sible, to estímate resource requirements in advance, and they also tend to vary signifícantly 
during service's lifetime. 

Resource managers are the entities in charge of abstracting low-level details and peculiarities 
of resource management to the rest of the system. Each resource is managed by its own manager 
that implements the required policies for resource reservation, admission control, and resource 
scheduling. 

The service-level QoS manager communicates services with resource managers, adjusting 
service resource requirements and resulting QoS based in resource availability. Resource 
adjustment is performed through adjusting service QoS. This entity hides the details of QoS 
negotiation and management from service programmers. It estímales QoS specifícation param-
eters that are not specified by the service code, monitors resource usage and QoS delivery, and 
interacts with the resource controller to renegotiate and adapt QoS when necessary. There is just 
one centralized service-level QoS manager for all the services. 
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The system also fiírnishes an adaptation library that provides the basic interface and mecha-
nisms for the implementation of actual adaptation policies. Adaptation is achieved with the 
cooperation between resource managers and the service-level QoS manager. Available adapta
tion mechanisms are: 

• If QoS delivered is not within the acceptable range, the resource consumer may decide to 
ask for more resources or adapt by reducing its resource usage. At any time, if the resource 
consumer is aware of an impending change in its resource requirements, it may renegotiate 
its QoS reservation in advance. 

• When resource availability changes due to the admission or departure of resource consum-
ers or due to changes in the resource usage of active resource consumers, the resource pro-
vider handles the resuhing overload or underload condition by changing resource 
allocations of all resource consumers. The authors refer to this form of adaptation as global 
adaptation. Global adaptation makes use of the dynamic QoS negotiation mechanisms and 
can occur in two ways: active adaptation, which involves notifying the resource consumers 
that they must graceflilly adapt to meet the new resource constraints, and transparent adap
tation, which involves no explicit notification to the resource consumers. 

In this way, the service-level QoS manager, that is the entity which has the semantic domain 
knowledge, is the one that can take adéquate decisions about adjusting resource requirements 
among services. 

A key contribution of this work is the design and implementation of a CPU management algo-
rithm called RAP (Rate-based Adjustable Priority Scheduling) [Yavatkar and Lakshman, 1995] 
that provides predictable service and dynamic QoS control in the presence of varying compute 
times, arrival and departure of processes, and CPU overloads. A significant feature of RAP 
includes a service-level QoS manager that implements policies for graceful degradation in the 
face of CPU overload. 

The RAP algorithm is based on the Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) principie and consists of two 
components: a rate-based CPU scheduler which ensures that multimedia services are serviced 
at a steady rate, and a service-level QoS manager which provides adaptive QoS management. 
The CPU scheduling algorithm is based on a service discipline called Rate ControUed Static Pri
ority (RSCP) [Zhang and Ferrari, 1993] for real-time packet scheduling. 

RAP maintains an estímate of the average computing time currently needed by each admitted 
process based on its recent CPU usage. Based on these estimates, RAP's admission control 
algorithm calculates the available capacity for the new process, determines whether the new 
process can be accepted, and if so, allocates the new process a computing time based on the 
remaining available capacity. The new process is assigned a priority based on its requested rate 
and is inserted in a priority-based queue for execution. 

After the service starts executing, the average computing time it needs and its rate of execu
tion are monitored over the averaging interval. At the end of the averaging interval for a process, 
the RAP scheduler provides feedback tq the service-level QoS manager about the observed rate 
ofprogress. 
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If the observed is not within the acceptable range, the service-level QoS manager may then 
decide to adapt by reducing either the desired rate of execution or the amount of computing time 
needed per execution. 

The RAP scheduler also provides feedback to the QoS managers as resource availability 
changes due to the admission of new processes or increase in the CPU usage by previously 
admitted processes. The CPU overload is handled ¡n RAP by a user-specified policy. 

AQUA's model of resource management assigns an active role to the services in allocating 
and managing resources. To avoid burdening service programmers with the details of QoS 
negotiation and adaptation and to encourage code reusability, AQUA includes abstract inter-
faces and libraries that hide the details of QoS measurement and negotiation. The authors also 
provide an interest4ng CPU management algorithm (RAP) based on feedback control. 

2.3.4.2 QoS Manager for Nemesis 

The work described in [Oparah, 1999] presents a resource management system which dynami-
cally balances the allocation of QoS guáranteos for end-system resources among services in 
such a way as to maximize, at any given point in time, the user's perceived utility as specified 
via user-defíned resource allocation policies. 

The system has a central QoS Manager responsible for coordinating the distribution of shared 
resources. The flexibility of the resource management system is improved by taking advantage 
of the adaptation potential of services, specially multimedia services. The QoS Manager pro
vides special support for adaptive services by allowing them to register a number of valid modes 
of operation as well as an adaptation callback ftinction at the start of their execution. During sit-
uations of resource shortage or unexpected availability, the QoS Manager will use this Informa
tion combined with a knowledge of the user's preferences to reallocate resources in such a way 
as to maximize the user's perceived performance or utility. Services are informed of changes in 
resource allocation via callback functions. 

Although services can implement all their adaptation-related code directly, they have such 
code encapsulated in a re-usable service agent module. A service agent is an optional module 
which interacts with the QoS Manager on behalf of a service. These agents are generic, to sup
port as wide range of services as possible, as well as configurable (via an easy-to-use policy-
expression interface) so that specific components can be re-used under different situations. This 
way the user is not burden with the complicated task of manually attempt to degrade other serv
ices. Generic agents abstracts all adaptation into the movement between a number of valid 
modes or levéis and exports an interface which allows the service to specify a number of valid 
modes of operation. These modes have entries for the estimated resource requirements and the 
service utility valué for each mode. 

Agents request for resources from the QoS Manager on behalf of services to enable them to 
run in a particular mode. These agents monitor resource consumption behavior of services 
(updating estimates of resource requirements), and when the resource allocation is too low to 
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support the current modes, the agents will request for more resources from the QoS Manager. 
If the required allocation is refused, they signal services to adapt to lower modes. 

These agents cater for any service which adapts between a number of modes. However, many 
services conceptually adapt at a higher level by varying a number of parameters (termed adap-
tation parameters) such as frame rate or frame size in the video case. In this case, the agent pro
vides a module that allows the service programmer to have its ov̂ n̂ interface for capturing 
adaptation parameters, and that maps the various possible combinations of adaptation parame
ters into modes, thereby converting the multidimensional adaptation parameters into a one-
dimensional list of modes. 

Service agents can be of varying complexity. A very simple agent could run on behalf of a 
legacy service, interacting with the QoS Manager to provide simple support for adaptation with-
out any direct involvement from the service. A more complex agent would provide the service 
programmer with an interface to specify the adaptation capabilities of the service. It would also 
haive a mechanism for capturing the user's service-specific policy. It would pass this Informa
tion on to the QoS Manager which will make resource allocation decisions based on it. The 
agent would relay these decisions to the service which can then effect the necessary adaptation. 

The user controls resource allocation in three ways: 

1. By expressing resource allocation policies. These are specified both at system level (to 
express a preference between application domains, a preference between re-allocation 
options) and at service level (intemal preference on how to adapt). 

2. By making requests to services for mode changes. 

3. By making corrections to the automatic reallocations carried out by the system. This is 
important because the user's preferences are very hard to capture totally. 

When a service needs more resourcesthan available it must be launched a revocation or redis-
tribution protocol. A similar situation occurs if resources become available and the QoS Man
ager has to decide on the best way to redistribute the resources in order to maximize the users 
utility. From the set of services which can be degraded, the policy to follow can be diverse 
(fewest changes, least importance first, most efficiency, most changes, etc.). 

Services are delegated the responsibility for the intemal scheduling of their share of processor 
which allows them to implement their pwn resource trade-offs amongst their constituent con-
current elements (threads). 

The general Nemesis architecture for I/O [Barham, 1996] makes it feasible to provide QoS 
guarantees for resources other than the CPU, such as the frame-buffer, network interface and 
disk drive, and henee supporting more realistic situations. 

The system implements an optimization mechanism that always tries to maximize the user's 
perceived performance or utility. 
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The use of service agents is a very good approach to enhance reusability and scalability. 
When introducing new services to the system a new service agent has to be instantiated and 
nothing else has to be modified. It is also very interesting the implementation of a hierarchical 
scheduler for allowing services to use service semantics in resource scheduling. 

2.3.4.3 Adaptware 

The work described in [Abdelzaher, 1999, Abdelzaher and Shin, 1998] defines, implements, 
and evaluates a software framework that consists of architectural support, resource management 
mechanisms, and programming abstractions for adapting QoS to dynamically fluctuating 
resource capacity and demand. The authors define an architecture for QoS-adaptive end-host 
communication subsystems that should provide resource guarantees, maximize the aggregate 
utility, gracefijlly adapt to transient overload and resource shortage, and not starve lower-prior-
ity service classes during a period of sustained overload. 

Services specify múltiple acceptable QoS levéis, and express their relative desirability by 
assigning them an utility. The client specified QoS levéis express a nominal mode of operation 
as well as degraded modes, that allow the server to predictably degrade client's QoS under tran
sient overload or resource shortage. It offers a flexible, yet predictable, QoS contract between 
servers and clients that is specially suitable for adaptive soft real-time services. 

Adaptation is exploited to improve overload performance. If the overload is severe, it may be 
impossible to provide the service even at the lowest QoS level for each client. Thus, each con
tract specifies a QoS-violation penalty, so that the resource manager ensures that clients will 
either receive their contracted service or receive a rebate corresponding to the specified QoS-
violation penalty. 

The first and most basic objective of their architecture is to provide per-client or per-service-
class QoS on the server. Each client is handled within the communication server by a separately 
schedulable entity, called adaptive negotiation agent, that expresses the client's QoS contract to 
the communication server. Having different agents for different clients allows serving clients 
concurrently at different QoS levéis. 

Their second objective is to maximize server's aggregate reward. The maximization of the 
aggregate achieved utility subject to resource constraints forced their design to utilize a combi-
nation of a reward optimization algorithm and a monitoring module. The reward optimization 
algorithm is implemented by a load control module that uses a mathematical estímate of current 
load for admission control and QoS level selection. The monitoring module uses actual meas-
urements to compute the parameters of the mathematical load model. 

The load control module is activated when a new service is to be created or destroyed. Upon 
activation, it performs an admission test on the new service and recomputes the active QoS level 
for all current services to adapt to the current load. The amount of resources available to the 
communication subsystem as a whole may be fixed or may vary dynamically in which case the 
load control module may also be executed periodically to adapt to dynamic load changes. Due 
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to the relative complexity of reward optimization, the invocation frequency of the load control 
module must be relatively slow. 

The architecture must adapt services responsively to transient changes in load or resource 
capacity. Such changes can occur between successive invocations of the load control module 
and require Immediate response. Since re-executing the reward optimization algorithm upon 
every load change may consume too much bandwidth, the authors provide a fast feedback loop, 
implemented by the monitoring module, that detects transient overload or underutilization con-
ditions and makes small incremental adjustments to the QoS levéis selected by load control 
using a simple heuristic. Together the periodic optimization and the fast QoS level adjustment 
heuristic ensure that during overloads clients are gracefully degraded, but not starved. 

Adaptware also provides a defínition of thread budget that enhance its portability. The exe-
cution budget ¡s defmed in abstract units of work measured in machine-independent service-
level units. This separation between budget units and machine speed in their architecture allows 
Adaptware to adjust itself easily to changes in the underiying platform capacity without chang-
ing server code. Such adjustment is dorte by periodically computing the mapping function from 
units of work to actual machine utilization. 

Their architecture does not require a priori system-load characterization and profiling Infor
mation for proper maintenance of QoS contracts. Instead, as a part of their adaptation scheme, 
a self-tuning mechanism is incorporated to adjust itself to the measured load and resource con-
ditions. 

The mechanisms provided for optimizing resource usage are very effective. On one side, the 
authors support a fast feedback loop that adjust resource load to face transient overloads or 
underloads. On the other, a more complex a reward optimization algorithm is executed when 
services are created or destroyed, and periodically to adapt to dynamic load changes. They con-
sider only a single QoS dimensión where all QoS levéis can be linearly sorted by their impor-
tance. A more general system should support multi-dimensional QoS optimization, such as in 
[Lee et al., 1999, Hull et al., 1997]. 

2.3.5 Distríbuted QoS adaptation control 

Several works are focused on complex distributed multimedia services and the required mech
anisms for distributed QoS adaptation. There are mainly three options for achieving this goal: 

• Integrated middieware control architecture (Agilos [Li, 2000]). 

• Communication layer with built-in adaptive capabilities (Adaptive Communication 
[Kravets, 1998]). 

• Distributed QoS agents that collaborate with each others (Cooperative QoS Management 
[Fisheretal., 1997]). 

The following sections describe these three alternatives through a detailed explanation of one 
representative work per approach. 
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2.3.5.1 Agilos 

Agilos (Agüe QoS) [Li, 2000, Li et al., 2001] is a middleware control architecture designed to 
allow service-level QoS adaptation decisión. The design of the middleware architecture itself 
(and its constituent elements), and the definition of a task control model for including adaptation 
into services are the main contributions of this work. 

The design of the middleware emphasizes a clean división of service-neutral and service-spe-
cific middleware components. This way, implementation of new services, and adaptation of oíd 
legacy ones, is much more easy. This división is achieved through the implementation of three 
basic layers: 

1. Resource adaptation tier. This service-neutral first tier implements a closed control loop. It 
is based on a task control model, based on control theory, with which the authors can reason 
about and valídate analytically adaptation attributes such as stability, adaptation agility, fair-
ness, and equilibrium valúes of the adaptive behavior. The properties of these adaptors that 
can be configured are: the target load, weights of importance for each service, and adapta
tion agility. 

2. Component configuration tier. This is the service-specific second tier that takes the output 
produced by the first tier and makes decisions on control actions based on a fiízzy control 
model. This model represents the process of choosing among service-specific parameter-
tuning and reconfiguration choices. The goal of this model is to appropriately represent 
service-specific adaptation choices in a service neutral processing model, so that it is flexi
ble enough to be aware of the adaptive capabilities of a wide range of services. 

3. Service configuration tier. This layer removes the limitation that adaptation can only be per-
formed within individual clients and servers, and allows for distributed adaptation control. 
The objective of this distributed adaptation scheme is to optimally exploit available services 
across the network, taking into account their properties that are not considered in the com
ponent configuration level. At runtime, the service configurator is able to make topological 
changes in the service level of the component model. The input to the service configurator 
is the current states on each host composing the service provisioning graph. 

Agilos architecture manages the services themselves by exerting strict control over their 
adaptive behavior. The adaptive policies are expressed by a rule base, and are highly configu-
rative to the service's adaptation needs. 

The implemented closed control loop steers the services so that they react to resource fluctu-
ations. Agilos middleware is always monitoring system resources and the controller reacts to 
unexpected changes in resource usage. This controller comprises service-neutral adaptors and 
service-specific configurators, so that the generated control actions are both globally fair to 
other concurrent services, and specific to the service's adaptation needs. This way, the middle
ware dynamically controls and reconfigures the ¡nternal parameters and functionalities of serv
ices. 
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The authors argüe that a middieware architecture achieves the best assistance for service level 
QoS adaptation because this way both service and system level dynamics can be observed and 
analyzed to decide when, how and to what extent adaptation has to occur. This contrasts both 
with adaptation mechanisms built within services and those built within the operating systems. 
The former approach has the disadvantage of lacking global information to preserve faimess 
aniong all services, while the latter is not aware of data semantics in the service. 

Agilos also provides probing and profiling capabilities [Li and Nahrstedt, 2000, Li, 2001], so 
that, on behalf of the services, Agilos is resporisible to probé the current dynamics of service-
level QoS parameters and resource availability. It is also responsible for recording the probing 
results in QoS profiles, so that inter-parameter mappings may be derived. Since the authors 
assume that there exist no prior knowlédge with respect to the execution models of services, 
they need to capture the inherent characteristics of such services (process of system identifica-
tion). Particularly, they need to quantitatively capture and analyse the relationships between 
critical and tunable parameters. Based én the knowlédge collected in this phase, they design a 
fríimework to actively control the servipe behaviour on-line. The tunable QoS parameters are 
input parameters that are actively controlled to change the critical parameters, that are obviously 
output parameters. 

The problem of reserving múltiple computing and communication resources is also addressed 
by this work [Xu et al., 2000]. They provide an integrated QoS and contention-aware frame-
work for coordinated end-to-end multi-resource reservations. This framework consists of a 
fonnal QoS and resource model, a runtime system architecture for coordinated multi-resource 
reservation, and a runtime algorithm (and its heuristics extensions) for the computation of end-
to-end reservation plans. 

The authors also provide an experimental evaluation and validation of their approach by the 
development of a prototype of the Agilos architecture, and the validation of this prototype with 
OmniTrack, a client-server based omnidirectional visual tracking system, a service that features 
rich adaptation choices in various aspects. 

In [Li and Nahrstedt, 1998] the authors propose a task control model introducing adaptation 
tasks that perform QoS adaptations on a specific metric. The adaptation behaviour is configured 
ofli"-Iine by the service itself, so that only the desired degree of adaptation activity is performed. 
This way the adaptation behaviour is performed in the middieware level, opposing to the tradi-
tional approach of integrating the adaptation behaviour within the services. In this way they 
avoid unbalanced of conflicting demands for system resources. 

Their task control model defines a task as a service, a software component, or a module, that 
executes so that it can deliver a result to other system components, namely, other tasks. Consid-
ering a set of inter-related tasks that form a larger component, they model the entire system as 
a task flow graph which is, by its nature, a directed acyclic graph. For each task there will be 
quality parameters and valúes associated with both input and output of the task. The middieware 
level is a set of adaptation tasks that can be characterized into two major categories: passive and 
active adaptation tasks. 
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Passive adaptation tasks include adaptive algorithms that only change certain QoS parameter 
of the input quality, so that the adapted quality will be improved by adaptation. These passive 
adaptation tasks can be best illustrated as a simple additional task whose only responsibility is 
to provide a filter in between two consecutive original tasks in the system. 

Active adaptation represents the class of various more aggressive adaptation attempts, in 
which the individual task that desires adaptation will coordínate with other flexible tasks in the 
task flow graph, in order to adapt to the changes that affect the entire system. 

Summarizing, the authors define a complete solution for the implementation of service-level 
QoS adaptation. Their system provides a model for including adaptation capabilities into serv-
ices, probing and profiling capabilities for the dynamic and automatic characterization of serv-
ices, a model for the decisión mechanisms on control actions, and a layered middleware 
architecture for the implementation of the control system. 

2.3.5.2 Adaptive communication 

The work described in [Kravets, 1998] provides an adaptive communication layer that supports 
distributed Interactive services. These services have dynamic resource requirements and opérate 
in environments with dynamic behaviour. Their approach defines the architecture of an end-to-
end communication layer which mediates between services and the network infi-astructure. 

Services must be able to quantitatively specify their communication requirements. It is 
achieved through the characterization of the valué of parameters of the communication channel 
to the service. The valué of the communication link to the service may dynamically change, so 
that each valué (payoff) fiínction represents the valué to the service at a specific time or over a 
specific time period. 

This system is designed to opérate in environments with dynamic network behavior, so that 
the characterization of the network availability is also needed for determining the best way for 
allocating network capacity. The authors use optimization techniques that explore the manner 
in which the communication layer can realize benefits using knowledge about the relationship 
between requested versus experienced channel behavior. In general, this implies that the com
munication layer has knowledge about what quality of service to expect for a range of different 
requests. This relationship can be represented with availability curves, in the form of loss-load 
curves, which characterize the dynamic QoS characteristics a network can provide to its clients. 

The payoff and availability functions provide the communication framework with extensive 
Information about service requirements and network availability respectively that can be used 
to configure Communications during a service's execution. Specifically, the authors employ 
payoff adaptation to optimize the use of available communication resources in a reactive fash-
ion. It responds to changes in service requirements and network resources rather that attempting 
to anticípate them. Payoff adaptation techniques allow them to balance service requirements 
like quality level and running time against resource availability. 
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Payoff adaptation involves two stages. In the first stage, the communication layer determines 
a communication configuration for a specific point in time, given current service requirements 
and networic availability. In the second stage, the communication layer monitors changes in 
service requirements and networic behavior. The effects of such changes on the network valué 
are the determination of a new configufation. 

The main advantages of this approach can be summarized in the following aspects: 

• Dynamic adaptation of the communication channel is ¡mplemented using an abstraction 
level that is meaningful to the services. 

• Adaptation is made by an intermedíate layer that can take into account specific service 
requirements and also the knowledge of resource availability. 

• Availability curves are a generic and portable mechanism to characterize network behavior. 

This work clearly address the problem of dynamically optimizing global resource usage. 
Services are in charge of dynamically specify their resource requirements, while the system 
decides, at runtime, the best resource allocation based on resource availability and the Informa
tion provided by the services. 

2.3.5.3 Cooperative QoS Management 

The work described in [Fisher et al., 1997] is targeted to complex distributed multimedia serv
ices, with which the number of options for QoS management increases, leading to more com
plex decisión processes. The authors propose an approach for cooperative QoS management, 
where service-oriented QoS agents are distributed throughout the network and the end systems, 
communicating with each others. Their work is focused on QoS negotiation, adaptation and 
renegotiation. 

This distributed management system tries to guarantee the QoS level negotiated with the 
users, while at the same time optimizing resource usage. The advantages of distributing the 
management process are: an eeisier and more precise localization of the cause of QoS problems, 
better knowledge of local situations, a lower complexity for a single QoS agent, and an increase 
in possible actions. 

The role of QoS negotiation is to find an agreement on the required valúes of QoS parameters 
between the system and the users. It occurs when a client starts using a service. The negotiation 
phase should fínd an optimal system configuration through the execution of a distributed QoS 
negotiation protocol that has to take intó account the different ftinctions that must be provided 
and the specific hardware components within the distributed system. 

A renegotiation may be initiated by the user or the system. On one side, a user initiated rene
gotiation allows a user to request a better (or lower) quality. Several domain parameters have to 
be taken into account for this decisión, using an overall measurement of them called quality of 
operation. On the other, the system initiated renegotiation usually occurs when the system can 
no longer support the negotiated QoS and the quality drops below the acceptable limit. In such 
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a case the user is asked to accept a lower quality. Another interesting option is to do renegotia-
tion in order to optimize resource usage, without any violation triggering it. 

The role of QoS adaptation is to keep providing the negotiated QoS, eventually lowering it in 
the case of resource shortages. The user usually specifies a degradation path along which the 
quality can be lowered, and he also specifies a minimum acceptable quality which defines the 
point where renegotiation of the quality or abortion of the service has to take place. Clients mon
itor the QoS they receive from the network and compare these valúes to the negotiated QoS to 
discover QoS problems. These probleras are solved locally, that is much less costly than a com
plete reconfiguration. 

This adaptation approach [Hafid and v. Bochmann, 1998] allow the system to recover auto-
matically, if possible, from QoS violations by: 

1. Identifying a new configuration of system components that might support the initially 
agreed QoS and by performing a transparent transition from the original configuration to the 
new one. 

2. Redistributing the levéis of QoS that should be supported, in the fxiture, by the components. 

3. Redistributing the levéis of QoS that should be supported immediately to meet end-to-end 
requirements based on the principie that local QoS violation at one component may be 
recovered immediately by the other components participating in the support of the 
requested service. 

Their cooperativo QoS management scheme provides more information about the state of the 
network and the QoS requirements of clients. Based on this information, better decisión may be 
met to fiílfil such requirements and optimize resource usage. 

The basic idea of this scheme is to install an service-oriented QoS agent on each router of the 
underlying network and on every end system participating in a service. These QoS agents are 
able to communicate with their neighboring agents. 

One of the most interesting contributions of this work is the cooperative QoS management, 
that allows QoS problems to be solved locally by service agents (when possible), that is much 
less costly than a complete reconfíguration. Renegotiation is used when adaptation cannot solve 
the problem. Moreover, domain parameters are taken into account for optimizing resource 
usage. Their approach is completely focused on the use of network resource in distributed mul
timedia services. 

2.4 HOLA-QoS 

HOLA-QoS {Homogeneous and Open Layered Architecture for Quality of Service manage
ment) [Garcia-Valls, 2001, Garcia-Valls et al., 2002a, García-Valls et al., 2002b] gives support 
for building flexible and open multimedia embedded systems. It is made up by a set of homo
geneous layers, where each of them manages one of the main system entities (applications, qual
ity levéis and resource budgets). The design of HOLA-QoS was driven by three main issues: 
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• Flexibility, allowing the functionality to be easily extended. 

• Openness, enhancing the integration of new management policies and different types of 
applications. 

• 

• Modularity, so that the different layers can be easily replaced by more specific ones. 

There are three main conceptual entities in the system that are subject of dynamic manage
ment and monitoring decisions: applications, quality levéis, and budgets. When the QoS and 
resource management system has to make a decisión to improve system behavior, it has to 
modify the configuration of the system. This may be done by changing the settings with respect 
to any of the above-mentioned entities. This is the motivation for developing a layered architec-
ture, where each layer performs management operations with respect to a different entity, and 
therefore, at different abstraction levéis (i.e., at application level, at tasks level, etc.). 

Henee, HOLA-QoS is a layered hiefarchical architecture, that gives support for QoS and 
resource management at different abstraction levéis. On one side, it can be used for implement-
ing task execution management at lower levéis. On the other, application execution (and quality 
level) management is also supported at higher abstraction levéis. With abstraction levéis, 
HOLA-QoS builds an integral QoS management for consumer electronics embedded multime
dia systems, with hierarchical control across layers. 

This QoS framework constitutes a hierarchical control system, in which high frequency deci
sions are evaluated in the lower layers, and require fast and simple control actions. However, 
higher-level management operations and decisions have more influence on system operation 
than lower ones. Henee, the time scale at which the different layers execute increases as the 
layer is higher in the hierarchy. 

Figure 2-2 shows the four layers HOLA-QoS architecture. Each of these layers manages 
application execution at different abstraction levéis, by dealing with different entities. The QoS 
Management Layer handles applications, the Quality Level Control Layer deals with quality 
levéis, and the Budget Control Layer manages budgets. The Run-Time Layer is in charge of 
extending the functionality of the real-time operating system by accounting and enforcing the 
utilization of system resources. 

The interactions between different layers are based on the following principies: 

The different layers interact only with their adjacent layers. 

The lower layers provide services to the upper layers. 

Decide on the setting of the entity that the layer handles. 

Set mínimum requirements on the entity handled by the layer beneath it. 

If it cannot meet the requirements set on its entity, it notifies this event to the upper layer 
that will be responsible for solving the situation. 

If through monitoring, it is detected that there are available resources, the layer tries to 
improve the overall quality by changing the current setting of its entity. 
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Figure 2-2. HOLA-QoS architecture 

• Every layer notifies their upper layer significant deviations when monitoring the entities 
that they handle. 

A QoS and resource manager built foilowing HOLA-QoS does not require to implement the 
whole management architecture. It is possible to implement just low-level QoS management 
without using high-level strategies/policies and application level reasoning. This way, task level 
(or task group level) reasoning and control would be performed. 

Composability is a key feature of HOLA-QoS, which contributes for achieving flexibility. 
Therefore, the hierarchical layers are composed of a set of components for performing all man
agement activities. Layers of HOLA-QoS follow an homogeneous pattem, in the sense that they 
all contain the same set of components, as shown in figure 2-3. The design of these components 
clearly separates mechanisms from policies, enhancing the addition of service-level policies in 
QoS and resource management. 

Components with the same ñame perform similar operations, but at the abstraction level of 
the layer in which they are located, and on the concept associated to that level. This rule applies 
to all the layers except for the Run-Time Layer, which is the lowest abstraction layer and has a 
special structure. The components are the foilowing ones: 

• Admission. Admission components of each layer are in charge of performing the admission 
control protocol to determine whether a request can be satisfied by the system. Requests 
may come either from the user or from the QoS RM itself after monitoring. Also, they may 
be either for launching a new application or modifying the quality level of some application 
that is already running. 

• Settings. Components for setting the configuration of the system perform the necessary 
operations to change from the current situation to a new one. The system configuration is 
the set of tupies of the type (Ax,Qy), where A^ is one application of the system and Qy is the 
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Figure 2-3. Component view of HOLA-QoS 

y quality level for application A .̂ The settings protocol provides a stnooth and controlled 
transition to the new configuration. In HOLA-QoS, admission protocol is separated from 
configuration setting, which introduces more flexibility for the system programmer. 

Monitoring. These components contain the necessary functionality to perform the monitor-
ing of the system at the different levéis (applications, quality levéis and budgets). Monitor
ing components also include adaptation capabilities in order to keep a cost-effective overall 
resource utilization. 

Alarm handier. Abnormal task and application behavior is treated by alarm handier compo
nents. Alarms have to be attended first by the layer where they have been generated, which 
tries to solve the problem. However, if it cannot solve such situation, it passes the alarm to 
its immediate upper layer, and so on. 

Interface with extemal actors. Depending on its abstraction level and on the entity it han-
dles, each HOLA-QoS layer contains an interface to interact with actors which are extemal 
to the architecture itself (user, applications and RTOS). In this way, the QoS Control inter
face enables the QoS RM to communicate with the user for capturing Information on user 
requests and global strategies to be applied. Also, the QL Control layer has an interface to 
interact with applications for carrying out the corifiguration establishment protocol and cap
turing application notifications. In the Budget Control layer, this component contains the 
necessary functionality for applications to register creation/deletion/modification of their 
individual tasks or groups of tasks. 

RTOS enhancement. As it has been introduced above, the homogeneous structure of 
HOLA-QoS applies to all layers expept for the Run-Time Control layer. This is the lowest 
level one, and its main goal is to enhance the functionality given by the underlying RTOS. 
For this purpose, the RTOS enhancement component gives a higher abstraction level to the 
RTOS primitives adjusting better to what multimedia applications need. In order to achieve 
the required functionality it contains: wrappers to the RTOS primitives, resource usage 
accounting functionality, resource budget assignment for tasks and task groups, and 
resource budget enforcement functionality, to give guarantees on resource budget assign-
ments. 
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The most interesting and innovative concepts in HOLA-QoS are the hierarchical control 
architecture, the homogeneous pattem followed by every layer, and the separation between 
mechanisms and policies. These design issues allow for a very flexible and composable QoS 
and resource management system that aliows the addition, replacement and integration of new 
fiínctions and modules. 

HOLA-QoS is the basis for the work to be developed in this dissertation, whose main goal is 
to extend and refme HOLA-QoS architecture to be able to give more appropriate support for 
decentralized QoS and resource management. 

2.5 Evaluation of existing work 

This sections shows a simple qualitative evaluation of the works described in the previous sec-
tion. Table 2-1 shows a comparison of the different works, taking into account several issues 
that are categorized into four main groups (negotiation and setting, monitoring, adaptation and 
optimization). 

Table 2-1. Comparison of QoS and resource management works 

Category 

QoS 
capability 

RT-Mach 

RBE 

SRMS 

Hierarchical 
schedulers 

FC-EDF 

Economic 
models 

FARA 

DQM 

Odissey 

AQUA 

QoS for 
Nemes is 

Adaptware 

Agilos 

Adaptive 
communication 

Cooperative 
QoS 

HOLA-QoS 

Negotiation and setting 

QoS 
mapping 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

ES 

-
EE 

-

-

-

Resource 
reservation 

ES 

-

ES 

ES 

-

ES 

EE 

-

-

EE 

ES 

ES 

-

-

-

ES 

Support 
for 

several 
resources 

-

-

-

(ES) 

-

ES 

EE 

-

-
EE 

ES 

-
EE 

-

-

ES 

Monitoring 

Runtime 
monitoring 

ES 

-

-

-

ES 

ES 

(EE) 

ES 

ES 

EE. 

ES 

ES 

EE 

EE 

EE 

ES 

Probing 
and 

profiling 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

ES 

-
EE 

ES 

ES 

EE 

-

-

-

Adaptation 

Adaptation 

-

-

-

-

OFFDS 

ONDA 

OFFDA 

OFF DS/DA 

OFFDA 

ONDA 

OFFDA 

OFFDA 

ONDA 

ONDS 

OFFDA 

OFFDS 

Agility 
of 

adaptation 

-

-

-

-

-

-

EE 

-
ES 

-

-

-
EE 

-

-

-

Optimization 

Optimization 

-

-

-

-

DS 

DA 

-

DS/DA 

-
DS 

DS 

DS 

DS 

DS 

DS 

DS 
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Legend: 

"not addressed" 

ES/EE "addressed in detail for end-systems/end-to-end systems" 

(ES)/(EE) "mentioned for end-systems/end-to-end systems" 

ON/OFF "defined online/offline" 

DS/DÁ "driven by the system/applications" 

QoS mapping refer to whether the wprk explicitly addresses (either in the system or the serv-
ices) the translation between high level QoS parameters along different quality dimensions, 
such as timeliness, reliability, picture fdrmat, etc., to low level resource parameters. 

Resource reservation is the ability of the system to guarantees resource allocátions to Serv
ices. The system should also provide bnforcement mechanisms for being able to guarantee 
budgets. 

Support for several resources. This aspect refers to whether the work includes mechanisms 
for managing several resources at runtiriie. 

Runtime monitoring is capability of the system (or services) of monitoring the resource usage 
of the different services. 

Probing and profiling. Probing refers to whether the work explicitly address the capability for 
probing the current dynamics of service-level QoS parameters and resource availability. Profil
ing is the capability for recording the probing results in QoS profiles, so that we can keep track 
of the actual behavior of services. 

Adaptation is the ability to respond to unexpected situations by modifying, at runtime, the 
configuration of services. 

Agility of adaptation refers to the speed and accuracy with which it detects and responds to 
changes in resource availability. 

Optimization mechanism refers to vvhether the work address the capability of negotiating 
resources in order to provide the highest global utility. This is a system-wide protocol that 
involves all the entities in the system. 

2.6 Conclusión 

There is a wide range of QoS and resource management techniques that can be applied to mul
timedia systems. The decisión of which approach to follow depends basically on: 

I 

• Types of services that make up the system. 
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• Types of guarantees required by these services. 

• Amount of overhead that can be supported by the system. 

• Level of optimization. 

Reservation-based systems fit well with services that can be statically modelled ofP-line, but 
as services tend to be more dynamic and dependent on the environment this approach limits the 
potential adaptation capabilities of services. Resource reservation mechanisms provide a simple 
yet effective framework for QoS and resource management, although their main limitation is 
that services must be statically modelled. 

Adaptation-based techniques are widely used to cope with the dynamic behavior of both 
resource needs and availability, allowing unpredictable dynamic services, that cannot be accu-
rately modelled, to monitor its behavior and adapt its intemal mode of operation to provide the 
best output quality at any point in time. Most modem works in QoS and resource management 
follow this approach. 

Moreover, there is a trend to move from centralized to decentralized QoS management. The 
idea is that it is not valid to assume that a central entity can be aware of deciding whether a serv-
ice is behaving well, or determining how to better adapt to the changing situations. Henee, it is 
more appropriate to provide a decentralized framework that allows services to implement their 
own specific protocols and policies basing on the generic mechanisms provided by the system. 
This architecture can also easily accommodate service diversity, because it is much more flex
ible to allow the own services to implement their specific behavior than to forcé a central man-
ager to include all these different protocols and policies. 

There is a certain consensus on the required capabilities for this type of systems, regardless 
of the specific environment (centralized, distributed, mobile, etc.), as can be seen in table 2-1. 
However, there is not a common agreement on a generic and flexible architecture for providing 
QoS and resource management. The major lack detected in current solutions to the problem is 
that service domain semantics are not supported, or they are addressed in a very limited way. 
The major aim of this dissertation is to solve this problem. 

There are many very interesting ideas in the works that has been described here. Some of 
them are complementary, but some other are conflicting. Henee, depending on the concrete 
system to be implemented it should be taken a subset of them. 
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Chapter 3 

Probiem domain and description 

This chapter illustrates the generíc conceptual framework used for describing the QoS and 
resource management system developed within this dissertation. The definition of the terminol-
ogy specifíed in this chapter was established as a fundamental point in the description and char-
acterization of the control system. The goal of this chapter is to define a conceptual framework 
which is generic (comprehensive suppprt for a wide variety of QoS and resource management 
systems) and complete (supporting a detailed enough description). 

3.1 Introduction 

The field of QoS and resource management in multimedia systems is being subject of many 
research works. The contexts of these works are diverse, ranging from end-systems to end-to-
end support for distributed platforms, and henee the approaches for their management are also 
various, as well as the terminology used for describing them. That divergency in the meaning 
of the basic concepts makes very difficult the understanding of the different systems, and rep-
resents an obstacle for reasoning about them. 

In order to describe appropriately our QoS and resource management system, and in general 
any system, it is necessary to first define the terminology used for its description and character-
ization. This chapter introduces some basic concepts related to QoS and resource management, 
focusing on the processing entities to be managed, and their general characteristics, and the 
capabilities to be provided by the QoS and resource management system. The goal is to define 
a conceptual framework which is: 

• generic, providing á comprehensive support for a wide variety of QoS and resource man
agement systems, and 

, • complete, providing support for a detailed and descriptive enough definition. 

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 describes a primary cate-
gorization of the system under study. Thén, section 3.3 provides a generic description of the dif
ferent types of processing entities that we want to handle. Section 3.4 defines thé capabilities to 
be provided by the QoS and resource management system in order to guarantee the appropriate 
behaviour (taking into account QoS and resource aspects) of the processing entities. Finally, 
some conclusions are expressed in section 3.5. 
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3.2 System analysis 

This section describes the preliminary analysis of the system under study. The goal is to define 
a primary categorization of the system that will help in the definition and characterization of the 
control system and its architecture. 

3.2.1 System parts 

It is obvious that the design of any management system divides the whole system into two dif-
ferent parts: 

• The operational part. This part performs the required processing in order to provide the 
desired service to the user. We are focusing on multimedia systems, so that the operational 
part will usually transform a certain multimedia input data to genérate the required output. 
However, it may be possible that processing does not need input data, or the source data 
may be intemally generated, or even the output is not perceptible to the user. 

• The control' part. This part is in charge of driving the behavior of the operational part in 
order to provide the desired output to the user and to ensure some properties, such as QoS, 
security, dependability, etc. 

This thesis is focused on the control part. The operational part is a responsibility of applica-
tion programmers, but it is a determining factor in the control part. Henee, it is essential an 
agreement with application domain experts in the defmition of a common abstract model for the 
processing entities. 

3.2.2 Services and jobs 

The way the operational part is structured is very dependent on the concrete implementation. 
However, it is provided a very generic structure that could fit any semantic domain (or most of 
them). Two main types of entities in the operational part are defmed: 

• Services. A service is an active processing entity that the user can launch, stop, or modiíy 
(its fiínctional and non-functional configuration) autonomously. Services are composed by a 
set of jobs that are combined together to do some work. Services will usually process a cer
tain set of input data, as well as they will generally produce a perceptible set of outputs, but 
it is not always the case. 

• Jobs. They are logical processing units with the lowest level of functional granularity in the 
system. Jobs are self-contained encapsulation units with a certain interface, and that are 
interconnected to provide a service. As well as services, jobs may have a set of inputs and 
outputs. Jobs are visible to the application programmer, and to the control part, but not to 
the user. 

1. The terms control and management will be used indistinctly to refer to the activity of managing or exerting 
control over the operational part. 
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For example, it may be considered a service in charge of decodíng and processing an MPEG 
data flow. This service takes a single output and produces two outputs (the audio and the video). 
The user is able to launch and stop this ¿ervice, as well as she/he can also change fiínctional and 
non-fiínctional parameters, such as the image size, the pixel depth, tolerable delay for process
ing and displaying the information, etc. This service is made up by a set of interconnected jobs 
that performs the MPEG decoding and the fíltering of the video and audio signáis. 

MPEG 
data flow 

Video service 

MPEG 
decoder 

Audio 
filtering 

Subsampling —» Oeinterlacing PeaWng 

audio 
output 

video 
output 

Figure 3-1. Sample video service 

As examples of services without inpüts or perceptible outputs we could mention an autono-
mous replication management service. 

The general idea of the relationship between services and jobs can be seen in figure 3-2, 
where it is represented a service that is made up by a set of jobs. There are n input streaming 
flows, carrying the (multimedia) data, that are processed by the different jobs to genérate m 
output flows. All the different processing paths together make up the complete service. 

Input 1^ 

Input 2 

Input n 
IZ ^ ^ — I 

Output 1 

Output 2 

m Output 

Figure 3-2. Services and jobs 

3.2.3 Abstraction levds 

The functional hierarchy of services and jobs leads to an analogous control hierarchy, in which 
selections made for services bound the range of options for jobs that make up these services. 
This hierarchy can be refined into a vertical hierarchy of conceptual entities that are subject of 
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dynamic management and monitoring, that comprises the following main entities: services, 
quality levéis and budgets [Garcia-Valls et al., 2002b]. 

It is common to fmd in the literature the utilization of low-level parameters (in terms of 
generic resource usage) for simplifying the modelling of real-time and multimedia systems [Lu 
et al., 2000]. However, in order to support integral QoS and resource management it is neces-
sary to raise the abstraction level from the resource level, allowing the integration of higher 
level control strategies. In this way, quality level and service-level reasoning need to be consid-
ered. At the highest abstraction level, the decisión is which services must execute, taking into 
account the importance of the services. The following level decides on the quality levéis at 
which the different services have to opérate, maximizing the global output quality. Finally, at 
the budget layer the decisión is about the final allocation of budgets to the different processing 
entities. 

The goal of this layering is the definition of successive hierarchically-ordered new layers that 
are reduced representations of the system, in a process of stepwise abstraction. This is a 
common technique to combat complexity. 

3.2.4 QoS and resource view 

Application programmers deal with the operational part of services and jobs, as well as with 
their specific control mechanisms and policies. This dissertation provides the basis for the con
trol part that manages the behavior of the operational part. It has been identified two different 
aspects of control on the entities to be managed: 

• Functional. This is related to the basic functional behavior of the operational part of the 
entities in the system (what processing entities do). 

• Non-fünctional. This is related to the properties of the operations made by the processing 
entities (how processing entities do their work). It includes issues such as security, reliabil-
ity, dependability, QoS, etc. 

In general, the users of the system will have requirements both for the flinctions that are to be 
performed, and for the non-ftinctional characteristics with which they are performed. Both serv
ices and jobs provide these two different interfaces (the fiínctional and the non-functional one), 
as it is shown in figure 3-3. 

The work described here is devoted to the non-fiínctional part, and more concretely, in QoS 
and resource management problems. In this work, the functional part is a responsibility of appli-
cation programmers, as well as the rest of non-functional issues, such as security, fault toler-
ance, etc. Our goal is to provide the basic mechanisms and protocols to allow application 
programmers both to define their application's QoS requirements and to collaborate with the 
system in their attainment. Henee, we make a new distinction that is based on the two different 
views that the QoS and resource management system has of the managed entities: 

• The business view. This view includes the functional interface plus the non-functional part 
that is not related to QoS and resource management. 
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Figure 3-3. Functional and ncn-fiínctional interfaces 

• The QoS and resource view. This view covers all the issues related to QoS and resource 
management. 

According to the categorization made previously, the entities in the operational part (services 
and Jobs) have the dual views shown in table 3-1. 

Table 3-1. Operational entities 

Entity 

Functional part 

Non-functional part 

Business view 

QoS and resource 
view 

Service 

Set of processing paths. 
Active processing entity 
that the user can launch, 
stop, or modify autono-
mously. 

QME (Quality Managea-
ble Entity). Entity that can 
trade resources by quality. 

Job 

Processing algorithm. Log-
ical processing unit that pro-
vides the finest granularity 
functionality in the system. 
Jobs are self-contained 
encapsulation units with a 
certain interface. 

RCE (Resource Consuming 
Entity). Entity that needs a 
certain amount of resources 
to perform its processing. 

3.2.5 Control domaíns 

When designing the architecture for á QoS and resource management system we must also 
take into account that there are two différent control domains: 

The system domain. This is common for every service and job, and ís in charge of ensuring 
global properties, such as robustness and the provisión of the máximum utility to the user. 
This domain exert a certain control (monitoring and enactment) over all the application 
domains. It can only manage the Information that applies to every application domain. 
Therefore, it manages generic (seman^icless) Information. 

The application domain. Within this domain every management entity is in charge of an 
individual processing entity (service or job) belonging to a certain application domain. Enti
ties in this domain deal with aspects that are dependent on the concrete service or job, as far 
as they have additional knowledge about the concrete application domain semantics. They 
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can handle both generic (semanticless) information and specific semantics to allow services 
and Jobs to behave correctly. For example, they can interpret the notifícations emitted by the 
processing code and act accordingly. 

In this way the control system is partitioned into a number of nearly independent subsystems, 
with well-specified interfaces and a strict separation of responsibilities. Both domains must be 
taken into account to ensure the right behavior of the whole system. 

The idea behind separating system and application domain QoS and resource management is 
that the system domain provides the basic and general mechanisms and protocols, while the dif-
ferent application domains implement their required policies for managing appropriately the 
concrete services and jobs. Moreover, the operational part and the application domain QoS and 
resource management are part of the same application code, and there is an inherent coupling 
between them that cannot be overlooked. 

3.3 Processing entities 

This section defines the entities that perform the multimedia processing requested by the user. 
Entities that belong to this category are jobs and services. 

3.3.1 Jobs 

Jobs are logical processing units with the lowest level of functional granularity in the system. 
Jobs are self-contained encapsulation units with a certain interface, and that are interconnected 
to provide a service. Jobs provide a certain functionality that can be achieved with different 
levéis of accuracy, so that they can trade accuracy for performance. 

Jobs are visible to application programmers and to the QoS and resource management sys
tem, but not to the user. It is a decisión of the programmers to determine the level of granularity 
for jobs that better ñts their requirements. How to cluster processing algorithms into jobs is a 
topic of research, although some heuristics and considerations can be made [Wubben, 2002]. 
For example, jobs should be temporally independent and therefore have to be separated by buff-
ers. 

Jobs may be active or passive. Active jobs will be mapped on a set of concurrent software 
entities (tasks, threads, processes, etc.) provided by the underlying operating system. Passive 
jobs will execute their code within the flow of control of the service to which they belong. 

As it has been defined in previous sections, jobs have a dual view. On one side, a job is a 
processing algorithm (business view), and on the other, it is a Resource Consuming Entity (QoS 
and resource view) to which budgets are allocated. 

From the business point of view jobs provides the fmest granularity functional units. These 
jobs are self-contained encapsulation units with a certain interface, and that are interconnected 
by the application programmer to provide a service. 
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This work is focused on the control part, not on the operatíonal part, and more concretely on 
the QoS and resource view. Therefore, the view of a job as a Resource Consuming Entity will 
be described in more detail. The basic structure of a job, as a Resource Consuming Entity, is 
shown in figure 3-4. 

Figure 3-4. Jobs as Resource Consuming Entities 

The smallest concurrent unit provided by real-time operating systems is the taslc (that may 
also be named as thread). Tasks provide a very low abstraction level, so that it is worthwhile to 
define a higher level schedulable unit that is the Resource Consuming Entity (RCE). This is 
defíned as a group of concurrent units of execution which cooperate in the execution of a certain 
activity and share a common budget (sirhilar to clusters in [Garcia-Valls et al., 2002a]). This is 
an accountable entity to which the systertí charge resource usage, that is not allowed to use more 
than its budget if doing so would interfere with the guarantees to other RCEs. Grouping tasks 
into RCEs has some advantageous effects, as far as they are meaningftil functional unit, and in 
terms of compensation of resource usage and response times of individual tasks (smoothing var-
iability in their resource requirements through aggregation over tasks). 

Most of the times, different jobs within a service are not independent, in the sense that the 
confíguration of one of them may limit the set of optimal configurations of another. For exam-
ple, let US suppose that we use two consecutive fílters (implemented by two different jobs) to 
process a video flow. If the first filter exeCutes a complex algorithm that provides an output with 
a very high visual quality, it would not be optimal to configure the second job to perform 
another fíltering designed for incrementing the visual quality of a low-quality video signal. 
Henee, a higher level of control (performed at the level of the service to which they belong) is 
needed to manage these dependencies. 

It may also be the case that two different jobs, from the same service, need to exchange Infor
mation to execute properly. Although that could be done by a direct communication channel 
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between both jobs (in an ad hoc manner), they could also exchange Information through the 
service to which they belong. 

3.3.1.1 Job-modes 

Jobs are dynamic entities that can execute in a number of different modes, so-called job-modes. 
Each job-mode has a set of active tasks, and a set of budgets, one for each resource that the job 
uses. From the business point of view, different job-modes perform different functionality, that 
is, different types and amounts of processing. 

The processing that jobs perform may be scalable, in the sense that they may have the capa-
bility of executing different processing depending on actual resource needs and budget alloca-
tion. Scalability is the basis for being able to trade quaiity by resource usage, and can be applied 
both for the processing made and for the data to be processed. 

Scalability of processing is based on scaling the complexity, and can be done by fiínction 
scaling or data prioritizing. Function scaling consists on executing the required algorithm with 
the core functionality and increasing the resulting quaiity by either improving the processing of 
the core function or by executing additional functions [Hentschel et al., 2001]. Data prioritizing 
consists on the handling of data to be processed in decreasing order of importance [Braspenning . 
et al., 2002]. 

Scalability of data can be easily found in the field of streamed-media processing in a distrib-
uted environment. There are two main classes of scalability for the content: data rate shaping 
[Jacobs and Eleftheriadis, 1998], that dynamically changes the rate of the media encoder, and 
layered transmission [McCanne et al., 1997, Sisalem and Emanuel, 1998], where media encod-
ing is split inte progressive layers and sent across múltiple transmission channels. 

3.3.1.2 Resource budgets 

The term resource may, in general, be used both for hardware (CPU, cache, coprocessors, mem-
ory, power, etc.) and software (protected objects, mutexes, semaphores, etc.) entities. In this 
work, the term resource is the generic ñame for hardware (physical) elements that are used by 
software (resource consuming) entities. These resources may be shared, in space and/or in time, 
among concurrent software entities, or they may also be used in a dedicated manner. They are 
required or consumed to accomplish an activity. 

System resources have a limited capacity that must be efficiently shared among concurrent 
units to achieve a high and predictable utilization. Resource budgets prevent that any RCE 
trying to make an excessive resource usage jeopardizes the timing behavior of another. 

The concept of (resource) budget, or reserve [Mercer et al., 1994], denotes an assigned and 
guaranteed share of a certain resource. Budgets are allocated per resource, so that if a job uses 
a set of resources then several budgets must be allocated to that job (one per resource). Simi-
larly, a certain resource may have a set of associated budgets, each one for the different jobs 
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which use that resource. Budgets are granted by resource contracts, that are separated from the 
scheduling policy that implements thern. 

Budgets províde resource protection ¡n the sense that they determine who is allowed to use 
what resource, when, how much, and for how long. These budgets are accounted and enforced 
at runtime to ensure the granted guarantees. Resource budgets are allocated to so-called 
Resource Consuming Entities, which are not allowed to use more than their budget. As far as 
budgets are guaranteed there is no probíem with inter-RCE interference, because in case of con-
flict there is always a victim (the one that has consumed all its budget). 

The notion of budget exists in the system view, and not in the user view, although the user 
should have a certain notion that higher qualities need higher resource allocations. Services 
should also be cognizant of budgets. 

Budgets are represented differently depending on the type of resource to which they appiy. 
Memory budgets are expressed in the form of a certain amount of memory. Processor budgets 
may be represented by a pair (C, T), meaning that the job has the right to use C time units of a 
ceirtain resource for a period of T time units. Every T units of time, the allowed resource time 
may be replenished. Note that the specification of computation time and period does not permit 
the usage of reserves for jobs with tightijitter requirements. 

3.3.1.3 Adaptation 

Adaptation provides a degree of flexibility that is highly desirable. It enhances cost-effective 
resource usage, as far as worst case resQurce allocation are avoided. 

In case of overioad, any RCE that n^eds more than its budget has to adjust its needs to the 
available resources, i.e., it has to reduce work. Henee, it must be able to intemally adapt itself 
to changing situations, providing an acceptable functional performance using the assigned bud
gets. When an internal adaptation occurs in a job the processing to be made changes, but the 
budget allocated to that job remains constant. System software has also the capability of adapt-
ing budgets to needs, if doing so does not interfere with the guarantees to other RCEs. 

Therefore, adjustments of budgets and works are quite frequent, so that it is important to sup-
port these adaptations and to account for thern. Progress and performance data are used for that. 
Progress Information is a measurement of the need for adapting work. At an intermedíate stage 
(in general at a certain milestone), the RCE may want to know how much time has been used, 
and how much is still available to the deádline, so that it can adjust its workload to the available 
work time (the RCE may also use this data to adapt the amount of work for the next activation). 
Performance information is the work reduction factor that is notified by RCEs to the system 
domain software at the end of every activation. It is a measure of how well budgets are adapted 
to the needs of RCEs, and allows the system software to adapt budgets to actual needs. 
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3.3.2 Services 

Services are active processing entities that the user can launch, stop, or modify (their fimctional 
and non-functional configuration) autonomousiy. Henee, it is obvious that, from the user per-
spective, Services can be clearly identified as a whole and easily distinguishable from other serv-
ices. Services provide a certain set of outputs to the user. For that, services usually process a 
certain set of input data, but it is not always the case. The intemal implementation of services is 
completely transparent to the user. 

From the set of service's operations that can be requested by the user, some of them are spe-
cific for the application domain and some others are common for all the services. Generic oper
ations are mainly launch and stop the service (business view), and change the relative 
importance of services (QoS and resource view). Examples of service specific operations are 
adjusting the volume in an audio service, changing the channel in a TV service, etc. 

Application programmers deal with a more detailed representation of services. For them, a 
service is a directed graph made up by jobs that act coordinately to provide the required result. 
The prQcessing graph may dynamically change, so that every job that may at any time be 
involved in the processing made by the service is part of that service. In order to provide a gen
eral scheme, jobs may also be shared by different services. Services provide a higher abstraction 
level than the jobs, embracing the dependencies among jobs, and henee allowing the different 
jobs to be configured in a consistent and coordinated way. This view corresponds to the intemal 
structure of the services, as seen by applications programmers and the QoS and resource man
agement system, but hidden to users. 

The QoS and resource management system has two different views of services. On one side, 
there is a business view that correspond to an entity that provides a certain functionality. On the 
other, there is a QoS and resource view of services as Quality Manageable Entities (QMEs) that 
have the capability of trading output quality for resource budgets. These can be called scalable 
services, and are the basis for most of the current projects in the field of QoS management. Such 
services can tolérate resource scarcity to a mínimum bound by reducing their quality level, and 
may improve their behavior if a larger share of resources is available (by increasing their quality 
level). 

The constitutive parts of a service (including the jobs that belong to the service), and their 
most important attributes are shown in figure 3-5. 

3.3.2.1 Importance 

This attribute indicates the valué that the user allocates to the different services. It is a valué 
associated to services that reveáis a relative ordering of the services in the system. For example, 
in a TV set there may be several windows, but the user focus is (typically) on one window at the 
time. That user focus induces a relative importance of the services [Bril and Steffens, 2001] in 
the system, that may dynamically change as the interest of the user may also change. 
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Figure 3-5. Services 

Service's importance is a valué that is taken into account when negotiating system settings. 
The idea is that services with a higher importance take precedence over those with lower impor
tance when negotiating the set of services that can be executed, or the quality levéis of these 
ser '̂ices. Henee, it is a factor for determining the optimality of resource allocations. 

Importance must be confused with neither priority (order of execution) or some posibility of 
exceeding budgets. Once a contract has been agreed between the system and the services the 
system ensures that the contract will be güaranteed to al! the services, regardiess of their impor
tance. 

3.3.2.2 QoS parameters and service-modes 

One of the most important properties of a service is that it may be executed with different QoS 
parameters. Service's QoS parameters are conveyed in terms of high-level abstractions that 
specify what the user requires, in the form of service level quality of service requirements and 
management policies [Aurrecoechea et al., 1998]. These requirements can be specified along 
diffisrent quality dimensions [Lee et al., 1999b] such as: 

• Delays. Máximum tolerable delay for processing and displaying the information. 

• Loss-tolerance. Services can accept a certain number of data losses, but it must be specified 
depending on service-level semantics. 
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• Fidelity, resolution, and size. These data defines the desired degree of detail in the informa-
tion being processed. 

• Rate. The speed at which requests for information processing arrives is defined by services, 
and have an influence in the provided utility. 

• Filtering applied. The type of processing applied to the data flow provides difíerent output 
quality to the user. 

The QoS parameters are service attributes that must be mapped into concrete service imple-
mentations. Service-modes represent the different operational modes at which a certain service 
may opérate. Service-modes are usually specified at system design time using application-spe-
cific Icnowledge. Feasible service-modes depend on user requirements and environment restric-
tions, so that they may change in response to: 

• Changes in the functionality, QoS parameters or importance desired by the user. For exam-
ple, when the user exchange the image between main and PiP (Picture-in-Picture) windows 
there is a change in the user focus [Bril and Steffens, 2001] that implicitly changes the 
importance of the service. 

• Change in the input characteristics. For example, when a movie (film) is interrupted by a 
commercial (video). 

• Big changes in resource needs. For example, if we are decoding and processing a MPEG 
movie and there is a big change in the motion, resource needs may increase so much [Lan 
et al., 2001] that the service may not be able to keep the current QoS parameters using avail-
able resources. 

QoS parameters and service-modes are only meaningfixl fOr the concrete application domain 
to which the service belongs, and they do determine the amount of resources required. There-
fore, it is necessary to transíate (map) the set of requirements defined by the QoS parameters 
and service-modes into resource requirements and estimated utility range that can be provided 
(see section 3.3.2.4 and section 3.3.2.5). Resource needs and utility are the two parameters that 
are meaningful for every service in the system, so that they provide a system wide metric to 
compare different sets of service-modes, even among different services. 

3.3.2.3 Utility 

Utility is commonly used for expressing the degree of (subjective or objective) satisfaction that 
a user obtains by executing the different services. Utility is a number, whose range depends on 
the desired granularity, that must be measurable and comparable, providing a common metric 
for different services. In a system where different services compete for the limited set of 
resources the utility may be used to determine which is the resource allocation that produces the 
best result to the user. 

Users need a way of specifying, or estimating, their objective or subjective perception of the 
output quality of every service. Utility is one of the ways to express the user's satisfaction 
[Abdelzaher and Shin, 1998, Waddington and Hutchison, 1998, ITU-R BT.500-7, 1995, Wolf 
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and Pinson, 1999, van den Branden Lambrecht, 1996, Verscheure et al., 1999, Kim et al., 2000, 
Krasic and Walpole, 1999, Koliver et al., 2002, Lee et al., 1999a]. However, in practice, it is not 
common to have an easy way of deteimining the utility. 

Subjective utility metrics take into account human perception, and they are mainiy targeted 
to provide metrics based on the propertiés of the human perceptual system. All these metrics fall 
into one of the following categories: 

• Metrics based on a mathematical fit of a subjective rating function obtained by intensive 
psychological experiments [Wolf and Pinson, 1999]. ITU defíned a 5-level satisfaction 
Índex called Mean Opinión Score (MOS) as a measurement of subjective video quality 
[ITU-RBT.500-7, 1995]. 

• Metrics relying on a model of the human perceptual system [van den Branden Lambrecht, 
1996, Verscheure et al., 1999]. 

Objective utility metrics are directly associated with a particular QoS metric (such as frame 
rate and size, pixel depth, network bandwidth, etc.) and henee they are more easily described 
and specifíed. This is the reason why rtiost QoS based resource management systems tend to 
concéntrate on the management of objective requirements. 

i 

How êver, there does exist a direct relátionship between subjective and objective utility. Fur-
thermore, this relátionship is particulariy important in defíning, and prioritizing, which objec
tive QoS parameters contribute to the overall goal of the system, satisfying the end user. The 
relátionship between them can be quantified as a functional expression, icnown as a benefit or 
utility function [Waddington and Hutchison, 1998, Kim et al., 2000, Krasic and Walpole, 1999, 
Koliver et al., 2002, Lee et al., 1999a], that are commonly expressed in terms of the required 
resources. The generalized abstraction allows the specification of arbitrary objectives (in the 
form of subjective utility requirements), and their relation to resource utilization and objective 
QoS parameters. 

Actual utility is a measurement of real behavior during a period of time. This utility, for a 
specific Service, may be calculated using the measurement of semantic domain parameters such 
as average response time, stability, transient-state response, steady-state behavior, sensitivity, 
etc. [Lu et al., 2000]. 

The relative importance of the different services is reflected by assigning weights to services. 
The utility functions are scaled by these service specific weights to evalúate the global utility 
achieved by the concurrent execution of the set of active services. This evaluation provides the 
basis to quantitatively measure the optimaüty of different resource allocations. 

Utility and importance are propertiés oí" the whole service (not of the jobs, tasics, etc.) because 
sen/ices are the only meaningful entity for the user. Jobs, tasks, and any other concurrent unit 
are implementation entities that are hidden to the user. 

Henee, utility is incorporated as a part of the decisión module for determining the optimal set 
of quality levéis, although it may also be used for evaluating different management systems. 
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One part of a measure to quantify the success of a QoS and resource management system is the 
collective valué of the utility. 

3.3.2.4 Quality levéis 

The term quality level (QL) is used to represent a service operational mode at which the service 
may execute providing a utility within a certain range. There is a correspondence between serv-
ice-modes and quality levéis that allows the management of user and service requirements by 
entities that cannot understand application domain Information. Every service-mode may be 
provided at one or more quality levéis, but not the other way around, as one quality level belongs 
just to one service-mode. The idea is that the user requires the execution of a service with the 
fünctional specification deflned in its QoS parameters, that can be achieved with a certain serv
ice-mode, but this functionality may be executed at one or more quality levéis. 

Quality levéis are not directly related to the implementation of services, but it is an abstrac-
tion that filis the gap between service-modes (and QoS parameters), that are completely depend-
ent on application domain semantics of services, and system wide semanticless Information. 
Quality levéis allow for the comparison of the múltiple concurrent services competing for the 
restricted set of resources, so that it can be determined the optimal quality level for the different 
services. 

When users want to launch a service they also selects its QoS parameters. Henee, users (indi-
rectly) determine service-modes. That is not the case for the quality level that is selected by the 
QoS and resource management system. 

The idea of quality levéis and their relation with utility ranges can be clarified by figure 3-6, 
where a possible example is shown of a utility function corresponding to fíve different quality 
levéis. The represented function is not based on real measurements, but it is similar to real fig
ures, such as those shown in [Bocheck et al., 1999]. It must be studied whether the shape of that 
fimction is realistic for the general case. The discontinuity points are associated with different 
quality levéis, usually corresponding to different scaling techniques, different types of filtering, 
etc. 

Resources 

Figure 3-6. Utility ftinctions 
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There are two main approaches for determining QoS and resource requirements of services, 
that can be distinguished as top-down or bottom-up [Seneviratne and Cho, 2000]. As we will 
see later, the choice between them depends highly on whether the system is based on reservation 
or adaptation. 

The top-down approach is based on the specifícation of the required quality levéis on a coarse 
scale (such as high, médium, and low quality). These quality levéis are in tum translated into 
system resource requirements, in the fórm of CPU and memory requirements, network band-
width, etc. The bottom-up approach starts from the determination of the available system 
resources that define the quality levéis that can be supported. In the first case, the coarse quality 
levéis mapped to resource requirements are used for making resource reservations. In the 
second case, the system allocates currently available resources to services using some allocation 
policy. To cope with variations in resource availability or resource requirements, mechanisms 
that enable services to alter their mode of operation are built into services. 

A scheme that supports both resource reservation and adaptation must support a mixture 
between the top-down and the bottom-up approaches for specifying quality levéis. The key con-
cept for solving the gap is the use of ranges of quality levéis. In this way, resource reservation 
provides an agreement (contract) between the system and the services in which: 1) the system 
commits itself to guarantee a certain amount of resources to the service and 2) the service agrees 
to provide an output quality (utility) within the specified range. As services' resource require
ments vary, the adaptation capability of services modifíes the mode of operation to give a utility 
within the desired range. 

Until now it has been described that services provide a certain result to the user, and that this 
processing can be done in different ways depending on the available resources and the required 
output quality. What it is still missing is how to combine the constitutive jobs to achieve the 
desired result, that is deflned in section 3.3.2.5 (and can be guessed from figure 3-5). 

3.3.2.5 Quality mappings 

Quality Mapping is the concept that incliides how to combine functionalities (from the different 
jobs) to provide a certain quality level, so that it embraces the set of job-modes (one per active 
Job) that must be combined to achieve a certain quality level. This term is used to distinguish 
different service configurations, that is, different intemal settings at which services may exe-
cute. These quality mappings may correspond to, for example, different types and number of 
fíltering applied. Quality mappings can be objectively defined, and they have a clear reflection 
on the structure and configuration of the service, although this mapping could dynamically 
change. 

Quality mappings provide a high degree of flexibility, because every quality level may be 
achieved by several quality mappings. This property is very useful when a certain function can 
be executed on several processing resources (such as, for example, a general purpose processor 
or a dedicated coprocessor). The ¡mplementations on the different resources are represented as 
different quality mappings for the same quality level. In this case, depending on the load of these 
resources, the control system may decide the best quality mapping. 
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From the previous description of services we can derive that the mapping from Utilities to 
required budget is therefore made in two steps (see figure 3-5). First, Utilities are associated to 
quality levéis, and these quality levéis are achieved by a set of quality mappings. Second, these 
quality mappings are made up by a set of jobs (with their job-modes), and these job-modes have 
their resource requirements. 

3.4 Capabilities 

An important part of the terminology applied in the context of this work is the definition of 
existing and desired capabilities. The capabilities of reservation, adaptation, monitoring, nego-
tiation, and optimization have been identified and defmed. 

These definitions have been mainly extracted from our literature review, but they have been 
adapted to our view of the QoS and resource management system. 

3.4.1 Reservation 

Reservation is the most basic and widely used mechanism for providing QoS guarantees to serv
ices and jobs [Rajkumar et al., 1998, Jones et al., 1995, Abdelzaher, 1999]. It consists of assign-
ing shares of resources (budgets) to Resource Consuming Entities, and guaranteeing them based 
on runtime monitoring and enforcement of their usage. In this way, RCEs are prevented from 
consuming more resources than allocated if doing so would interfere with the guarantees to 
other RCEs. Resource reservation implicitly includes the existence of resource accounting and 
resource enforcement mechanisms, where the former measures resource usage and the latter 
avoids the use of more resources than allocated. 

Resource reservations follow the "contract model", by which RCEs agree on not using more 
resources than allocated, and the Resource Manager guarantees that the reserved resources will 
be available to RCEs. The Resource Manager checks that the máximum capacity of the 
resources is not exceeded using an admission test, which rejects new services (or reduces quality 
levéis) if there are not enough resources. The use of reservation capabilities provides robustness 
to RCEs because they are isolated from others trying to used more resources than budgeted. The 
contract requires RCEs to be temporally independen! in order to avoid undesired interferences. 

Reservations are formalizad in the form of resource budgets, which are exptessed differently 
depending on the type of resource to which they apply. Memory budgets are expressed in the 
form of a certain amount of memory. Processor budgets may be represented by pairs (C, T) that 
represent the right to use C time units of a certain resource for a period of T time units. Every T 
units of time, the allowed resource time may be replenished. The specification of computation 
time and period does not permit the usage of reserves for jobs with tight jitter requirements. The 
introduction of deadlines and phases in the definition of resource budget can enhance their 
behavior, at the cost of a more complex scheduling framework. 

In the previous paragraphs it was generally stated that resources should be guaranteed. In 
practice, it can also be specified the degree (or level) of guarantees [Lu, 1996] as: 
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• Hard, detertninistic or strict. Resources allocated to RCEs will be always available for them. 
Resources are usually reserved on a worst case basis, and even when some reserved 
resources are not being used, they are not allowed to be used by other RCEs. 

• Soft or statistical. Specified reservat¡ons should be guaranteed to a certain specified percent-
age. 

• Best-efifort. No guarantee ¡s provided, and RCEs are executed with whatever resources are 
available. 

Reservations can be further categorized depending on the timing pattern followed [Kim and 
Nahrstedt, 2000] as: 

• Immediate reservations. They are requested at the time when the RCE needs it, and reserved 
resources are scheduled immediately. 

• Advance reservations. Reservations are made before the resource are needed. Periodic res
ervations are a subtype of advance reservations, with the peculiarity that the reservation is 
requested on a periodically repeating basis. 

Another way of categorizing resource reservations is in terms of their behavior between 
depletion and replenishment [Oikawa and Rajkumar, 1998], or in other words, how they are 
scheduled when the budget is consumed. They can be: 

• Hard reserves when they must always wait for replenishment to be scheduled. 

• Firm reserves if it is scheduled for execution on depletion only if no other undepleted 
reserve or unreserved resource uses can be scheduled. 

• Soft reserves that can be scheduled for execution on depletion along with other unreserved 
resource use and depleted reservations. 

This work is targeted to resource reservations with a hard degree of guarantee, reserved in 
advance, and scheduled as soft reserves. 

3.4.2 Adaptation 

Adaptation is the capability of responding to transient overloads, detected at runtime, by per-
forming some short-term changes. The goal is to adapt the processing algorithm in order to have 
a near-constant computational compleA îty, as presented in [Richardson and Zhao, 2001]. The 
main characteristic of adaptation is that the current contract between the system domain and the 
application domains must be fiílfilled. 

3.4.2.1 Motivatíon 

In real life there are situations where it is not possible to continuously provide the agreed utility 
to the user with the limited resources available. Adaptation provides a flexible mechanism for 
responding to common situations such ás changes in the input data or input quality that induce 
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changes in the internal demand of resources [Lan et al., 2001, Lafruit etal., 2000, Narayanan 
et al., 2000]. 

A major problem faced by systems that provide resource guarantees is that resource require-
ments and availability may change at runtime. Many multimedia services have dynamically 
changing and potentially unpredictable resource requirements, so that not only their internal 
needs but also the resources availabie for the rest of services change. For example, a service that 
decodes a MPEG stream may require more or less CPU cycles depending on the content of the 
encoded images. Likewise, resource availability may change due to the dynamically changing 
number of active services (and their quaiity) sharing common resources. 

Moreover, accurately measuring this computation time is often diñlcult and sometimes 
impossible for several reasons [Stewart and Khosla, 1997]. As a result, conventional resource 
reservation and admission techniques cannot guarantee QoS without considerable over-booking 
and inefficient resource utilization, something that is completely undesirable in consumer ter
mináis, that are required to maintain high levéis of resource sharing to be cost-effective. 

Many fluctuations in resource needs and resource availability can be handled intemally by 
the processing entities themselves. For example, a video decoder that receives a burst of frames 
and cannot process them before the next frames are expected may decide itself to drop a portion 
of the frames from the burst. This process provides a fast and effective response to a transient 
overload. 

Consequently, adaptive resource management is required to guarantee and maximize quaiity 
of service to complex services. Furthermore, it is desirable that adaptive resource management 
mechanisms buih within a system are aware of the specific needs of individual services. 

The desired goal is that services and jobs which consider explicitly the variability of their 
resource needs can use optimally their budgets by adapting to changing resource demands 
during their lifetime. In this way services and jobs execute correctly under new situations, 
although with possible fluctuations within the range corresponding to the negotiated quaiity 
level. 

3.4.2.2 Implementation of adaptation 

There are two complementary ways of effectively dealing with transient overloads without 
making worst case resource allocations. One way, "resource management", is to attempt to 
manage the infrastructure resources in such a way as to provide the desired utility again, perhaps 
by allocating slack time to the service that requires more resources. The other, "application 
adaptation", is to attempt to Uve with allocated resources and provide a temporary degraded, but 
still tolerable, service to the user. 

When talking about adaptation through resource management it refers to adapting budget 
allocations to actual (measured) resource needs. The idea is that the Resource Manager may per-
form some kind of intelligent functionality to provisionally allocate to a certain RCE resources 
that were allocated to another RCE. In order to guarantee the contract agreed with the latter, this 
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transfer of budget must foUow two rules. First, the Resource Manager must be sure that the 
donor RCE cannot use its allocated budget (because it is, for example, blocked). Second, the 
transfer can only be done for the current activation, because it cannot be known in advance the 
fijiture situation. 

Application adaptation can be defined as the ability of services and jobs to modify their ¡nter-
nal structure of operation in response to either variations in resource availability or their own 
resource needs. Resource demand and availability changes may be caused by addition and 
removal of services, by services whose actual consumption of resources is lower than allocated, 
or by the inherent variability of resource needs in media processing. Application adaptation 
must usually take into account application domain knowledge. For example, in high quality 
video, frequently changing quality levéis (that may be allowed, for example, in video confer-
encing systems) is typically perceived ás non-quality, so that fact must be taken into account. 

One of the keypoints of adaptation is that it is achieved ¡ntemally and transparently by one 
control module without the collaboratión of the others. That is one of the reason why this capa-
bility can react quickly to changes. The other reason is that it is usually performed at the lowest 
levéis in the control hierarchy. 

Henee, adaptation is a reactive (pássive) procedure which dynamically adjusts budgets 
(resource management) or reconfigures intemal para'meters and fiínctionality of services and 
jobs (application adaptation). 

Services and jobs adapt themselves to available resources by monitoring certain (typically 
intemal) parameters. When a monitored parameter exceeds a threshold, they adjust their mode 
of operation to compénsate for the lack/availability of resources. In other words, adaptation is 
the modification of intemal parameters (structure, budgets, functions, etc.) to use budgets effec-
tively, and to avoid budget overrun and deadline misses by adapting their functionality to the 
budget. It must be decided the best configuration according to the current situation by using cri-
teria with application domain Information. Adaptation allows services and jobs to have an uni-
form use of resources, even when situations (type of input data, level of noise, etc.) change. 

In the case of the media processing, that is the one that is of our interest, a common situation 
is that at the beginning of each activation, Service and Job Managers spend a certain amount of 
time evaluating their resource needs fór the currently active configuration. Then, they check 
whether the current resource budget is bnough to fulfil those needs, and if it is not sufficient, 
they adapt to the available resources. They can also adapt by raising their resource usage if it is 
detected that available resources are more than needed, allowing a higher quality level to exe-
cute within the current budget. 

The accuracy of the evaluation of resource needs is of vital importance for the correct behav-
ior of the adaptation functionality. On the one hand, if this evaluation retums an estimation of 
the resource needs that is too high, then we may perform an adaptation when it is not needed, 
and henee resources are wasted and the provided utility is not as good as it could be. On the 
other, if the estimation is too low the service could face a situation in which resource budgets 
are overrun. 
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Service Managers and Job Managers with adaptation capabilities can overeóme overload 
problems by adapting to resource budgets, and henee services and jobs neither overrun their 
budget ñor have the overhead of a very frequent negotiation protocol. Negotiation tries to pre^ 
dict fiíture problems in advance so that overload situations are less likely to occur, although at 
the cost of the renegotiation protocol. Perhaps, adaptation is not the best response to achieve the 
optimum configuration, but it is fast and has a low overhead. Renegotiation is necessary when 
it is impossible to maintain the current quality of service using adaptation. 

Adaptation is a quite intrusive mechanism, so that it is usually better to prevent the need for 
runtime adaptation by, for example, applying load smoothening techniques such as buffering 
and working ahead. 

3.4.2.3 Adaptation and utility 

The goal of adaptation is to provide an output quality (measured by the utility) within the range 
agreed during the negotiation with Quality Managers, without jeopardizing the budgets allo-
cated to the rest of the system. 

Service Managers and Job Managers use adaptation to flatten resource requirements in order 
to avoid budget overruns, complementing the reservation-based mechanism [Foster et al., 
2000]. Figure 3-7 shows the resource consumption of a service without adaptation (left) and 
with adaptation (right). As it can be seen, adaptation allows a tighter budget allocation (avoiding 
worst case allocation) while providing the same average output quality (utility). Adaptation is 
used to keep resource consumption under the threshold imposed by the allocated budget. 

The idea of adaptation is that instead of maintaining a negotiated and fixed output quality 
(utility) during the entire lifetime of a service, the service attempts to provide the best possible 
utility (within a negotiated utility range) using the currently available resources. Service Man
agers negotiate with Quality Managers to provide an output quality within a range according to 
the budget allocated. An example of a video application providing adaptive control is the 
MPEG-2 decoder described in [Lan et al., 2001]. By using an MPEG-2 decoding complexity 
estimation model, the required computational load can be predicted, and the computation is sub-
sequently scaled such that it will not exceed its resource budget. Similar examples may be found 
in [Lafruit et al., 2000], describing adaptive control for 3D decoding and rendering, and in 
[Narayanan et al., 2000], that can predict CPU and energy consumption in a mobile environ-
ment. 

3.4.2.4 Overloads: transient vs. structural 

Cost-effective resource allocation promotes high average resource usage by assigning lower 
than worst case budgets. Henee, overload situations, where concurrent services try to use more 
resources than available, are common. 

Overloads can be categorized as transient or structural [Bril and Steffens, 2001], depending 
on their time scale, related to the period of the service. An overload may be classified as tran
sient if it remains for a few service's periods. For media services it corresponds to a time-scale 
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Figure 3-7. Example of adaptation in án service 

up to hundreds of milliseconds. When an overload persists for more than a few service's periods 
it may be catalogued as structural. Trarisient overloads are quite frequent, and may be caused 
by, for example, changes ¡n the amount of motion or the level of noise within a MPEG flow. 
Structural overloads are less frequent, and may be motivated by scene changes. 

There are several ways in which load changes can be identified, resulting in different 
moments in time that the load change is brought to the attention of the system [Bril et al., 2001 ]: 

• Detection (before happening). By examining the input data, the application domain soft
ware can detect load changes before they happen. 

• Notification (when happening). An entity may notify load changes to the system when they 
happen. This entity will also be in the application domain because the system domain can 
only monitor things after they happen. 

• Measurements (after happening). By examining actual resource usage and the progress and 
performance of jobs and services, thp system can monitor load and load changes after they 
happened. 

In all cases, the system has to determine whether a load change is either structural or transient. 
Without knowing that, the system is eithpr not able to react fast enough or may become unstable. 
There are, at least, two ways to reduce the time needed by the system to detect a structural load 
change [Bril et al., 2001]: 
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• Announcement of a structural load change. A structural increase in load may be announced 
to the system. Unfortunately, it is still the exception rather than the rule that estimates of 
induced load (or even general characteristics from which these estimates can be derived) are 
included in the data (or processing) stream. 

• Provisión of semantic knowledge. A load change may be classified as a structural load 
change by the system if it has semantic knowledge of the cause of the change (like a scene-
change or change from movie towards video). This kind of information is typically not 
available in the input data, although dedicated processing entities, such as motion estimators 
[Braspenning et al., 2002], can determine that information from the data. 

On one side, adaptation has to do with transient overloads, while structural overloads are 
faced by renegotiating resource allocations [Bril and Steffens, 2001]. Adaptation allows Serv
ices and Jobs to automatically avoid, if possible, QoS violations caused by transient peak over
loads that exceed the budget. They do that by identifying a new configuration of their internal 
components that might support the initially agreed QoS, and by performing a transparent tran-
sition from the original configuration to the new one. 

On the other side, the response to structural overload situations requires to maintain an opti-
mal global behavior of the system. In this way, adaptation performed intemally by services is 
fast and transparent to the QoS Manager, but if the resource shortage continúes services need to 
renegotiate the current contract with the QoS Manager. The response to underloads is based on 
the same principies than overloads. Note that resource underutilization is a signal that resources 
are not being used optimally, which may result in the undesirable degradation of QoS for other 
services sharing the resources. 

In case of transient overloads, Service Managers without adaptation capabilities have to 
either renegotiate their quality level with the QoS Manager or handle QoS violations (budget 
overruns or deadline misses). The advantages of adaptation to transient overloads over renego-
tiation are the faster response and the lower overhead. Renegotiation involves the creation of a 
new system configuration, checking its feasibility (schedulability test) at all the hierarchical 
levéis of control, and setting this new global configuration, while adaptation requires only the 
creation of a new local configuration for the service, checking locally its feasibility (without 
taking into account the rest of services in the system), and setting the configuration for just this 
service. 

3.4.2.5 Scopes of adaptation 

Adaptation can occur at least at two different levéis: at the job level and at the service level. 
Moreover, adaptation can be executed by the system domain or by the application domain (see 
figure 3-8). 

At the job level, adaptation can be done both by the Job Manager (application domain) and 
by the Resource Manager (system domain). 

Job Managers are in charge of the first adaptation loop, by monitoring resource needs (that 
may show large data dependent variations over time) and adapting their internáis to the current 
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resource availability (work reduction). They have a limited range of action due to the limited 
time that they have to perform the adaptation (taking the fastest decisions). This is the lowest 
layer of adaptive control that executes on a time scale of tens of milliseconds (in the case of a 
video processing Job). Budgets allocated to jobs do not change. What changes is the functions 
to be performed by the jobs, and heneé it can only be done with accurate icnowledge of the 
semantic domain. 

An example of a job from the video domain providing adaptive control is the MPEG-2 
decoder described in [Lan et al., 2001]. By using an MPEG-2 decoding complexity estimation 
model, the required computational load can be predicted, and the computation is subsequently 
scaled such that it will not exceed its resource budget. Similar examples may be found in 
[Lafruit et al., 2000], describing adaptive control for 3D decoding and rendering, and in [Naray-
anan et al., 2000], that can predict CPU and energy consumption in a mobile environment. 

The Resource Manager drives the second adaptation loop, budget adjustment, that is autono-
mously done by the Resource Manager. It monitors resource usage of RCEs, asks Job Managers 
about progress and performance Information, and basing on these measurements it adapts budg
ets to their optimal valúes, according to actual resource needs. When talking about resource 
management in the video domain, it operates on a time scale up to hundreds of milliseconds. It 
infbrms both Service Managers and the QoS Manager about these adaptations, and it can occa-
sionally request their assistance when it is not able to accommodate the resource needs of the 
RCEs. 

Final ly, at the service level, the Service Manager can perform a more aggressive adaptation 
(third adaptation loop) by: 

• Degrading at runtime by dropping data [Compton and Tennenhouse, 1994]. If the service is 
very loaded it may need to, for example, drop frames (in the case of a video service) to 
momentarily reduce the processing réquirements. 

file:///york
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• Degrading at runtime by skipping a significant part of the computational load (load shed-
dlng). It is usually achieved in the form of degradation paths [Li, 2000, Abdelzaher and 
Shin, 1998] that define the set of acceptable configurations for a service using less 
resources. 

• Redistributing resources among the constitutive jobs of a service. Resources may be tempo-
rarily transferred among jobs belonging to the same service. 

• Borrowing resources from another service. Service Manager may handle several servlces 
and if one of them needs translently more resources, some resources may be borrowed from 
other servlces that could do wlthout them. 

Adaptation by Service Managers is executed on a time scale between hundreds of mlUlsec-
onds and seconds (video domain). At thls level, the system software does not have adaptation 
responsibilities. 

3.4.3 Monitoring 

Monitoring is the process in charge of obtaining Information about the executlon of servlces and 
jobs, in order to know how they behave. Thls Information includes: 

1. resource usage made by servlces and jobs, 

2. progress monitoring (usually in the form of mllestones reached or percentage of processing 
fmished), 

3. adaptation measurements (performance achieved by jobs, and data dropplng and load shed-
ding made by servlces), and 

4. appllcation domain metrics (utility provided as a function of provided QoS parameters and 
QoS vlolatlons). 

Monitoring is performed at the three existing abstraction levéis: 

• Servlces. At service level, monitoring consists on checklng that the current service-mode is 
approprlate for the current environmental situatlon determined by the input and output char-
acteristlcs and the desired QoS parameters. Moreover, it must be confirmed that the impor-
tance criterion is honoured. 

• Quality levéis. At thls level it is checked the utility achieved by the services, and adapta-
tlons made to services (data dropplng and load shedding). 

• Budgets. Thls is the lowest level, where it is verified that the current resource allocatlon is 
approprlate. For that we need to extract, resource usage, progress (mllestones) and perform
ance (work reductlon) Information. At the end we may know whlch are the overloaded 
(have difficulties to execute) and the under-loaded (wastlng hardware resources) jobs and 
services. 

When deallng wlth Service Managers and Job Managers that do not have the ability to adapt, 
there is a dlrect mapping from the quality level to the concrete amount of resources required. 
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and henee services are easily monitored by checking resource consumption and number of QoS 
violations. 

On the other side, when Service Managers and Job Managers have the capability of adapting 
services and jobs, the information aboút overruns and deadlines missed dees not exist, as they 
are always prevented by the adaptation process. This lack can only be solved by using monitor-
ing from the own appHcation domain. This monitoring checks the behavior using some metrics 
with application domain semantics. For monitoring the whole service we can use metrics such 
as for example the image resolution, nümber of frames dropped, state of interna! buffers, etc., 
that will be at the end translated into utiiity valúes. Jobs are monitored by extracting their 
resource usage and performance information (work reduction) that provide a measurement of 
how well adapted are the budgets to actual needs. 

Probing and profiling are also closely related to monitoring. Probing refers to the capability 
for probing the current dynamics of service-level QoS parameters, utiiity, progress, perform
ance, and resource needs. Profíling is the capability for recording the probing results in QoS pro-
files, so that we can keep track of the actual behavior of services and jobs for later retrieval and 
processing. These capabilities allow for the dynamic and automatic characterization of the 
processing entities, so that we may work with initial estimations that are refíned at runtime, or 
even we may assume that there exist nO prior knowledge with respect to the execution models 
of services and jobs. Note that accurately measuring this computation time is often diñicuh and 
sometimes impossible for several reasons [Stewart and Khosla, 1997]: 

• Hardware interrupts, which either execute longer than expected or occur more frequently 
than anticipated, may steal critical execution time from the highest priority tasks. 

• Variations in processing speed due to caching, pipelining, and bus arbitration may alter the 
computation time. 

• There is no easy way to accurately measure execution times of embedded code. 

Henee, probing and profíling is used for keeping dynamic information about services and 
jobs, extracted from their actual execution. 

3.4.4 Negotiatíon 

Negotiation can be defined as the capability of creating a new contract (or modilying the current 
one) between the system domain software and the different application domains. This long-term 
contract determines some mínimum requirements for both sides. The system domain guarantees 
a mínimum budget share for the service, and the application domain agrees on executing the 
functionality required by the user providing, at least, a mínimum utiiity. 

The process is based on having a dialogue between both domains to check whether new set-
tings are feasible in the system. In other words, negotiation ís the mechanism that tests new 
system configuratíons. This capability is bffered by most avaílable approaches in QoS manage-
ment [Brandt etal., 1998, Oparah, 1999, Lakshman, 1997, Jones etal., 1995, Abdelzaher, 
1999]. Differentíatíng negotiation (feasibility test) from the actual settings into two different 
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phases is useful when we want to check the feasibility of several mutually exclusive configura-
tions, and then select one of them. 

Negotiation can be executed at service start-up, or dynamically when it is detected that the 
current contract is no longer vaHd. This renegotiation may be in response to either external or 
internal events. Extemal events are those signalled by entities that are neither the QoS and 
resource management system ñor the operational entities (i.e., the user), while internal events 
are those detected by runtime monitoring. 

Extemal events are indicated by the users when changing their requirements by launching and 
stopping services, and by changing their importance. As far as these changes are requested by 
the user, severe changes are allowed. 

Internal events that can trigger the renegotiation of the current contract are those that signal 
a structural overloads. They are raised by monitoring from either the system or application 
domains, and they require seamless changes (they are not expected by the user) to fix the prob-
lems. On one side, the system (QoS RM) monitors system parameters, such as resource usage 
and utility provided. If these metrics exceeded some thresholds (for example an excessively 
high resource load) a renegotiation protocol is launched. On the other side, services agree on 
providing a utility within a range, but when the service spends much time in the bottom (or 
upper) part of the range (detected by runtime monitoring), it could execute more "comfortably" 
lowering (or increasing) the agreed quality level [Noble, 2000, Lakshman, 1997, Oparah, 1999, 
Katchabaw et al., 1998]. Moreover, some changes in the characteristics of the input data (for 
example, changing from MPEG-2 to MPEG-4) require also to switch to another operational 
mode. Prediction of future resource needs made by services can also request a renegotiation of 
current allocations. 

Detection of structural overloads (that is, internal events) has some relationship with predic
tion. The idea is that in order to increase the probability of satisfying user requirements, it is 
preferable to predict potential problems in advance. These predictions may be provided either 
by the system software (QoS RM) or application domain software (Service Managers). 

With respect to the system software, we may want the QoS RM to monitor utility thresholds 
(see figure 3-9), which are more restrictive than the agreed utility range to be provided. It could 
also be introduced some simple statistical prediction algorithms, such as extrapolation and 
regression, to make an estimation of the probability of a QoS violation. The advantage of this 
approach is that the renegotiation could be performed before the QoS violation effectively 
occurs. The disadvantage is that sometimes the renegotiation may be performed without being 
required. 

When Service Managers try to detect structural overloads, they use their application domain 
knowledge to detect structural load changes [Bril etal., 2001] by, for example, identiíying 
announcements the data (or processing) stream, or by observing the cause of the change (such 
as motion estimators [Braspenning et al., 2002]). 
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Figure 3-9. QoS thresholds 

It was defíned in section 3.2 that there are three management levéis that correspond to the 
three conceptual entities that are subject bf management and monitoring: services, quality levéis 
and budgets. Henee, the negotiation is performed hierarchically at these three levéis. At the 
service level we decide a set of services that we want to execute. In order to check whether this 
set of services is feasible or not, it is néeded the help of the underlying level, that deals with 
quality levéis. It has to fínd a set of quáiity levéis, for the previous set of services, that can be 
executed in the system. The lowest level, that is in charge of budgets, must fínd a feasible set of 
job-modes (with their corresponding budgets) to provide the desired set of quality levéis. At 
every level, when it is detected that the requirements set by the upper level are not feasible, that 
fact is notified to the upper level to reqiiest a reduction in ¡ts requirements. 

The effectiveness of the negotiation mechanism depends on the availability of a certain 
metric that allows the comparison of several configurations, at every management level. At the 
highest level (services) the criterion is the importance. More important services must be exe
cuted before less important ones. The intermediate management level (quality levéis) uses util
ity as the metric to compare different configurations. Its goal is to maximize the global utility, 
commonly expressed as a weighted surtí of service Utilities. At the lowest level (budgets) the 
criiterion is very simple, because it mustpnly be checked whether the set is of budgets is sched-
ulable or not. 

Henee, negotiation have to search for the configurations (at the different levéis) that are fea
sible, and then it decides which is the ^est configuration for the usef by using system wide 
attributes (importance, utility and schedulability). After negotiating a new system configuration 
it must be launched a global mode change protocol to set the new mode for all the services (set-
ting service-modes, quality levéis, job-modes, and budget allocations). 

Negotiation is usually very costly [Lee et al., 1999b], since it involves the execution of a com-
plex protocol which involves checking the feasibility of the suggested global configuration and 
the mode change. Therefore, the high ovérhead involved in resource and QoS negotiation makes 
that it is not feasible to execute this mechanism very frequently. Services and jobs with very 
variable resource demand a lighter protocol to adapt itself to new situations (adaptation proto
col). 
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The use of reservation and negotiation is a simple and effective scheme for handüng simple 
Services and jobs. However, when resource requirements of these entities are very variable (for 
example, a service decoding an MPEG flow) this scheme needs to either assign resources basing 
on the worst case execution time or continually renegotiate resource allocations. The former 
approach goes against cost-effectiveness because the average utilization is very low, while the 
latter has a high overhead when that renegotiation between the application and the system 
domain is very frequent. 

Reconfiguration of the system and services is better than adaptation to achieve an optimum 
resource usage, but it involves a great cost in computation time and timeliness. For example, the 
work presented in [Lee et al., 1999b] shows that apportioning múltiple finite resources to satisfy 
the QoS needs of múltiple services along múltiple QoS dimensions is a NP-hard problem. 

The fact that Service Managers adapt themselves transparently, without any negotiation with 
the central QoS Manager, has several coUateral effects in the system monitoring and optimiza-
tion procedures. Important data is hidden to the QoS Manager so that it must ask to the Service 
Managers for the desired information. 

3.4.5 Optímization 

Optimization is the process of achieving the best configuration for all the entities in the system, 
and henee achieving the best use of available resources at each point in time. Negotiation deter
mines a contract between the system domain and the application domains that defines the mín
imum requirements for them, and optimization can make small changes to current 
configurations but without changing the contract. The dynamic nature of multimedia systems 
makes that a certain configuration that is optimal for the current state, it is no longer optimal 
when the situation changes. 

Optimization is an active and predictive mechanism that is independently executed at the 
three management levéis that correspond to the three conceptual entities that are subject of man
agement and monitoring: services, quality levéis and budgets. It tries to anticípate the need for 
resource reallocation, enhancing the médium and long-term behavior of services. 

Optimization is closely related to adaptation and negotiation, but the main difference is the 
mechanism that triggers their execution. Negotiation is executed when the new situation (for 
example, when the user launches a new service) requires the modification of the current contract 
between the system domain and the application domains. Optimization is executed periodically 
by the control system to try to make small changes to improve the behavior of the system (with
out changing the contract). Finally, adaptation is triggered by transient overload situations 
detected at runtime. 

The optimization process uses the information that comes from monitoring to decide whether 
a new configuration is better. If the current configuration is no longer valid, optimization uses 
the negotiation capability for searching a new feasible configuration. Once the optimization 
protocol has found a better configuration than the current one, it sets the new one. 
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Optimization can be categorized as being of two types: global and local [Stratford and Mort-
ier, 1999]. Global optimization corresponds to running an efficient system, with the aim of max-
imizing the user's utility. Local optimization is performed per service, and attempts to enable a 
service to provide the highest quality output possible whilst remaining within the constraint of 
the system's fínite resources. 

The existence of adaptation and optimization capabilities allow the system to reduce the 
probability of QoS violations which may be noticed by the user, and to improve the utilization 
of the system resources, and thus to increase the system availability. 

3.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has established the basis for a common understanding in the defínition of a QoS 
and resource management system. For that purpose, it has been described some basic concepts, 
and the capabilities that the control system can be provided. The defínition of a common model 
and terminology with application domain experts, as well as the Identification of the problems 
to solve are the major achievements of this chapter. 

I 

An extensive literature survey and a cióse cooperation with application domain experts sup-
port the idea that the concepts and capabilities described in this chapter are general enough to 
describe a wide variety of systems and services. Consequently, the proposed QoS and resource 
management system, based on this conceptual framework, claims also to be general. A concrete 
system has been designed and impleménted following this conceptual framework, in order to 
valídate the feasibility of this scheme. The generic model designed for services and jobs has 
been validated by the integration of a real scalable video service, although further studies should 
be carried out for other application dorriains. 
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Chapter 4 

Architectural description 

This chapter characterizes the QoS and resource management architecture developed within this 
dissertation. This characterization is rriade up by the architecture itself, the description of the 
different management entities, and their responsibilities and interactions. 

4.1 Introduction 

This dissertation proposes the use of a QoS and resource management middleware for dynam-
icaily controlling the quality of servio^ and resource usage of the concurrent muhimedia serv-
ices executing in the system. One of the most important points is the design of the architecture 
for that QoS and resource management middleware. This chapter introduces the architectural 
model for the management system, based on the definition of the following basic issues: 

• the QoS and resource management architecture itself, 

• the management entities that make up the previous architecture, 

• the responsibilities, and 

• the interactions among management entities. 

The goal of this chapter is to define ah architecture which is generic enough to provide a com-
prehensive support for covering a wide range of systems. For that we define the basic architec
ture, the provided mechanisms, and the protocol for the interactions between entities. However, 
depending on the concrete system and services to be managed, some of these management ele-
ments will implement different policies. Moreover, it may also happen that some management 
(or even processing) entities do not exist, or that some of them may be joined into one. 

It is essential in this work the fact that the different management entities that interact with 
each other need to share a common idiOm and a common model. The aim is to define a simple, 
yet general, conceptual model for reasoning about and defining the interaction between man
agement entities. A very important issue is the difference between the system domain (seman-
ticless) and the application domain, and the interactions between both domains. 

The remainder of this chapter is striictured as follows. The QoS and resource management 
architecture is defined in section 4.2. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe the management entities that 
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make up that architecture, in the system and application domains respectively. Finally, some 
conclusions are expressed in section 4.5. 

4.2 QoS and resource management architecture 

This section will describe the architecture that we have designed for the QoS and resource man
agement system. This architecture is based on the operational entities to be managed and the 
different abstraction levéis for their management. These concepts (operational entities and 
abstraction layers) are general enough to describe a wide variety of systems, and henee this QoS 
and resource management architecture claims also to be general. 

4.2.1 Architecture vs. operational entities 

The functional hierarchy of services and jobs has an influence in the architecture of the QoS and 
resource management system, whose main fiínctional blocks are shown in figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1. Architecture of the QoS and resource management system 

The management entities that appear in the system domain are the foUowing two modules: 

QoS Manager. It handles services (QMEs) and their quality levéis. Its goal is to select the 
set of services to execute in order to assure that the importance criterion is observed, and to 
select also the quality levéis for the services in such a way that the highest global utility is 
provided to the user. There is only one QoS Manager in a system. 

Resource Manager. This entity is in charge of accounting resource usage and enforcing 
budgets to the difíerent jobs (RCEs). It can also adapt resource allocations to achieve a bet-
ter resource utilization basing on actual resource consumptions. A system can only have one 
Resource Manager. 
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All the management entities that belpng to the system domain take responsibility only for the 
QoS and resource management aspects, and not for the business part. Henee they view services 
and Jobs only as QMEs and RCEs, respiectively. Moreover, they cannot take into account appli-
cation domain information for their management, as far as they are not aware of them. Applica
tion domain semantics are handled by the management entities in the application domain, while 
the system domain can only manage semanticless information (importance, utility and resource 
usage). 

The system domain exerts a certain control over existing application domains. The system 
domain software determines and monitors requirements and limitation that the different appli
cation domains must ñilfil, although these application domains have a certain degree of auton-
omous control. 

In the application domain there are álso two control modules which act as counterparts for 
the previously defined system domain entities: 

• Service Managers. These entities are in charge of managing the behavior of one or more 
services. They handle knowledge about the application domain semantics for the character-
ization of services, as well as for théir appropriate and efFective management. There can be 
one or more Service Managers working concurrently in the same system. 

• Job Managers. These entities manage and configure jobs, according to the restriction 
imposed by both the Resource Mahager and the Service Manager to which they belong. 
There is one Job Manager per Job. 

These two entities belong to the application domain, and may take responsibility for the func-
tional as well as the non-fiínctional (including QoS and resource management) aspects. They 
are in charge of taking into account application domain information for ensuring the appropriate 
behavior of the processing entities that they manage. 

• 

There rs also an external, but essentiál, entity that is the user of the system. The user requests 
the execution of the desired services, and specifies, in some way, functional requirements on 
how these service should execute. Obviously, system resources are limited and it may occur that 
user's requirements must be reduced (either automatically or with the user interaction). Henee, 
although the user should not set any QoS or resource requirement, it should be aware of the con-
strained resource availability. Moreover, the user must determine the relative importance of the 
different services to help the system to provide the best results. 

4.2.2 Architecture vs. abstractipn levéis 

The previously defined management system can be refined into the architecture shown in figure 
4-2. 

Comparing figure 4-2 to figure 4-1 we can see that there is a apparent mismatch, with respect 
to multiplicity, between Job Managers (figure 4-1) and their counterparts in figure 4-2 (Budget 
Manager and Job Controllers). What h^ppens is that there is a Budget Manager that is common 
to all the jobs that belong to the same service. Budget Managers opérate at the job level, so that 
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Figure 4-2. Detailed architecture of the QoS and resource management system 

they are a constitutive part of Job Managers, but there is just one Budget Manager for all the Job 
Managers that make up a certain service. Budget Managers provide a common (for all the jobs) 
interface to the upper abstraction layers, and they exert control over jobs by interacting with the 
required Job Controllers. Figure 4-3 shows graphically how these entities are structured. 
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Figure 4-3. Constitutive parts of Job Managers 

The architecture shown in figure 4-2 splits every entity from the control part (those defined 
in section 4.2.1) in two more specific ones. This new división is consistent with a more detailed 
defínition of the management levéis. These levéis correspond to the three conceptual entities 
that are subject of dynamic management and monitoring: 

• Services. At this level the decisión is which services must execute, taking into account the 
importance of the services. It must also be determined the required service-modes to 
achieve the QoS parameters that were selected by the user. 
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• Quality levéis. This level decides ori the quality levéis at which the different services have 
to opérate. It must'obey the requirembnts imposed by the upper layer, maxirnizing the global 
utility provided. 

• Budgets. At this layer the decisión is about the final allocation of budgets to the different 
Resource Consuming Entities. It must also obey the requirements imposed by the upper lay-
ers. 

Figure 4-2 shows four management levéis, that correspond to the three conceptual entities to 
be managed (services, quality levéis, and budgets) plus the lowest control level that is made up 
by the RunTime Control and Job ControUers. 

Following this more detailed categorization, the system domain software (QoS Manager plus 
Resource Manager) has been split in: 

• Service Control. It handles services and sets mínimum requirements to the lower layers bas-
ing on user's requirements. It selects the set of services to execute in such a way that the 
importance criterion is honoured. It has a cióse interaction with Mode Managers, in the 
application domain, for selecting the service-modes that fit the QoS parameters desired by 
the user. 

• Quality Level Control. This module deals with quality level management and defines míni
mum requirements for the Budget Control Layer. It interacts with Quality Managers for an 
adequate management of the diñerent quality levéis at which a service may execute. Its goal 
is to provide the máximum global utility by managing the quality levéis of the different 
services. 

• Budget Control. This entity manages the budgets allocated to all the entities in the system in 
order to achieve the optimal allocation of budgets to services. 

• RunTime Control. This is in charge óf accounting resource usage and enforcing budgets. It 
also implements the feasibility analysis (dependent on its scheduling policy). 

Similarly, application domain software (Service Managers plus Job Managers) has also been 
split in four different management entities: 

• Mode Manager. This entity is in charge of managing the service-modes of one or more serv
ices. The service-modes are basically the type and number of algorithms that are used and 
the way they are connected. Service-modes depends not only on resource availability but 
also on the input and output characteristics and user requirements (QoS parameters). 

• Quality Manager. This module manages the different quality levéis that are feasible within a 
certain service-mode. Quality Managers are also in charge of extracting the utility provided 
by services. 

• Budget Manager. This is in charge of managing, monitoring and adapting the distribution of 
budgets among the jobs belonging to a certain service. 

• Job Controller. This control entity handles the configurations for the single job it manages, 
according to the budget restrictions imposed by the upper layers. 
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These eight management entities have different responsibilities, and must interact among 
them for an appropriate QoS and resource management. The interactions between different 
abstraction layers are based on the following principies: 

• The different layers interact oniy with their adjacent layers. 

• The lower layers provide services to the upper layers. 

• Every layer sets bounds for the requirements imposed to the entity handied by their lower 
layer. 

• Entities in the same layer cooperate in the management of their corresponding conceptual 
entity. 

This scheme is shown in figure 4-4, where it can be seen that every layer sets requirements 
to its lower layer. These requirements must be fírst validated by the different application 
domains, and then they must be checked by the lower layers. 
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Figure 4-4. Interactions among control entities 

Following sections will describe in detall every control entity, defming the basic functionality 
to be provided, and their interactions in the vertical (between abstraction layers) and horizontal 
(within abstraction layers) directions. 

4.3 Management entities in the system domain 

The system domain is made up by the software control entities that are common for all the pos-
sible application domains that may execute in the system. Entities in this domain are unique, 
and they are the same regardless of the number and type of active application domains. It is 
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made up by the QoS Manager and the Resource Manager, that may be considered as a whole as 
the QoS and Resource Manager (QoS RM). 

We could think about having the different application domains working together without a 
central coordinator (the QoS RM). This scheme would not be scalable, as far as every appHca-
tion domain should be aware of all the others, and there should be a direct interaction among all 
of them. Thus, we believe that it is better to have a central control entity coordinating the dif
ferent application domains. 

This domain exerts a certain control (monitoring and enactment) over all the application 
domains. It can only manage the Information that applies to every application domain, that is, 
generic (semanticless) Information. The idea is that the system domain provides the mecha-
nisms and protocols for QoS and resource management, while the different application domains 
implement thelr required policies for nianaging appropriately the concrete services and jobs. 

4.3.1 Resource Manager 

As múltiple jobs share the same system resources, we introduce the Resource Manager to handle 
the possibility of conflicts. This Resouiice Manager Is responsible for coordinating the reserva-
tion, admission, adaptation, scheduling, usage accounting, and budget enforcement over the 
physical resources. The Resource Manager is basically a control agent that includes mecha-
nisms to provide jobs with a guaranteed share of available resources. 

The Resource Manager manages only jobs, not services, and In addition It views jobs as 
RCEs, as it Is not concemed about any other aspects but their resource usage. The Resource 
Manager deals with system aspects that are semantically neutral. At this abstraction level all the 
application domain knowledge is in the Job Managers. 

As it was explained in section 4.2.2, the Resource Manager can be split in a RunTime Control 
Layer and a Budget Control Layer. The ¡nteractions of these two modules with other entities are 
shown in figure 4-5, and will be described in detall in the following sections. 

This architectural design is aware ofthe existence of several different resources to be man-
aged. Several techniques for designing real-time systems have been devised in the llterature, 
malnly focused to processor [Mercer et al., 1994, Chu and Nahrstedt, 1999, Jones et al., 1997, 
Oikawa and Rajkumar, 1999] and network [Braden etal., 1994, Blake etal., 1998, Kravets, 
1998, Noble, 2000] management, and tó a lower degree to power [Yuan et al., 2001a, Pillai and 
Shln, 2001, Havinga etal., 2001], memory [Goddard and Jeffay, 1998], disk [Molano etal., 
1997], etc. Moreover, this management must be integrated [Yuan and Nahrstedt, 2001, Laksh-
man et al., 1997, Xu et al., 2000, Rosu, 1999, Barham, 1996] to be able to guarantee an efficient 
and appropriate management of all the resources in the system. Our work is focused on manag-
ing the processor, but the design is flexible enough to include the integrated management of any 
other resource. 
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4.3.1.1 RunTime Control 

Budget 
Manager 

Job 
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The RunTime Control, whose characterization can be found in table 4-1, provides the lowest 
abstraction level of control in the system domain, as an extensión of the underlying operating 
system. 

Table 4-1. Characterization of the RunTime Control 

Responsibilities 

Activities 

Provided interface 

Basic 

• Provide guaranteed budgets 

• Check feasibility of budgets 
• Account resource usage 
• Enforce budgets 

• Check the schedulability of budgets 
• Set and change budgets 
• Get resource usage 

Advanced 

• Provide time and budget reference 

• Allocate slack time 
• Validate allocations made by appiication 
domains 

• Get virtual, consumed, and reserved time 

The RunTime Control has the responsibility of providing guaranteed budgets. These guaran-
tees are provided by performing the foUowing activities: 
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• feasibility test, 

• resource usage accounting, and 

• budget enforcement. 

The admission control mechanism (feasibility test) is used to ensure that timing guarantees 
are met, and sufficient resources are available to handle the processing demands of the current 
set of active RCEs. The scheduiability analysis determines whether a set of budgets, i.e. a 
system configuration, is feasible or not, but the fact that the test has been passed does not mean 
that these budgets are set (the budgets must be explicitly set). 

The admission test is done based on the required budgets specifíed for the different RCEs. In 
general, these budgets are calculated for the worst case workload, so that resource reservations 
are made for the worst case. However, there may be concrete application domains (such as those 
that can work ahead) that could specify budgets for some statistical valué (for example the aver-
age resource requirement), that is much more efficient than the pessimistic worst case resource 
allocation. Services and jobs belonging to these application domains could smooth variability 
in their resource requirements through ággregation over the time, and henee resource usage var
iability is balanced over consecutive activations. 

As resource requirements of RCEs may not be fixed over the time (or may not be well deter-
mined off-Iine), mechanisms must be provided to monitor and account their execution, and to 
enforce allocated budgets. The RunTime Control guarantees and enforce resource budgets by 
using execution time docks and timers. Execution time docks are those in which time advances 
when the corresponding RCE is using thp resource, and henee they account resource usage made 
by the different RCEs. When a RCE starts using a resource, a timer is armed with the remaining 
budget for that RCE, preventing budget to be overrun. It can send (on request) monitoring Infor
mation about actual resource usage to the Budget Control and Job Controllers (see figure 4-6). 
This Information allows the rest of the system to known whether the current resource allocation 
is optimal or it could be enhanced. 

As a form of advanced functionality, ĥe RunTime Control may authorize a certain RCE (for 
a certain activation) to use more resources than budgeted, by allowing it to use some slack time 
[Lehoczky and Ramos-Thuel, 1992]. The slack time is resource time (or space) that is not allo
cated to any RCE, or an amount of resource that is allocated to a RCE but it is not consumed, 
because the RCE that owns that budget does not need it. Henee, a RCE that needs more 
resources than its budget is allowed to proceed if doing so does not interfere with the guarantees 
to other RCEs. There is no guarantee at all when using slack time, as this time is not actually 
allocated to anyone. There are some oth^r similar mechanisms for reclaiming unused computa-
tion time, such as capacity sharing (CASH) [Caccamo et al., 2000] and Overrun Server Method 
(OSM) [Gardner and Liu, 1999]. 

Resource budgets are selected by the Budget Control, and then they are notified to the Run
Time Control (reservation). However, Job Controllers are the ones that directly request the allo
cation of budgets to jobs (see figure 4-é). The RunTime Control must then check that budget 
requests made by Job Controllers are compliant with reservations previously made by the 
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Budget Control. This trusting functionality is in charge of ensuring that application domains do 
not perform any unauthorized operation with budgets. 

Moreover, there is another helpful functionality that the RunTime Control offers to Job Con-
trollers, that consists of giving time and budget references (see figure 4-6). The RunTime Con
trol may give a time reference (virtual time) to Job Controllers, that shows the progress of time 
on a virtual clock seen by the job. This clock gives jobs the impression to be running on a prívate 
processor that is slower than the real time clock (in a factor that is proportional to the percentage 
of CPU allocated to the job). The RunTime Control knows the resources allocated to jobs, so 
that it is able to easily calcúlate that virtual time. Note that some jobs are knowledgeable on allo-
cation and scheduling, but some are not, and for this latter group this altemative measure is pro-
vided. 

This time reference may additionally be supplemented by including two related issues. One 
is the notification of the consumed time, that helps Job Controllers to know the actual resource 
needs for the processing done up to now. The other is the notification of the amount of reserved 
time until a certain point in the fiíture that also helps Job Controllers to know how much 
resources the job can use to finish their work without any interference. 

Until now it has been described the responsibilities of the RunTime Control, and the activities 
that are required to achieve these responsibilities. The RunTime Control gives access to the pre-
viously defíned functionality through an interface (shown in figure 4-6) for managing budgets 
that must comprise, at least: 

• How to check the feasibiiity of a system configuration by requesting the schedulability of a 
setof budgets. 

• How to arrange resource requirements by setting and changing budget allocations. 

• How to get monitoring information about actual resource usage. 
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Figure 4-6. RunTime Control 
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The RunTime Control is implemented as an extensión of the underlying operating system that 
augment its interface and semantics in order to allow jobs to request and use a guaranteed 
amount of resources. In this way stronger assertions may be made about the behavior of services 
and jobs at runtime, as the RunTime Control always ensures a mínimum resource usage that 
cannot be interfered by any other processing entity. The RunTime Control provides timely, 
guaranteed and protected access to the resources, ailowing for high resource usage by RCEs. 
Henee, the RunTime Control can guarantee the stability of the processing entities by providing 
resource protection. The RunTime Control manages all the shared resources, but if there is a 
resource that is used in a dedicated manner by one job, its Job Controller is allowed to manage 
to fit its requirements. 

The RunTime Control may be tightly integrated within the operating system (or the kemel) 
[Mercer and Rajkumar, 1995] but it may also be built on top of an existing operating system 
without resource management mechanisms [Oikawa and Rajkumar, 1999]. This latter approach 
requires, at least, the existence of severál callback hooks to be able to catch relevant scheduling 
points. 

The scheduling policy is also an impOrtant characteristic of the RunTime Control. The Run
Time Control Layer may either rely on the scheduling policy of the operating system within 
which it is integrated, or implement its ówn scheduling policy on top of it. In principie, resource 
budgets can be implemented on top of any scheduling policy. Nearly all existing RTOS provide 
fixed-priority preemptive scheduling p0licies, because it is considered a sufílciently mature 
scheduling theory. However, there are some other scheduling policies that provide a higher per-
foimance, based on dynamic priorities [Stankovic et al., 1998], such as Earliest Deadline First 
(EDF), Least Slack First (LSF), etc. These scheduling policies may be directly provided by the 
underlying RTOS [Deng, 1999], or it rnay also be implemented on top of the operating system 
([Yuan et al., 2001b] describes a reservation-based EDF scheduling algorithm implemented on 
top of Windows NT). 

Summarizing, time (or space) on a particular resource, that is shared among the different jobs 
(RCEs), is globally managed by the RunTime Control. In this way, the RunTime Control pro
vides to the rest of the management entities the basic mechanisms for handling the dynamic 
behavior of processing entities, ailowing them to guarantee in turn some QoS characteristics. 

4.3.1.2 Budget Control 

The most important characteristics of the Budget Control can be found in table 4-2, where it is 
summarized the functionality that it provides, the way how that functionality is achieved, and 
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the exported interface. Its goal is to obtain the most effective and efficient use of available 
resources. 

Table 4-2. Characterization of the Budget Control 

Responsibilities 

Activities 

Provided interface 

Basic 

• Determine optimal allocation of budgets 

• Obtain resource requirements from jobs 
• Check the feasibility of budgets 
• Select and set budgets 
• Monitor runtime behavior of jobs 

• Check the feasibility of a set of jobs 
• Launch and stop jobs 
• Get resource usage 
• Get information about budget adjustments 
• Requestthe renegotiation of budgets 

Advanced 

• Hierarchical budget allocation 

• Adapt budgets to needs 

The responsibility of the Budget Control is to determine and achieve the optimal allocation 
of budgets to jobs. In order to do that, it must perform the foUowing activities: 

• Obtain resource requirement from jobs. As the Budget Control layer does not know intemal 
information about jobs, it must ask Budget Managers for the resource requirements of the 
desiredjob-modes. 

• Check the feasibility of budgets. The Budget Control Layer requests to the RunTime Con
trol the schedulability test of different sets of job-modes. In this way, the Budget Control 
determines whether a certain set of jobs (with their associated resource requirements) can 
execute in the system, with the guarantee that the resources they have requested will be 
available. 

• Select and set budgets. The Budget Control Layer must decide among the set of schedulable 
budgets for jobs. The idea is that jobs may achieve the required fünctionality by different 
job-modes, with different resource requirements. Jobs can, for example, trade memory by 
processing time, so that the Budget Control can use these alternative implementations of the 
same fünctionality to achieve the best resource allocation. The Budget Control sends a 
request to set budgets to the different Budget Managers. These budgets are also notified to 
the RunTime Control in order to be able to account resource usage and enforce budgets. 

• Monitor runtime behavior of jobs. The Budget Control collects information about actual 
resource usage made by the different jobs, as well as the adaptations made to work with the 
allocated resource budgets. It needs resource usage information provided by the RunTime 
Control as well as progress and performance information extracted from Budget Managers. 
With this information, the Budget Control checks how well adapted is the current resource 
allocation to the actual needs. 

• Adapt (adjust) budgets. The Budget Control has the capability of autonomously adapting 
budgets allocated to RCEs, by adjusting these budgets to the actual resource needs. Henee, 
the Budget Control can provisionally transfer a certain portion of the budget from one RCE 
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to the other, avoiding the need for a higher level adaptation or a renegotiation of the current 
budget allocation. When this adaptation is not possible, it infomis the upper layers about its 
inability to adapt. 

These activities are execüted with tHe help of Budget Managers, and using the mechanisms 
provided by the RunTime Control (see figure 4-7). The schedulability is the criterion used for 
taking decisions about the jobs to execute. 

Budget guarantees provided by the Budget Control are used to agree a contract between the 
RunTime Control and jobs in which: 

• The RunTime Control guarantees a mínimum resource usage. 

• Jobs provides a certain fiínctionalityl 

This contract is a long-term agreement, created in the negotiation phase, which determines 
some mínimum requirements for both sides. The negotiation ensures that both parties to the con
tract agree, so that after the negotiation the contract can be signed. The contract is valid until a 
new one is negotiated again. Changes in the contract may be dictated by either monitoring Infor
mation or by requests made by the management entity írom the upper abstraction layer (QL 
Control). 

The contract allows both parties to óptimize their agreement, that is, they can make smail 
changes to current configurations but vvithout changing the contract. They are allowed to make 
enhancements to the contract. It is obvious that none of the parties to the contract can viólate the 
minimum requirements imposed by the contract. On one side, the RunTime Control is forced to 
guarantee allocated budgets by monitoring resource usage and enforcing budgets. On the other 
side, jobs (their Job Controllers) fulfll the contract by adapting their processing to the budget. 
In this way, adaptation enforces the acdomplishment of the contract. 

Monitoring runtime behavior of jobs is a basic activity for achieving an optimal allocation of 
budgets to jobs. A part of the required monitoring Information is the actual resource usage col-
lected from the RunTime Control. However, the Budget Control needs also to receive, from 
Budget Managers, Information about hpw well (with respect to resource requirements) jobs are 
behaving. In order to do that, Budget Manager from the different services send performance and 
progress information, in the form of work reduction made and milestones (amount of processing 
fínished) reached. This information helps the Budget Control to fine tune the budget allocations. 
Progress and performance information must be semantically neutral, so that they are expressed 
in the form of percentage of processing finished (or skipped). 

The Budget Control uses the monitoring information to determine whether budgets are ade-
quate for jobs. If current resource allocation can be enhanced, the Budget Control can autono-
mously adapt budgets to the actual resource needs. These adaptations are notified both to the 
QL Control and Budget Managers, and obviously they are modified in the RunTime Control 
layer. 
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This monitoring information coUected by the Budget Control, plus budget adaptations made 
by the Budget Control itself, can be sent to the Quality Level Control (in the system domain) 
and Budget Managers (in the application domain). These entities may need this information to 
improve their behavior. 

The Budget Control gives access to the previously defined fiínctionality through an interface 
(shown in figure 4-7) for managing budgets that must comprise, at least: 

• How to check the feasibility of a system configuration by requesting the schedulability of a 
set of Jobs. 

• How to select a set of active jobs. 

• How to get monitoring information about jobs (actual resource usage and budget adjust-
ments made). 

• How to notify the need for a better resource allocation. Budget Managers may intemally 
detect that, due to some structural overload, budgets allocated to jobs are no longer valid. 
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Figure 4-7. Budget Control 

The Budget Control has two options to allocate budgets. It may directly allocate budgets to 
jobs (with the help of Budget Managers that notify the set of existing jobs and their desired 
budgets), or it may follow a hierarchical budget allocation (see chapter 5). Under the latter 
approach (the delegation model), the Budget Control allocates a certain amount of resources to 
Services, and Budget Managers will be in charge of subdividing that budget among the jobs that 
belong to the service. In this case, the Budget Control resolves the temporal interference among 
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Services, and the temporal problems thát occur within services are to be solved by Budget Man-
agers. 

Under the delegation model Budget Managers are allocated a certain amount of resources, 
but the Budget Control cannot completély trust them. Henee, it must be checked that the differ-
ent Budget Managers actually al lócate and consume the resources that were previously vali-
dated by the Budget Control when arrariging thelr contract. This check must be done both in the 
setting phase, to ensure that Budget Managers are not allocating more resources than allowed, 
and at runtime to ensure that the service is not consuming more resources than budgeted. The 
RunTime Control is in charge of these two tests. 

4.3.2 QoS Manager 

The Resource Manager does not know \yhat a service is. The only entities that exist at this level 
are Jobs (known as RCEs). Therefore, on top of the Resource Manager, another entity is defmed 
with the capability of handling differeht services, and their quality levéis. This entity (in the 
system domain) is the QoS Manager, yvhich is responsible for selecting the set of services to 
execute to ensure that the importance criterion is observed, as well as for selecting also the qual
ity' levéis for the services in such a way that the highest global utility is provided to the user. The 
QoS Manager deals with system aspects that are semantically neutral, such as importances and 
Utilities. 

The QoS Manager cooperates closely with Service Managers (see figure 4-1) in ordr to deal, 
in some way, with semantic domain Information. 

The QoS Manager can be split in a QL Control Layer and a Service Control Layer. The inter-
actions of these two modules with the rest of entities are shown in figure 4-8, and will be 
described in detail in the following sections. 

4.3.2.1 Quality Level Control 

The Quality Level (QL) Control is in charge of managing quality levéis, and the utility they pro-
vide. Table 4-3 provides the distinguishing attributes for the QL Control layer. 

¡ 

Table 4-3. Characterization of the QL Control 

Responsibitities 

Activities 

Provided interface 

Basic 

• Achieve the highest global utility 

• Get Jobs needed for required quality level 
• Check the feasibility of a set of jobs 
• Select and set quality levéis 
• Monitor services 

• Check the admission of á set of quality levéis 
• Set quality levéis 
• Get provided utility 
• Request the renegotiation of quality levéis 

Advanced 

• Improve quality levéis if resources are 
available 

file:///yhat
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Figure 4-8. QoS Manager 

QL Control is responsible for achieving the highest global utility by managing, at runtime, 
the quality levéis for a given mix of services. Moreover, the QL Control is also in charge of 
orchestrating mode changes in order to provide a seamless transition. In order to do that, it must 
perform the following activities: 

• Obtaining the set of jobs needed for achieving the required quality level. As the QL Control 
layer dees not know intemal information about services, it must ask the diñerent Quality 
Managers, that know how to achieve the diñerent quality levéis for services. 

• Checking the feasibility of the set of jobs that provide the required quality levéis. The QL 
Control asks to the Budget Control whether this set of jobs can execute in the system. 
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• Setting quality levéis. The QL Control Layer must send a request to both the Budget Con
trol and Quality Managers for setting the desired quality levéis and launching the required 
Jobs respectively. 

• Improving quality levéis. If a a resuh of monitoring it is observed that enough resources are 
available then the QL Control Layer can automatically increase some quality levéis. 

• Monitoring runtime behavior of services. The QL Control collects Information about actual 
utility provided by the different services. In order to monitor the actual global utility, the QL 
Control must ask the different appHcation domains (Quality Managers) about the utility 
they provide. The QL Control needs the importance of services to be able to compute the 
global utility. 

The QL Control uses the utility as the criterion for taking decisions about the quality levéis 
that must be set. 

The QL Control layer is in charge of checking and fiílfiUing the mínimum requirements set 
by the Service Control layer (mínimum utility and quality levéis to be provided). Obviously, it 
has the freedom for enhancing these demands, if possible, in order to maximize the global util-
it)'. In order to do so, it selects the quality levéis and sets mínimum requirements to the Budget 
Control layer. It is helped by Quality Managers, from the appHcation domains, for being able to 
indirectly handle appHcation domain knowledge. 

System resources are limited, so that when it is not possible to maintain the required quality 
levéis, the QL Control layer may try to internally reduce quality levéis of one or more services 
to free resources, or it may ask Quality Managers for changing the quality mappings to achieve 
a most balanced use of resources. Similarly, if there are free resources, it can increase the quality 
levéis of one or more services. 

However, it may be the case that the set of mínimum requirements for the active services 
cannot be maintained. In that case, the QL Control sends a request to the Service Control that 
in turn will take the required actions, such as for example stop a service. 

The view that the QL Control has of system resources is that offered by the Resource Man-
ager, which abstracts the set ofphysical resources by providing a higher abstraction level based 
on the concept of resource budget. The QL Control also knows that there exists a set of QMEs 
(services) with a set of feasible quality levéis, and which can be executed on top of these 
resources. 

The QL Control is in charge of the basic mechanisms for mode changes. This is one of the 
most important capabilities of this layer. Mode changes happen when a service is launched or 
stopped, or when the quality level of ány active service changes. It decides the ordering of 
changes among services according to some intemal policy. For example, a very simple and 
effective policy is to request first the quality level change for those service that will reduce their 
resource consumption (so that resources are first freed), and then change the quality levéis of 
the rest. 
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The QL Control gives access to the previously defined functionality through an interface 
(shown in figure 4-9) for managing quality levéis that must comprise, at least: 

• How to check the feasibility of a system configuration by checking the admission of a set of 
quality levéis. 

• How to select a set of quality levéis. 

• How to get monitoring information about services with their quality levéis, in the form of 
utility (and global utility). 

• How to notify the need for renegotiating current quality levéis. Quality Managers may inter-
nally detect that they cannot provide the required utility, or that the provided utility may be 
largely increased by renegotiating these quality levéis. Similarly, the Budget Control may 
not be able to locally manage some underload or overload situations, so that the upper layer 
(the QL Control) should handle that situation. 

A detailed view of the interactions and interfaces between the QL Control and the rest of the 
entities is shown in figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-9. QL Control 

The QL Control has also a cióse interaction with Quality Managers for executing the services 
with their most appropriate quality level. In order to achieve this goal, there is a need to 
exchange information between them. Quality Managers send information about how the differ-
ent services (with their quality levéis) are behaving in the form of provided utility. Quality Man
agers can also provide (when requested) the set of quality levéis that are feasible for the services 
they manage given the restrictions imposed both by the QL Control and Mode Managers. Once 
the QL Control has determined the desired quality levéis for the different services, it sends the 
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requests for setting these quality levéis to Quality Managers that are involved in the manage-
ment of these services. 

Henee, the QL Control receives Information about the sets of quality levéis that are feasible 
for every service, their actual behavioi" (utility), their actual resource usage and budget adjust-
ments made by the Budget Control. All these data allow the QL Control to maintain the most 
approprlate quality levéis for all the services in the system. 

i 
I 

The QL Control also receives, both from the Budget Control and Quality Managers, requests 
for renegotiating current quality levéis when they cannot maintain the current settings. If this 
situation can be handled by the own QL Control it will take the required corrective actions, with 
the help of Quality Managers involved. However, it may be the case that the QL Control cannot 
solve the problem, and then it sends that request to the Service Control to change the set of 
active services according to their importance. 

4.3.2.2 Service Control 

The highest control layer from the system domain (the Service Control) is characterized in 
table 4-4. 

Table 4-4. Cháracterization of the Service Control 

FLesponsibilities 

Activities 

P'rovided interface 

Basic 

• Determine services to tíe executed 

• Interact with the user 
• Get available quality levéis 
• Check the feasibility of a set of quality levéis 
• Launch and stop services 
• Monitor services 

• Check the feasibility of a set of services 
• Launch and stop services 
• Set importance of services 
• Get the state of the system and services 
• Request the renegotiatión of the set of ser
vices 

Advanced 

• Increase the number of services execut-
ing if resources are available 

The Service Control has the responsibility of determining the services that will be executed 
in the system, in such a way that the importance criterion is observed. In order to do that, it must 
perform the following activities: 

• Interacting with the user. User have a set of services that they want to execute, and in order 
to do so, they send to the Service Control requests for checking the feasibility of these serv
ices, for launching and stopping thém, and for setting their relative importance. Users can 
also request to the Service Control Information about the state of system (resource usage, 
active services and quality levéis for the active services). This Information may help the 
user to select another set of QoS parameters, or to change at runtime the importance of serv
ices that will better fulfil user's needs. 
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• Obtaining the set of quality levéis needed for executing the required services with their QoS 
parameters. As the Service Control layer does not know intemal information about services, 
it must ask the difFerent Mode Managers, that know how to achieve the different QoS 
parameters for services. 

• Checking the feasibility of the required quality levéis. The Service Control asks to the QL 
Control whether any set of quality levéis (needed for executing the services with the desired 
QoS parameters) can execute in the system. 

• Launching and stopping services. The Service Control Layer must send a request to both the 
QL Control and Mode Managers for setting the desired quality levéis. 

• Increasing the set of services executing. It is possible that not every service desired by users 
may execute at the same time due to lack of resources. If a a result of monitoring it is 
observed that enough resources are available then the Service Control Layer can automati-
cally increase the number of services executing. 

• Monitoring runtime behavior of services. The Service Control must monitor whether impor-
tances of services are honoured and whether required QoS parameters are provided by the 
different services. On one side, checking that the importance criterion is observed can be 
easily achieved by examining the set of active services. On the other side, in order to moni
tor the provisión of the desired QoS parameters, the Service Control must ask the different 
application domains (Mode Managers). 

The Service Control uses the importance as the criterion for taking decisions about the serv
ices that must execute in the system. If the system is excessively overloaded the Service Control 
as the criterion for determining the set of services that should be stopped to absorb the overload. 

The Service Control gives access to the previously defined functionality through an interface 
(shown in figure 4-10) for managing services that must comprise, at least: 

• How to check the feasibility of a set of services. 

• How to launch and stop services. 

• How to set the importance of services. 

• How to get monitoring information about the state of the system (resource usage, active 
services) and services (global utility). 

• How to notify the need for renegotiating the current set of active services. Mode Managers 
may intemally detect that they cannot provide the required QoS parameters, so that the 
Service Control must do something to solve that problem. Similarly, the QL Control may 
not locally manage some underload or overload situations, so that the upper layer (the Serv
ice Control) should handle that situation. 

The interactions and interfaces of the Service Control with the rest of entities can be seen in 
figure 4-10. 
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Figure 4-10. Service Control 

4.4 Management entities in the application domain 

Application domains comprise software control entities that are specific for the services and 
Jobs that may execute in the system. Service Managers and Job Managers are the control entities 
thait belong to the application domains, ánd are in charge of services and jobs respectively. 

Within application domains, every management entity is in charge of specific processing 
entities (services or jobs). Control entities in this domain deal with aspects that are dependent 
on the concrete service or job, as far as they have additional knowledge about the concrete appli
cation domain semantics. They are in charge of handling these semantics to allow services and 
jobs to behave correctly. For example, they can interpret the notifications emitted by the 
processing code and act accordingly. Obviously, they are also capable of managing generic 
(semanticless) Information. 

Application domain software is a responsibility of application programmers. Note that the 
operational part and the application domain QoS and resource management are part of the same 
application code, so that there is an inherent coupling between them that cannot be overlooked. 

The idea behind separating system and application domain QoS and resource management is 
that the system domain provides the basic and general mechanisms and protocols, while the dif-
ferent application domains implement their required policies for managing appropriately the 
concrete services and jobs. 
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Our goal is to provide a basic general view of control entities belonging to application 
domains, as far as they are very specific. We want to define the minimum responsibilities, activ-
ities and interactions for these management entities in order to be abie to cooperate with the 
system domain control entities. 

4.4.1 Job Manager 

Job Managers handle job internáis, both from the functional and non-flinctional point of view. 
For that purpose they interact with the Resource Manager (see section 4.3.1), the Service Man
ager (see following section 4.4.2) that owns them, and the operational part of jobs, in the way 
shown in figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11. Job Manager 

Job Managers collect information about resource requirements for all job-modes and manage 
them. Their goal is to be able to both work within the allocated budget and achieve the best 
progress and performance behavior. 
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Job Managers are spiit into Job Controllers and Budget Managers (see figure 4-11) that are 
described in the following sections. 

4.4.1.1 Job Controller 

Job Controllers provide the lowest abstraction level for control activities within the application 
domains, and their major features appeár in table 4-5. 

Table 4-5. Characterization of Job Controllers 

Responsibilities 

Activities 

Provided interface 

Basic 

• Drive job's operational part 

• Characterize Jobs 
• Set and change job-modes 
• Monitor the behavior of jobs 

• Set and change job-modes 
• Set and change budget allocations 
• Get resource needs 

Advanced 

• Adapt worií to budget 

• Get progress and performance information 

Job Controllers are the modules that are closest to the operational part of jobs, and there is 
one Job Controller per job. Their main responsibility is to drive the behavior of the operational 
part of jobs, in order to provide the required fiínctionality within the resource budgets allocated 
to the job. It is achieved by: 

• Characterizing jobs. Job Managers are in charge of providing the required information 
about resource needs. This information is dynamically updated through probing and profíl-
ing. Moreover, Job Managers must also characterize the dynamic behavior of jobs, by defm-
ing how to monitor and adapt their operation modes (job-modes). 

• Setting and changing the configuration of the operational part. This is the only control entity 
with a direct interaction with the operational part of jobs, so that the requests for setting and 
changing the different job-modes aré sent and driven by this entity. 

• Monitoring how jobs are behaving. Job Controllers are in charge of getting performance and 
progress information from the operational part. This information is needed to manage ade-
quately jobs under variable resource needs and availability. Job Controllers monitor the 
progress of the operational part by réceiving progress milestones, that are used internally to 
know whether we need to adapt the work to the budget. Performance is a measurement of 
the work reduction made in order to avoid budget overruns. 

• Adapting jobs to budgets. Job Controllers drive the lowest level adaptation in the system. 
They combine the time reference, received from the RunTime Control, and the number of 
milestones reached, received from the operational part, to determine whether there is 
enough budget to fínish the work, or they have to reduce work to be able to adapt to the 
actual budget. These work reductiohs are ordered to the operational part and notified to 
Budget Managers that could try to ayoid their occurrence by changing the budget distribu-
tion (adapting budgets to job's needs). 
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Job Controllers give access to the previously defined functionality through an interface 
(shown in figure 4-12) for managing jobs that must comprise, at least: 

• Set and change job-modes. Job Controllers receive requests from Budget Managers to set 
concrete job-modes. These new job-modes are sent to the operational part in order to change 
the ir functional configuration. 

• Set and change budget allocations. Budget Managers know the required budget allocations, 
so that they must notify to the different Job Controllers the negotiated budgets for the jobs. 

• Get resource needs. Job Managers are in charge of the characterization of the different job-
modes. Budget Managers need to know resource requirements for the jobs in order to be 
able to negotiate with the Budget Control. 

• Get monitoring information. Budget Managers need aiso to extract progress and perform
ance information from Job Controllers in order to be able to adapt budgets to needs. 

Due to the large diversity of services and jobs, this interface may be extended or tailored for 
concrete application domains. For example, the interface between Job Controllers and jobs' 
operational parts is very dependent on the concrete implementation of jobs. Requests for setting 
new job-modes may be notified to the operational parts by sending an event, passing a message, 
through shared memory, etc. 

The interactions and interfaces of Job Controllers with their neighbours are shown in figure 
4-12. 
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Figure 4-12. Job Controller 
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4.4.1.2 Budget Manager 

Budget Managers have the distinctive characteristics shown in table 4-6. 

Table 4-6. Cháracterization of Budget Managers 

Responsibilities 

Activities 

Provided interface 

Basic 

• Determine the most appropriate job-mode 

• Ciiaracterizejob-modes 
• Probé and profile resource usage 

• Launch and stop Jobs 
• Set and change fiínctionálity for jobs 
• Set and change budgets 
• Get resource needs 
• Get resource consumption 

Advanced 

• Hierarchical budget ailocation 

• Distribute budget allocated te the service 
amongjobs 

• Adapt by transferring a portion of budget 
amongjobs belonging to the same service 

• Get progress information 
• Get adaptation metrics (performance 

information) 

The main responsibility for Budget Managers is to determine the most appropriate job-mode 
for the diñerent jobs that they manage. It is performed by executing four main activities: 

• Characterizing job-modes. Budget Managers are aware of the functionality provided by 
each job-mode, as well as the resource requirements for them. 

• Selecting budget ailocation. As a fórm of advanced functionality, Budget Managers may 
follow a hierarchical budget ailocation, in which the Budget Control allocates budgets to 
Services, and Budget Managers are in charge of allocating these budgets to the constitutive 
jobs. 

• Monitoring resource usage. Budget Managers are in charge of storing progress and perform
ance information sent by Job Controllers, as well as resource usage extracted from the 
RunTime Control. 

• Adapting budgets to jobs. Budget M|anagers may manage budgets allocated to the service, 
that is, to the set of jobs that belong to the same service. The idea is that Budget Managers 
can provisionally transfer a certain portion of the budget from one job to another (belonging 
to the same service), avoiding the need for a higher level adaptation or a renegotiation of the 
current budget ailocation. 

There is a Budget Manager that is common to all the jobs that belong to the same service. 
Budget Managers provide a common (fór all the jobs) interface to the upper abstraction layers, 
and they exert control over jobs by inteiiacting with the required Job Controllers. 

Budget Managers handle job-modes for the jobs that belong to a certain service in a global 
way. Budget Managers have the freedom for selecting, for the different jobs, diñerent ways of 
achieving the required functionality. The idea is that a certain job-mode may be achieved by dif
ferent configurations of a job. A simple éxample of that is a certain image filtering that may be 
executed either in the processor or in an image coprocessor (ICP). Resource requirements to 
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achieve the same fiínctionality are completely different. Henee, the Budget Control can use 
these alternative implementations to achieve the best resource allocation. 

Budget Managers give access to the previously defined functionality through an interface 
(shown in figure 4-13) for managing budgets that must comprise, at least: 

• Launch and stop jobs. Once the Budget Control select a set of jobs to be active, the request 
for launching or stopping jobs must be sent to Budget Managers. 

• Set and change the required functionality for jobs. Quality Managers request to Budget 
Managers the provisión of a certain fiínctionality by the different jobs. 

• Set and change budgets. The Budget Control is that management entity that decides budget 
allocations. These budget allocations must be notified to Budget Managers. 

• Get resource needs. Budget Managers need to provide resource requirements for the jobs in 
order to be able to negotiate with the Budget Control. 

• Get monitoring Information. Budget Managers can also supply aggregated monitoring 
Information (for all the jobs belonging to the same service), in the form of resource con-
sumption and progress and performance information. 

The way how Budget Managers interact with the rest of entities is shown in figure 4-13. 
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Figure 4-13. Budget Manager 

A very interesting application of Budget Managers (in cióse cooperation with the Budget 
Control) is the implementation of hierarchical schedulers [Aldea-Rivas and Gonzalez-Harbour, 
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2002, Wang et al., 2002, Saewong et al., 2002, Goyal et al., 1996, Bershad et al., 1995, Ford and 
Susarla, 1996, Anderson et al., 1992, Qparah, 1999, Regehr, 2001]. The idea is that the Budget 
Control implements the lowest level resource management and has its own policy to share the 
resources among services, and the différent Budget Managers provide service level schedulers 
that implement the right policy according to service preferences. In order to guarantee resource 
protection among services, the Budget Control layer allocates a certain amount of resources to 
services. Section 5.5 provides a more detailed explanation about how hierarchical resource 
management works. 

Henee, Budget Managers may ask for budgets for the individual jobs or for the whole service. 
When the Budget Control allocates a budget to a certain service, its Budget Manager must dis
tribute this budget among the jobs. In this way, The Budget Control does not need to know any-
thing about the concrete jobs that belong to the services. Moreover, the Service Manager may 
request local resource negotiations witliout the help of the Budget Control. 

4.4.2 Service Manager 

Service Managers are the entities which manage services (one or more). They have a deep 
knowledge of the concrete application domain semantics of the service(s) that they handle, both 
from the fiínctional and non-functional point of view. They coordínate the jobs that belong to 
the services they manage, and decide, at runtime, the optimal configuration to provide the 
required QoS parameters and the best utility under the current resource availability. 

Service Managers have responsibilities in several fields: settings, monitoring, adaptation, and 
optimization. Depending on the concrete model for managing services (see chapter 5 for the 
description of the collaboration and delegation models), the Service Manager will implement 
all this functionality or just a part of it. 

QoS and resource management systéms that supply reservation and negotiation capabilities 
forcé Service Managers to, at least, proyide the characterization of the différent service-modes, 
quality levéis and quality mappings, as well as the mechanisms for setting these configurations. 
Systems that also provide adaptation and optimization mechanisms oblige Service Managers to 
fürnish some more abilities, such as ífme-grained defínition of their service-modes, quality 
levéis and quality mappings, load shedding protocols, defínition of degradation paths, and util
ity functions for their quality levéis. 

Most of the existing works in the fíeld of quality of service provide a coarse-grained defíni
tion of the quality levéis, and the mechanisms to perform a quality level change. The work 
described in [Gabrani etal., 2000] addresses the feasibility of a fíne-grained defínition of the 
quality levéis for a video service, ahhough this notion can be extended to any other type of serv
ice. Henee, quality levéis are not defíned as a small and discrete number levéis, but as ranges of 
an almost continuous dimensión under which services can opérate. FoUowing this assumption, 
services can adapt themselves to changing resource requirement through smooth displacements 
along the current quality level range. 
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The management model must be flexible enough to be aware of the capabilities of a wide 
range of services (existing and ftiture). This requirement is needed both for easily adapting oíd 
legacy services to this new scheme and for allowing for an easy implementation of new services 
following this new model. This property would be achieved following two assumptions: 

• Clear separation of the control part (Service Manager) and the operational part. 

• Modular and reusable design of the Service Manager. 

The design of the Service Manager should not make any assumption about the architecture 
or implementation of the operational part, to allow the system to cover all types of services. 

Service Managers are made up by Mode Managers and Quality Managers (see figure 4-14). 
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Figure 4-14. Service Manager 

Service Managers collect information about the requirements for all service-modes, quality 
levéis and quality mappings, and manage them to optimize the output provided to the user. They 
also provide the user interface for selecting application domain QoS parameters. 

One Service Manager usually manages just one service although it could manipúlate more 
than one. When several services need some type of coordination they must be managed by the 
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same Service Manager to allow an effective management, because it will be usually thé case 
that the way how one of these services is executing places some restrictions in the others. For 
example, if we consider that we have a video service, and that the image and the sound are proc-
essed by two different services, it does not seem very reasonable that the image has a very high 
quality while the sound is being played with low quality. 

4.4.2.1 Quality Manager 

Quality Managers (whose basic characterization is shown in table 4-7) manage application 
domain semantics related to quality levéis, in order to maximize the utility provided by the serv
ices they manage. 

I 

Table 4-7. Characterization of Quality Managers 

Responsibilities 

Activities 

Provided interface 

Basic 

• Select quality mapping 

• Characterize quality mappings 
• Set and change quality levéis and quality 
mappings 

• Monitor utility 

• Set required processing 
• Set quality level 
• Get required Jobs to execute 
• Get provided utility 

Advanced 

• Adapt quality levéis 

The major responsibility for Quality Managers is to select the quality mappings for the serv-
ice(s) that they manage. It is done by: 

• Characterize quality mappings. Quality Managers are in charge of characterizing quality 
mappings for the different quality Iqvels, that is, how to achieve the quality levéis that the 
QL Control needs by combining jobs (with their job-modes). 

• Setting and changing quality levéis and quality mappings. As part of their interactions with 
the operational part of services, Quality Managers are in charge of sending the commands 
for setting and changing their quality levéis and quality mappings. 

• Monitoring. Quality Managers extráct the measurement of the actual utility provided by 
checking the utility metrics notified by the operational part (comrnonly in an ad hoc man-
ner). 

• Adapting. Adaptation at service level can be performed by reducing the amount of work to 
be done, by either dropping data to be processed [Compton and Tennenhouse, 1994], or 
skipping a significant part of the computational load (load shedding) [Li, 2000, Abdelzaher 
and Shin, 1998]. 

Quality Managers have a cióse interaction with the QL Control to dynamically select the best 
global configuration (best set of quality levéis for the services), and to share information about 
the State of the system and the services. 
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Quality Managers can be intemally implemented in any way, responding to the internal archi-
tecture of the service. For example, let us consider a service which combines two subservices 
(speech-recognition and high quality video) from different application domains. Both activities 
are implemented by different pieces of code, although they are not independent. Some combi-
nations of configurations for both subservices are not valid. Therefore, a single Quality Man-
ager (with knowledge of all the involved application domains) should be in charge of the 
different related subservices. The internal architecture of the control part that manages these 
related subsystems can be hierarchical, central ized, etc. 

The basic interface provided by Quality Managers for managing quality levéis and quality 
mappings (shown in figure 4-15) comprises, at least: 
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Figure 4-15. Quality Manager 

Setting required processing. Quality Managers receive from Mode Managers the functionai
lty to be provided, which limits the number of quality levéis that must be checked by Qual
ity Managers. 

Setting quality level. Once the QL Control has checked that a certain set of quality levéis is 
feasible, it notifies Quality Managers the command to set those quality levéis. Henee, Qual
ity Managers must in tum send a command to their operational parts to actually set the func
tionailty related to those quality levéis. 

Getting Information about quality mappings. This information is used in the negotiation of 
quality levéis, and it is made up by their estimated ranges of utility and the set of jobs that 
are needed. 

Getting monitoring information. This interface provides the actual utility achieved by the 
service. 
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The way how this entity interacts with the rest of the system is shown in figure 4-15. 

Requests for setting a new quality leyel may be notified by sending an event, passing a mes-
sage, through shared memory, etc., depending on how services are implemented. It is the same 
that happens with jobs (see section 4.4J1.1). 

4.4.2.2 Mode Manager 

Mode Managers provide the highest abstraction level (from the application domains) for man-
aging services in order to provide the fiínctionality required by the user with the desired QoS 
parameters. Their main characteristics are shown in table 4-8. 

Table 4-8. Characterization of Mode Managers 

P:esponsibilities 

Activitíes 

Provided interface 

Basic 

• Select service-modes 

• Interact with tiie user 
• Characterize service-mode 
• Set service-modes 
• Monitor QoS parameters 

• Launch and stop services 
• Set required processing 
• Set desired QoS parameters 
• Get feasible quality levéis 
• Get provided utility and QoS parameters 

Advanced 

Their responsibility is to select the service-mode that is able to provide the desired QoS 
parameters under existing conditions. It is done by: 

• Providing the user interface for selecting service specifíc settings. User need to specify their 
requirements, both for the business yiew of services (by selecting the required processing) 
and the QoS view (by selecting QoS parameters for the processing). 

• Characterizing the set of service-modes for the services they manage. Mode Managers 
maintain Information about QoS parameters associated to the different service-modes and 
the quality levéis at which these service-modes can execute. Moreover, they must know 
which of these service-modes and quality levéis are feasible depending on environmental 
conditions. 

• Setting service-modes. Mode Managers interact with the operational part of services to 
notify the required service-modes. 

• Monitoring. Mode Managers must check potential changes in provided functionality and 
QoS parameters in order to check wbether we are fulfilling user requirements. For example, 
changes in the input characteristics (such as a movie interrupted by a commercial) must be 
monitored because they may lead to changes in the required service-mode. 

The management of the different QoS parameters for services contains application domain 
information so that they are only meanirtgful from Service Managers (and more concretely from 
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Mode Managers) perspective, as well as from the user perspective. For example, a certain set of 
QoS parameters for a video service contains pixel depth, frame size, frame rate, filtering 
applied, etc., that are transparent to the system domain, as well as they are also completely dif-
ferent from other application domains (such as 3D graphics, audlo, etc.). QoS parameters for the 
Services are set by the user by directiy interacting with Mode Managers. The interaction 
between them is completely dependent on the concrete service, but at least there should be a 
way to notify to the user the set of QoS parameters that can be selected, and a method for select-
ing the desired combination. 

With respect to the way how Mode Managers communicate with the operational part of Serv
ices, it can be observed that it is limited to two single operations. On one side, Mode Managers 
send the required command to their operational parts, commonly in a way that is very specific 
for the concrete services. On the other side, the operational parts of services send to their Mode 
Managers the Information that allows Mode Managers to determine whether the desired QoS 
parameters are being satisfied. 

The basic interface provided by Mode Managers for managing service-modes (shown in 
figure 4-16) comprises, at least: 
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Avallable QoS parameters I 
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Figure 4-16. Mode Manager 

Launching and stopping services. Once the Service Control has checked that a certain set of 
services can be executed, it notifies Mode Managers the command to launch or stop the 
required services. After that, Mode Managers must send a command to the operational part 
to actually launch or stop services. 
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• Setting required processing and QoS parameters. Mode Managers receive from users the 
functionality to be provided, as well as the QoS parameters required for providing that func-
tionality. 

• Getting information about service-rriodes. This information is used ¡n the negotiation of the 
set of Services to execute, and is made up by the eiigible set of quality levéis. 

• Getting monitoring information. This interface provides the actual utility and QoS parame
ters achieved by the service. 

The interactions of Mode Managers are shown in figure 4-16. 

4.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has defined a generic characterization of a QoS and resource management archi-
tecture, including the responsibilities of the different control entities and the relationships 
among them. This description has been based on the basic concepts and capabilities that were 
defined in chapter 3. The concepts, capabilities, architecture, responsibilities and interactions 
described here define a generic QoS and resource management system. A prototype has been 
implemented foUowing this architecture, in order to valídate the feasibility of this scheme (see 
chapter 7). 

The proposed architecture is the result of partitioning the control responsibilities both verti-
cally and horizontally. First, the resulting QoS and resource management architecture is based 
on the operational entities to be managed, as well as the different abstraction levéis for their 
management. These hierarchical abstraction layers lead to a vertical partitioning of the architec
ture into four layers (similar to that found in [Garcia-Valls et al., 2002]). Second, the horizontal 
partition of the architecture is based on the existence of different application domains, and the 
impossibility of managing appropriately all of them by using a centralized architecture. This 
horizontal partition is the major contribution of this dissertation. 

The concepts (operational entities, abstraction layers and application domains) that are the 
foundation of the architectural design try to be general enough to describe a wide variety of sys-
tems. Henee, this QoS and resource management architecture claims also to be general. 

It is difficult that every QoS and resource management system may exactly adhere this con
ceptual framework. However, we belieye that specific systems may differ from that described 
here mainly due to the fact that several entities are joined into one. For example, in the case of 
simple Services with just one job, the Service Manager and the Job Manager could probably be 
integrated into just one single control entity. 
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Chapter 5 

Cooperation modéls 

This chapter describes two different módels to allow the coexistence of a central generic QoS 
and resource manager (QoS RM) with several specialized managers for the different services 
and Jobs. The latter entities have knowledge of the concrete application domain semantics, 
while the former acts as a coordinator among different application domains. The goal is to allow 
application domain agents to take advantage of the knowledge of service and job internáis to 
achieve a better resource utilization, while keeping a central manager to ensure global proper-
ties, such as robustness and the provisión of the máximum utility to the user. The collaboration 
model forces major actions to be done by the QoS RM, while the delegation model is charac-
terized by delegating the specific fiínctions to specialized application domain agents. 

5.1 Introduction 

As it has been explained along this dissertation, there are two control domains which have to 
cooperate: the system domain (QoS Manager and Resource Manager) and the different applica
tion domains (Service Managers and Job Managers). The architecture proposed in this disserta
tion allows the cooperation between system and application domains in order to maximize the 
global utility provided by the system. In this way, system resources can be used more effi-
ciently, decreasing the wasting of resources. Furthermore, services can make a better use of their 
assigned budgets, taking advantage of the knowledge of their internáis and the concrete appli
cation domain semantics. 

The goal is to develop appropriate abstractions and mechanisms to allow múltiple independ-
ent services to dynamically coexist and share resources on the same hardware platform. Use of 
these abstractions and mechanisms are intended both to allow for individual services to reason 

I 

about their own resource and QoS requirements, and for the system to reason about and control 
resource allocations between potentially competing services, maximizing the user's perceived 
utility at any point in time. 

Roughly, we can distinguish two main frameworks for the cooperation between system and 
application domains: collaboration and delegation. The difference between collaboration and 
delegation is explained in detail along this chapter, but in a few words it can be said that under 
the collaboration model major actions are mainly done by the QoS RM, while in the delegation 
model the QoS RM acts as a coordinator of the different application domains, allowing Service 
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Managers and Job Managers to model, control and optimize QoS and resource usage made by 
Services and jobs. 

This cooperative framework allows the utilization of several managers for different semantic 
domains at the same time. This scheme provides both a flexible way of including new services 
(or adapting legacy ones) and a method for achieving effectively the best configuration for 
every service at runtime. In this way, this work provides a framework that allows the integration 
of new services with a certain autonomous control without having to modify the basic core of 
the QoS and resource management system. 

The need for a high degree of autonomous control performed by the different services has 
been highlighted in several works [Noble, 2000, Lakshman, 1997, Oparah, 1999, Li, 2000, 
Fischer etal., 1997]. The diversity of the requirements of different appiication domains 
demands the provisión of a QoS resource management infrastructure that understands the mech-
anisms of QoS and resource management, but leaving the policy decisions up to the specific 
appiication domains in question [Kravets, 1998]. A common solution to this problem is the use 
of appiication agent modules for encapsulating the management of services and their interaction 
with the QoS and resource management system [Oparah, 1999, Fisher et al., 1997, Noble, 
2000]. However, existing works does not deal with these questions comprehensively, so that we 
want to tackle this subject by developing appropriate architectural support. In order to achieve 
that, we propose a decentralized QoS and resource management architecture, that créales simul-
taneously the basis for independence and cooperation between the system domain and appiica
tion domains. 

There are several specific problems to address in order to support the cooperation between 
the system and appiication domains. They can be grouped into three main topics: 

• Separation of responsibilities. We will focus in the horizontal separation of responsibilities, 
i.e., in the way how the system domain and appiication domains share their work. 
Section 5.2 describes this subject. 

• Information to exchange. Both domains must also be able to exchange some data in order to 
work coordinately, as it is explained in section 5.3. 

• Description of the feasible cooperation models. There are two cooperation models, collabo-
ration and delegation, that are characterized in section 5.4 and section 5.5 respectively. This 
chapter focuses specially on the delegation model, as far as it is the one that better fits out 
requirements. 

The architectural design tries to be general and flexible enough to be able to fít as much serv
ices as possible. The central QoS RM views appiication domains as black boxes, with an archi
tecture that is not defíned. It is only defmed 1) the interactions, in the form of the separation of 
responsibilities and information to exchange, 2) the interfaces, and 3) the different cooperation 
models to which they can adhere. In this way, minimum assumptions have to be made about the 
implementation of services, in order to be able to cover most existing services, and to simplify 
the development of new services. 
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5.2 Separation of responsibilities 

The proposal explained along this dissertation is based on performing resource and QoS man-
agement in two different domains: the system and the application domains. The system domain 
is in charge of coordinating the global behavior of the system, while the different application 
domains are in charge of the appropriáte management of services and jobs, by handling their 
application domain semantics. 

For an effective and consistent cooperation between the different control domains, it must be 
clearly defined their responsibilities, in order to prevent interference, and to share the work in 
the most effective and efficient way. Figure 5-1 shows existing entities in the control architec-
ture, both in the system and application domains. 

User 

Service 
level 

Job 
level 

QoSManager 

t 
Service Manager 

Job Manager 

# 

Resource Manager 

Figure 5-1. QoS and resource management architecture 

The following sections describe the separation of responsibilities at the two different levéis 
(jobs and services) in the horizontal plañe, that is, what is an obligation of the system domain 
and what is charged to the application domains. For a detailed description of the separation of 
responsibilities in the vertical plañe (for the different abstraction layers) look at chapter 3. 

5.2.1 Job level 

At Job level, the Resource Manager (system domain) provides the lowest level resource man
agement. Part of this management is performed autonomously, but another part needs the help 
of application domains. Accounting and enforcement over physical resources (contract model) 
is the part of the functionality that is executed autonomously, without any help of application 
domains. However, negotiation, setting (reservation), monitoring, adaptation, and optimization 
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need the help of application domains (it is schematically shown in table 5-1), as it will be 
explained along this section. 

Table 5-1. Separation of responsibilities at job level 

Negotiation 

Setting 

Monitoring 

Adaptation 

Optimization 

Resource Manager 

• Check the feasibility of budgets 

• Drive mode change 
• Grant the use of resource shares 
• Detect unauthorized operations with budgets 

• Account and enforce resource usage 

• Adapt budgets to needs 

• Change resource allocation 

Job Manager 

• Characterize job (including resource needs) 

• Send commands to the operational part 
• Allocate budgets to jobs 

• Get progress and performance 

• Adapt work to budgets 

• Change job-modes 

With respect to negotiation and setting of resource budgets, the Resource Manager in charge 
of coordinating the admission and reservation of budgets. On one side, the Resource Manager 
determines the feasibility of requested resource requirements (negotiation), and once budgets 
are granted, it is also in charge of ensuring that application domains do not perform any unau
thorized operation with budgets (trusting). Moreover, the Resource Manager determines (coor-
dinates) the order in which diflferent services change their resource allocations. For example, if 
a mode change is executed to transfer resource shares from one service to another, resources 
must be first released and then acquired to ensure system stability. On the other side, Job Man-
agers are in charge of characterizing resource requirements of jobs, data that is used for negoti-
ating with the Resource Manager. After having negotiated the contract with the Resource 
Manager, Job Managers can proceed to set these budgets for specific jobs. 

Monitoring the behavior of jobs have, at least, three different aspects. One is the resource 
consumption that is checked by the Resource Manager. The other two must be done by Job 
Managers, and consist of the measurement of progress (amount of processing actually fmished) 
and adaptation metrics (performance monitoring in the form of work reduction). 

Obviously, adapting work to existing budget, or reallocating budgets among jobs belonging 
to the same service, can only be done using application domain semantics, and henee by Job 
Managers. However, the Resource Manager can adapt budgets to work by provisionally trans-
ferring a certain portion of the budget from one job to another. Anyhow, adaptation is executed 
independently by both domains. 

Optimization is a process that is executed autonomously by both sides, as far as it makes 
enhancements to the contract but without changing it. These changes may consist on increasing 
budgets allocated to jobs when there are free resources (done by the Resource Manager), or it 
may also be done by Job Managers, when they change the configuration of jobs to fit better to 
the budget. 
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5.2.2 Service level 

At Service level, the QoS Manager simply acts as a coordinator of the different application 
domains, with the objective of selectihg the set of services to execute, for ensuring that the 
importance criterion is observed, as well as selectingthe quality levéis forthese services, in such 
a way that the highest global utility is provided to the user. Obviously, all these operations need 
the help of the different application domains. In a similar way to what happens at job level, 
negotiation, setting, monitoring, adaptation, and optimization need the help of application 
domains (see table 5-2). 

Table 5-2. Separation of responsibilities at service level 

Negotiation 

Setting 

Monitoring 

Adaptation 

Optimization 

QoS Manager 

• Select the combination of services according 
to their importance 

• Select the combination of qüality levéis that 
maximize the utility 

• Drive mode change 

• Check global utility 

• Change quality levéis 

Service Managers 

• Characterize services (including QoS param-
eters, quality levéis, utility, and quality map-
pings) 

• Send commands to the operational part 

• Get utility provided by services 

• Adapt by dropping data or shedding load 

• Change quality levéis or quality mappings 

Negotiation is driven by the QoS Manager, using the Information about importance of serv
ices (determined by the user), and the Schedulability analysis provided by the Resource Man
ager. The QoS Manager needs the help of Service Managers to have a comprehensive 
characterization of the different services. Using all this information the QoS Manager decides 
the set of services to execute, as well as their quality levéis. 

Once quality levéis have been agreed between the system and application domains, the QoS 
Manager sends the request for setting quality levéis to Service Managers. These Service Man
agers have the responsibility of characterizing and modelling services, so that they determine 
the desired quality mapping (including the required jobs), and the way how they can be acti-
vated by interacting with the operational part. 

Monitoring is also coordinated by the QoS Manager, that needs to have a global idea of how 
the system (set of services) is behaving, but the information about the concrete behavior of serv
ices is extracted by Service Managers. Service Managers are the only entities that know the jobs 
thait belong to services, so that they can combine their resource consumption to have the global 
information about the service. Moreover, they are qualified to determine how services behave 
(utility provided), because they can interpret application domain semantics, such as QoS param-
eters (actual frame rate, buffer occupation, etc.) and QoS violations (mainly budget overruns 
and deadlines missed). Similarly, measurements of adaptations made to service (data dropping 
or load shedding) are obviously handled by Service Managers. The QoS Manager cannot handle 
application domain semantics, so that Service Managers transform that information inte utility, 
which provide a common metric for all the services. 
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Runtime adaptation, at service level, is faced only by Service Managers. Service Managers 
must be able to adapt services to changing environtnental conditions, such as new input data 
encodings, by using their knowledge about the implementation of services and application 
domain semantics. It is performed autonomously by Service Managers, and without any help of 
the QoS Manager. Typical adaptation mechanisms at service level are dropping data [Compton 
and Tennenhouse, 1994] or load shedding [Li, 2000, Abdelzaher and Shin, 1998]. 

The same that happens with jobs, at service level optimization is executed autonomously by 
both sides, as far as it just makes enhancements to the contract. On the one hand, the QoS Man
ager can raise quality levéis if there are free resources. On the other hand, Service Managers can 
autonomously change the configuration of services if they detect that, under current conditions, 
it can behave better. 

5.3 Exchanging information 

The cooperation between the system and application domains requires sharing information in 
order to know what is being done by the other party. The need for this exchange of information 
comes basically from: 

• Impossibility of understanding application domain semantics. It is not valid to assume that 
the central QoS RM can be aware of the behaviour of the operational part of different appli
cation domains. The information is interpreted by application domain code, and then it is 
notified to the QoS RM in a semanticless way. 

• Adaptation made by application domains hides meaningful information on service and job 
behavior to the system domain. The goal of adaptation mechanisms is to prevent budget 
overruns by transiently reducing quality. The problem is that the QoS RM detects overruns 
and resource usage, but not output quality or work reduction, and henee application 
domains are forced to provide monitoring information about how they are actually behav-
ing. 

• Encapsulation. Application domains manage the structure and characterization of services 
and jobs. However, the system domain must be able to evalúate quantitatively the different 
possible configurations, and henee it demands the required information to application 
domains. 

There are three major issues related to the exchanging of information that must be dealt with 
by the cooperation model: 

• Content of the information tobe exchanged. 

• How to capture or genérate the information. 

• How to transíate information to the common (semanticless) idiom. 

As it has been described along this dissertation, the QoS RM handles semanticless informa
tion (without application domain semantics), while control entities from the application 
domains use both (with and without application domain semantics). Henee, the common idiom 
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between system and application domaihs, that allows their communication, is based on seman-
ticless data, independent on particular application domains. The content of the information that 
can be exchanged across different domains is a combination of the Ítems that are common and 
meaningfiíl to both sides, such as: 

• Service and quality level identifiers. System and application domains are aware of services, 
and they can also handle quality levél identifiers for distinguishing among different service 
configurations. 

• Utility. Utility gives a common metric about how weil services behave. An utility function 
is necessary for the high level configuration, to evalúate the satisfaction provided to the user 
by every available quality level. Utility is a number, whose range depends on the desired 
granularity, that expresses the degree of (subjective or objective) satisfaction that a user 
obtain by executing the different seryices. 

• Job and job-mode identifiers. Jobs and job-modes are visible to both domains. Jobs are the 
entities that use resources, and different job-modes correspond to distinct resource needs 
(and different execution modes). 

• Resource usage and budgets. System and application domains exchange information to deal 
with resource availability and usage, as well as budget allocations. 

• Progress metric. Job Managers must inform Budget Managers about the amount of process-
ing actually finished by jobs (milestónes reached), in the form of percentage of processing 
finished. Henee, it is a number, bet\yeen O and 1, where O represents that nothing has been 
done yet, and 1 means that all the processing for the current activation has been already fin-
¡shed. This information may help Budget Managers to perform more effective budget adap-
tations. 

• Adaptation metrics. Performance mbnitoring (percentage of processing reduced) must be 
explicitly notified by Job Managers to reflect the amount of adaptation made. As well as 
progress metric, performance is a number, between O and 1, where O denotes that no adapta
tion has been needed, and 1 expresses that all the processing for the current activation has 
been skipped. Adaptation made by services (data dropping and load shedding) is reflected in 
the utility measurement. 

Capturing monitoring information is highly dependent on the implementation of services and 
jobs, and on what is a metric of the behavior of services and jobs. At job level it must be mon-
itored not only resource usage, but also progress and performance information. At service level 
there are some specific metrics that must be captured in order to be aggregated in the form of 
provided utility [Lu et al., 2000]. For ekample, in the case of a video service meaningful infor
mation is the frame rate, image size, pixel depth, buffer state, deadlines misses, etc. Other 
semantic domains will measure completely different service parameters. 

There is also information that is not extracted (captured) from the execution of the system, 
but it is generated from existing information about the system (number and capacity of hardware 
resources) and the services and jobs (structure, estimation of resource needs, estimated utility, 
etc.). 
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All the captured and generated information must be translated to the common idiom that was 
defined previously. This common idiom can express the structure, characterization, and runtime 
measurements of services and jobs: 

• Structure. Most of the information to be exchanged is generated from the interna! structure 
of service and jobs, and translated into service and quality level identifiers and job and job-
mode identifiers. 

• Characterization. Some other information is generated from the characterization of services 
and jobs, in the form of estimated resource needs and estimated utility provided, that will be 
later refíned by monitoring. Probing and profiling will extract actual resource usage infor
mation, while actual utility will be obtained by using utility functions. 

• Runtime measurements. This corresponds to the information about the dynamic behavior of 
services and jobs. It covers: 1) resource usage, 2) provided utility (that aggregates QoS 
parameters, QoS violations and adaptation made to services), 3) progress metrics (amount 
of processing actually finished by jobs), and 4) job adaptation metrics (performance moni
toring in the form of percentage of work reduction). 

What is completely hidden to the system domain is the way how different services, quality 
levéis, jobs, and job-modes are actually implemented, because is not needed for the appropriate 
operation of the QoS RM. 

The data flows between the system and application domains basically follow the next steps 
(shown in figure 5-2): 

System domain 

1. Requirements 

2. Needs 

3. Commands 

4. Measuren:ients 

Appíicatiprí donriáin 

Figure S-2. Data flovv between system and application domains 

1. The QoS RM sends its requirements to the different application domains. It notifies the 
services to execute, determines the mínimum require utility (or quality) for them, and 
reports resource availability. 

2. Then, application domains notify their needs. They will have certain resource requirements 
to be able to execute the desired services and jobs providing the demanded utility. 
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3. Once the system domain has detemlined the required settings, it sends the commands to the 
difFerent application domains for laünching and stopping services and jobs and setting and 
changing quality levéis and job-modes. These commands also include the allocated resource 
budgets and the required mínimum utility. 

4. Finally, application domains send m^asurements about the runtime behavior of services and 
jobs (resource usage, utility, progress and performance). 

Summarizing, Information must be exchanged in both directions in order to: 1) maintain a 
consistent model of the system, services, and jobs in both domains, 2) notify decisions taken at 
both sides, and 3) notify monitoring information. 

5.4 CoUaboration model 

The collaboration model observes the hierarchy of abstraction levéis, so that it provides hier-
archical QoS and resource management, but this management is also centralized. This model is 
that in which the central QoS RM has a datábase with all the information needed for managing 
services and jobs. This datábase contáins information that is used at the three hierarchical 
abstraction layers. The general architectyre of this collaboration model can be seen in figure 5-3. 

User 
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Figure 5-3. Collaboration model 

The basic characteristic of this model is that the central QoS RM has complete information 
about the system, services, and jobs. The iíey is the datábase, that contáins the complete struc-
ture and characterization of services and jobs, including their runtime behavior. The models 
(structure and characterization) for services and jobs are usually reflected in a static table that 
contáins all the possible configurations for them. Furthermore, the datábase must contain the 
fiínctions to be executed when the QoS RM needs to perform any specific operation (set service-
mode and job-mode, respond to budget overruns, extract utility, etc.). Therefore, instead of 
asking for the required information to application domain software, the QoS RM queries the 
datábase. 
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Henee, looking at that table the system domain can know the required configurations for serv-
ices and Jobs, their provided QoS parameters and utility, their resource needs, and their feasi-
bility under existing environmental conditions (available resources, type of input, etc.). 
Moreover, the QoS RM needs to know also some basic information about the implementation 
of the operational part, in order to perform the changes between different configurations, and 
monitor their behavior. 

It is important to emphasize that the interaction between the system domain and the opera
tional parts is unidirectional, for sending the required commands (see figure 5-3). Global mode 
changes are triggered by the QoS RM, and also driven by it. The QoS RM decides which serv-
ices and Jobs change before others so that it can execute a fine grained global mode change, in 
which the order can be defined for jobs, and not for services as would be the case in a delegation 
model (see section 5.5). 

5.4.1 Advantages and limitations 

The main idea of the collaboration model is that all the decisions are taken in the system domain, 
basing on the information that the QoS RM owns about services and jobs. Once a decisión has 
been taken, the desired quality levéis and job-modes are sent to the operational parts of services 
and jobs respectively. The QoS RM must have appropriate models for services and jobs, in order 
to fill the gap between their abstract representation in a table and their operational parts. The 
main advantages of using this model can be summarized as follows: 

• Simplicity. This QoS and resource management architecture is very simple. All the control 
responsibilities are placed in the system domain. 

• Reduced communication. It will be shown in section 5.5 that the delegation model needs to 
exchange information between the system and application domains, as far as the manage
ment is decentralized. 

• Global mode changes are easy to perform, as far as just one entity has the capability of per-
forming all changes. 

• It fits well to services and jobs that are statically modelled. In this way, their structure and 
characterization can be easily reflected in a static table that is stored in the datábase. 

This collaboration architecture ¡s very cióse to the one implemented in HOLA-QoS [Garcia-
Valls, 2001, Garcia-Valls et al., 2002]. However, some needs detected in several services and 
jobs have forced us to devise the decentralized management, in which application domain soft
ware can take a more active role in QoS and resource management. There are three main limi
tations in this model that can be solved under a decentralized framework: 

• Application domain semantics are difficult to be included. The collaboration architecture is 
neither flexible ñor scalable, so that the addition or modification of services will Hkely 
require changes in the implementation of the QoS RM. 
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• Adaptation capability is usually veiy constrained. It is not valid to assume that a central 
QoS RM can be aware of determining how to better adapt to the changing situations, as far 
as this is very difFicult to model in a generic way. 

• Very limited flexibility. The structiire of services and jobs is defined in the datábase, and 
must be able to cover all existing and fliture services. 

5.4.2 Features 

The QoS RM is responsible for the interaction with the user, as well as all the QoS and resource 
management activities, including monitoring, negotiation, settings, adaptation and optimiza-
tion. 

With respect to monitoring, the QoS RM can only detect semanticless information such as 
budget overruns and resource usage. Actual provided utility can only be extracted as the result 
of a static fiínction depending on available information (quality levéis, job-modes, budget over
runs, and resource usage). It cannot detect application domain metrics, such as the number of 
missed deadlines, because that information is only known internally by the service code. 

Negotiation is very easily accomplished by the QoS RM. It is aware of user requirements, in 
the form of desired set of active services, required QoS parameters, and importances, and it can 
easily request to the datábase the infomiation about the needs of services and jobs. With all this 
information, the negotiation is just a fact of achieving the best combination of them in order to 
1) observe the importance criterion, 2) maximize the estimated global utility, and 3) obtain a 
schedulable system. 

Once the QoS RM has fínished the negotiation phase, the selected configurations must be 
notified to the operational parts of services and jobs. The setting phase forces services and jobs 
to be waiting for a certain message that éncodes the required action. In this way, the implemen-
tation of services and jobs must adhere this simple protocol. It is always possible to provide spe-
cific functions (stored in the datábase) to be called for setting the desired service-modes and job-
modes. 

Adaptation is performed by the QoS RM in a very limited way, because it is very difficult for 
the system domain (without knowing application domain semantics) to: I) have an idea of 
potentially overloaded situations, and 2) respond rapidly and appropriately to that overload. 
Adaptive management tends to be spread throughout the whole service and becomes tangled 
with the operational part (although this approach does not obey modular encapsulation, as it 
does not hide higher level information). We could have some form of limited application 
domain adaptation by storing in the datábase some function to be executed when certain situa
tions arise (such as budget overrun). 

Optimization tries to achieve the best use of available resources at each point in time. Opti-
mization can make small changes to currént configurations to enhance the contract, but without 
changing it. These changes may be done periodically (if there is spare time, as a sanity check), 
or they may also be triggered by the monitoring process, when it notifies that some services and 
jobs are overrunning (or near to) their budgets, or they are not providing their desired utility. In 
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both cases the idea is to try to allocate more resources (if available) to those services and jobs 
that are having more problems to work within their budgets. 

5.5 Delegation Model 

The delegation model provides hierarchieal and decentralized QoS and resource management. 
Its architecture follows the abstraction leve! hierarchy, and these abstraction levéis are also 
decomposed inte a part that is dependent on the concrete application domains, and another part 
that is generic for all of them. 

This model tries to solve the problem of managing entities that are not completely known. 
Henee, there is a central QoS RM that coordinates the different application domains, and spe-
cific fiínctions are delegated to some specific agents (commonly implemented by application 
programmers). Quality of Service is an application domain issue, so that only application spe-
cialists can model and manage it, and make the necessary trade-offs. 

In the context of this work, we will use the term decentralized QoS and resource management 
to denote this capability of delegating certain fiínctions to the Service and Job Managers. This 
notion opposes to the centralized approach, in which these fiínctions are implemented by a cen
tral entity in the system (the QoS RM). Henee, there are two different control domains, that 
work together to achieve the most effective use of resources. The architecture for this delegation 
model can be seen in figure 5-4. 

Data Flow 

Figure 5-4. Delegation model 

The system domain software (QoS RM) is used as a coordinator for.achieving the best results 
at the three management levéis: services, quality levéis and budgets. Under this delegation 
model, the system domain determines the best configuration (at every level) combining the 
Information received by the user (desired set of services-to launch and relative importance for 
them) with that sent by the application domain (feasible configurations at every level, actual 
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behavior, etc.). The structure and charácterization of services and jobs, as well as their imple-
mentation, are completely transparent to the QoS RM. 

The control part of the different application domains is in chargeof modeling services and 
jobs. This model must be translated to a simpler and more abstract conceptual model that must 
be shared with the system domain. This will allow these different views to coexist, reasoning 
about the same things, at different abstraction levéis. The interaction between different views is 
achieved through a clearly defíned interface. 

The icnowledge of application domáin semantic allows Service and Job Managers to deal 
with appropriate and coherent mechani^ms and policies in an integrated fashion. For example, 
we could say that in a general model the response to an overrun could be to stop the current com-
putation, throw away the data being processed, and wait for the next activation to continué 
processing the next data packet. This scheme may work well for many different application 
domains, but if we are processing video, it may be the case that it is better to fmish the process
ing of the current image, although in the next period, in order to avoid the wasting of the large 
processing time spent in the image. Therefore, implementing a generic response to QoS viola-
tions is not reasonable, and henee ¡t is better to allow specific managers to implement appropri
ate responses. 

Communication between the system and application domains is essential. This communica-
tion is bidirectional and without application domain semantics. Application domains transíate 
Information into that understandable by the system domain. As it can be seen in figure 5-4, hor
izontal communication (between the system domain and the application domain) is only 
allowed between control modules that are at the same abstraction level. Vertical interactions are 
only allowed between adjacent modules, belonging to the same domain. 

The goal is to develop appropriate abstractions and mechanisms to allow múltiple independ-
ent services to dynamically coexist and share resources on the same hardware platform. The use 
of these abstractions and mechanisms are intended both to allow individual services to reason 
about their own QoS and resource requirements, and for the system to reason about and control 
resource allocations between potentially competing services, maximizing the user's perceived 
utility at any point in time. 

5.5.1 Motívation 

The advantages of using this decentralized system, with the central manager as an intermediary 
between services and resources are diverse. From our point of view, the most important advan-
tage is that service and job level monitoring, adaptation, and optimization may be implemented 
using Information meaningful to the concrete application domain, rather than in terms of generic 
system Information [Kravets, 1998]. Such abstractions facilítate service and job implementation 
and also isolate developers of services and jobs from part of QoS and resource management and 
its protocols. Additionally, the portability of services and jobs built using these abstractions is 
highly increased. 
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All these specific capabilities are best placed in new software entities (Service Managers and 
Job Managers) that encapsulate application domain knowledge. This way, responsibilities for 
QoS and resource management are distributed between the central QoS and resource manager 
(QoS RM) and specific Service Managers and Job Managers. 

This delegation modei tries to solve the limitations found in the collaboration model. The 
main motivations for designing this decentralized architecture are: 

• Use application domain semantics. Service and Job Managers deal with aspects that are 
dependent on the concrete application domain, in order to allow services and jobs to behave 
correctly. It is not valid to assume that a central entity can be aware of deciding whether a, 
service is behaving well, or determining how to better adapt to the changing situations. 

• Openness. We want to support independently developed services and components in an 
open system. Services may be developed and validated independently, and the system may 
not have prior knowledge of the services that will run in the future. 

• Flexibility and scalability. Diversity of services and jobs can be better addressed by allow-
ing specialized control entities to determine their structure and characterization, so that new 
services and jobs are easily integrated in the system (Service and Job Managers hide appli
cation domain semantics). Application level specification of QoS and resource requirements 
enhance the use of application domain semantics in the design of services and jobs, without 
having to extend or modify the central QoS RM. 

• Modularity. Service's programmers should implement service specific mechanisms and pol-
icies. It is easier and safer for them to implement the specific functionality in a sepárate 
module, using a predefined interface, than intégrate the functionality into the central QoS 
RM. 

There are not works that deal with decentralized management comprehensively, from a soft
ware engineering approach. Common approaches embed application domain management in 
the operational part. However, removing monitoring and control from the processing part and 
localizing it within the control part increases openness, flexibility, scalability, and modularity. 
The separation of those parts also enables experimenting with and accommodating new QoS 
and resource management techniques without disrupting media processing code. 

5.5.2 Features 

The delegation model determines a mínimum common interface, defines the basic control mod
ules, and specifies the responsibilities for these management entities. The idea is that specific 
issues are isolated in application domain modules and provided by service programmers. These 
modules must provide the required interface, and they must also adhere to a simple cooperation 
protocol. 

Support for adaptive capabilities in services is a strong motivation for the implementation of 
a decentralized QoS and resource management scheme, but it is not the only one. Negotiation, 
setting, monitoring and optimization capabilities built into Service and Job Managers also have 
some interesting properties. Additionally, some services need a direct interaction with the user. 
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for control actions that are meaningless for the QoS RM, through an interface provided by the 
Service Manager that transíales user request into control commands to the services. 

The operations and protocols that are executed by the system and application domains may 
change depending on the concrete service. The decisión of what to delégate depends on the need 
to take into account application domain information about the services. The responsibilities of 
both sides change depending on the fiinction that are delegated. A puré coilaboration model 
would be that in which all these operations are executed by the system domain. Similarly, a puré 
delegation model would be that in which all these ftinctions are performed by the different appli
cation domains. However, there is a range of intermedíate models depending on the number of 
functions that are delegated. 

Following sections will describe the different capabilities that can be delegated to application 
domain software, as well as how to coordínate their results within the central QoS RM. 

5.5.2.1 Monitoring 

Monitoring provides information about how services and jobs are behaving. Expected results of 
monitoring are the amount of resource cpnsumed by processing entities (either jobs or services), 
progress and performance information (for jobs), and utility provided by services (measured by 
checking the achieved QoS parameters, detected QoS violations, adaptation made by services, 
as well as some other service-specific nietrics). 

One of the limitations for the centralized approach is that the capability of adaptation hides 
meaningful information about service behavior to the QoS RM. The QoS RM detects overruns 
and resource usage, but not output quality, and as far as adaptation should prevent overruns by 
transiently reducing quality, measurements made by the QoS RM do not provide all the required 
information. Moreover, the central QoS RM cannot capture QoS parameters (such as frame rate 
and size), QoS violations (such as deadline misses of number of frames dropped), or service-
specific metrics (such as the state of intermedíate buffers), as far as they are dependent on the 
concrete application domain. Henee, under the coilaboration model, the QoS RM gets the utility 
as the result of a simple fiinction whose arguments are basically the number of budget overruns, 
actual resource usage, and current quality level. 

Under the delegation model, monitoring is different and specific depending on the concrete 
application domain. For example, in the case of a video service, the relevant information to be 
monitored is the image size and resolutipn, number of fi-ames dropped, status of internal buffer 
queues, etc., that provide the most precise approximation to measure the user's perceived qual
ity. As the QoS RM does not know anything about the internáis of services and jobs, monitoring 
is performed by application domains. After the monitoring information is capturad, it is trans-
lated into that understandable by the QoS RM, that is resource usage, progress and performance 
information, and actual utility. 

Resource usage is extracted by application domains, as far as they know the jobs that belong 
to each service. Obviously, progress and performance information can only be extracted by the 
application domain software, as far as these metrics are completely dependent on how jobs are 
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implemented. Progress monitoring allows jobs to know, at any point in time, the amount of 
processing being done, how much time has required for this computation, and how much is still 
available to the deadline. Performance monitoring is a metric of the adaptation made to jobs in 
the form of work reduction. Finally, the evaluation of QoS parameters, QoS violations, and 
service-specific metrics are completely dependent on the semantic domain of the services, so 
that Service Managers are in the best position to accurately monitor them. Service Managers 
monitor these parameters, and determines an aggregate valué, that is the utility provided to the 
user. 

5.5.2.2 Negotiation 

Negotiation is the process in charge of determining the set of feasible configurations (QoS 
parameters, quality levéis, quality mappings, job-modes, etc.) for services and jobs. Its result is 
a new contract (or a modification of the current one) between the system domain software and 
the different application domains that determines some mínimum requirements for both sides. 

Negotiation can be executed at service start-up, or dynamically when it is detected that the 
current contract is no longer valid. Renegotiation of the contract may be triggered by these three 
actors: 

• User. When users want to launch or stop a service (or change their importance), this request 
is sent to the QoS RM, that in tum ask the different application domains for the characteris-
tics of their feasible configurations. 

• System domain. The system domain may intemally monitor system parameters, such as 
resource usage and utility provided, and if these metrics exceeded some thresholds (for 
example an excessively high resource load) a renegotiation protocol is launched. 

• Application domains. Services agree on providing a utility (output quality) within a range, 
but when services spend much time in the bottom (or upper) part of that range (detected by 
runtime monitoring), they could execute more "comfortably" lowering (or increasing) their 
quality levéis [Noble, 2000, Lakshman, 1997, Oparah, 1999, Katchabaw etal., 1998]. Fur-
thermore, some changes in the characteristics of the input data (for example, changing from 
MPEG-2 to MPEG-4) require also to switch to another operational mode. Prediction of 
future resource needs, made by application domains, can also request a renegotiation of cur
rent allocations. 

Services conceptually manage a number of high level parameters, such as frame rate or frame 
size in the video case. Application domain software is responsible for mapping the various pos-
sible combinations of service parameters into quality levéis, thereby converting the muUidimen-
sional parameters into a one-dimensional list of quality levéis that can be handled by the QoS 
RM. These quality levéis, together with the desired services, constitute the abstractions that are 
negotiated between the QoS manager and Service Managers. At job level, it is negotiated the 
jobs to be active, and the amount of resources that can be allocated to the different jobs, that 
depends on the required job-mode. 
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Henee, from the number of different configurations, application domain software dynami-
callly selects the set of feasible ones depending on the restrictions placed both by generic system 
parameters (the desired minimum utility and the available resources) and service specific 
parameters (type of input, level of noise, etc.). 

¡ 

Under the delegation model, the QoS RM allocates shares of resources to services, and deter
mines the minimum utility to be provideb to the user. It follows the ¡dea of hierarchical resource 
management, in which the QoS RM assigns a certain amount of resources to services, and the 
application domain software in turn assigns budgets to jobs. 

One of the advantages of this hierarchical model is that robustness assurance is delegated, in 
such a way that services are responsibie for its share of resource. In the scheme being designed, 
the system software (the QoS RM) resblves the robustness problem between services, while 
sei"vices themselves resoive robustness within services. The robustness problem is easily solved 
independently by the diflferent domains. Global robustness assurance is easy because it only 
needs a correct global acceptance test, and a budget enforcement policy. The Resource Manager 
must ensure that no service exceeds its allocated budget to be able to guarantee budgets to the 
others. Application domain software must make the resource partition among jobs belonging to 
sei-vices. The criteria for deciding the right allocation is to obtain the highest utility, taking into 
account concrete application domain semantics. 

The admission test is also made hierarchically, in such a way that the QoS RM probes the 
feasibility of the allocation of resources among services, and Job Managers veriíy the viability 
of local resource allocations by performing a partial (local) schedulability test. This local sched-
ulability analysis does not need global knowledge of other services. 

5.5.2.3 Settings 

When the desired quality levéis and job-modes for the different services and jobs have been 
selected, the QoS RM sends to Service and Job Managers that selection. After that, Service and 
Job Managers start, stop, or reconfigüre services and jobs, and notify the QoS RM when 
changes are done. Therefore, the setting protocol decides when and how changes must be done 
(for example, jobs that must be stopped first, when to change the budget assignment, etc.). It is 
also the mode change protocol which is in charge of the modifications to be made to services 
and jobs for changing from the current confíguration to the new. 

Hierarchical resource management applies also to this setting protocol. The QoS RM allo
cates a share of resources to services, and application domain software is in charge of partition-
ing that budget among jobs belonging to the service. In this way, the structure of services 
(constitutive jobs) is completely hidden to the QoS RM. 

The order in which services change their quality levéis cannot be random. Services that must 
change first are those that reduce their resource consumption (to free resources), and then the 
services that increase their resource usage can perform their quality level change. In this way, 
the global mode change will be robust, as there will not be any intermedíate state that is not 
schedulable. There would be a problem with this approach when the change from a quality level 
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to another decreases the use of a certain resource, but increasing at the same time the use of 
another. 

The fact that the feasibility test has given a positive result guarantees that the configuration 
to be actually set is schedulable. However, there ¡s no a priori guarantee that the intermedíate 
States are also schedulable. The entity in charge of performing the settings must ensure that no 
dangerous transitional mode is reached. 

Under the collaboration model, resource reservations are always made by the same entity, the 
QoS RM, and henee it is easy to avoid consistency problems due to wrong ordering or malicious 
settings can arise. The common way to deal with settings is to use the feasibility test to fiU a 
table with the new configuration, and once the table is finished the new configuration is set. 

Under the delegation model, in which settings are distributed among different entities, care 
must be taken to keep the system in a consistent state. The system and application domains must 
take care of two important things. First, the order in which changes are done must avoid non-
schedulable intermedíate states. This condition applíes both to the QoS RM when requesting 
new settings for services, and to Service and Job Managers when changing the configurations 
of services and jobs. Second, the QoS RM must implement valídation mechanísms in order to 
ensure that application domains do not perform any unauthorized operation with budgets. 

The collaboration model limits the implementation of the operational parts of services and 
jobs. The reason for that is the need for standardizing the way how commands (for settings) are 
sent from the QoS RM to the operational parts, that forces services and jobs to foUow this model 
(for example, they should wait for a certain message that encodes the required action). The del
egation model hides these details by abstracting the setting protocol. Application programmers 
are ín charge both of writing the operational and control part, so that the way how settings are 
commuhicated is completely free. 

5.5.2.4 Adaptation 

Adaptation is the capability of responding to transient overloads detected at runtime, by per
forming some short-term changes in either service and job functionality or resource allocations. 
Under the delegation model, these two complementary ways of dealing with resource scarcity 
are performed independently by the system and application domains. 

On one side, the QoS RM manages the infrastructure resources in such a way as to adapt 
resources to needs, perhaps by allocating slack time [Lehoczky and Ramos-Thuel, 1992] (or 
using any other similar mechanism such as capacity sharing [Caccamo et al., 2000] and Overrun 
Server Method [Gardner and Liu, 1999]) to jobs that require more resources. This fimctionality 
is also available under the collaboration model. 

On the other side, application domain control software attempts to live with allocated 
resources and provide a temporary degraded, but still tolerable, output quality to the user. The 
goal is to adapt the processing algorithms in order to have a near-constant computational com-
plexity, as presented in [Richardson and Zhao, 2001]. The deep knowledge of service and job 
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internáis allows application domain control to be able to respond effectively to these overloads. 
It is important to note that different services and jobs may have completely opposite policies to 
respond to resource scarcity. Under thé delegation model, Service and Job Managers provide 
adaptation capabilities that are able to: 

• avoid budget overrun and meet their deadlines by adapting their work to the budget, and 

• decide the best configuration according to the current situation by using criteria with appli
cation domain semantics. 

In this way processing entities have an uniform use of resources and henee the allocation of 
budgets can be done effectively, withoüt wasting reservations made for the worst case. Appli
cation domain adaptation is usually exécuted in response to changes in the input data or input 
quality that induce changes in the internal demand of resources [Lan et al., 2001, Lafruit et al., 
2000, Narayanan et al., 2000]. 

Due to the need to take into account application domain semantics, Service and Job Managers 
must be in charge of adapting services and jobs. They decide when services and jobs need to 
take corrective actions using the infomiation provided by the internal monitoring. Application 
domain Information is also needed for deciding what parts of services and jobs must change. 
How adaptation must be carried out is also determined by Service and Job Managers, that 
indude specific mechanisms and policies implemented by application programmers. Applica
tion programmers are in the best positipn to understand the specific resource requirements and 
potential trade-offs that services and jobs may make. 

For example, it is commonly the case that the combination of scaling techniques that can be 
applied to a video object is not static and depends on application domain semantics [Bocheck 
etal., 1999]. For example, in the video domain appropriate scaling techniques depend on the 
motion. In the case of fast-motion scenes, spatial resolution or quality scaling techniques are 
more suitable than temporal-domain scaling techniques because the details within a picture may 
not be as important under fast-motion conditions. In contrast, slow-motion scenes favour the 
opposite approach. 

Obviously, application domain software must be aware of the evolution of resource require
ments of services and jobs. Service and Job Managers may need a means for estimating resource 
needs at the beginning of the activation, and monitoring the progress (percentage of processing 
finished). Henee, when they detect a deviation between needs and availability (budget allo-
cated), they adjust their mode of operat¡on to compénsate for the lack/availability of resources. 
It can also be distinguished several adaptation levéis, depending on the scope of the adaptation. 
For example, adaptation can be made at the service level, by dropping data [Compton and Ten-
nenhouse, 1994] or shedding load [Li, 2000, Abdelzaher and Shin, 1998], or at the job level, in 
which the job modifies its internal confíguration, transparently to the Service Manager, to 
reduce work. Service adaptation is usuálly more aggressive and effective, as it can take into 
account a bigger number of factors, although internal job adaptation is a fast and lightweight 
process. 
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5.5.2.5 Optimization 

Optimization mechanisms are required to achieve the highest global utility at any point in time, 
but without changing the current contract (it makes enhancements to the contract). Resource 
requirement and provided utility are service attributes that may change over time, and henee, 
the óptima! resource allocation also change. Optimization is initiated if the potential revenue of 
the reconfiguration is higher than the cost of all the changes to be performed. 

The process of optimizing the system behavior tries to achieve the máximum utility of the 
system resources. It is made at two complementary levéis: 

• System level (global). The system resources are distributed among services in such a way to 
obtain the highest valué of the global utility, which is the sum of the Utilities provided by 
every service, corresponding to the allocated resources. 

• Service level (local). Services must be internally configured to achieve their best benefit 
using the allocated resources. This configuration is based on the expected average behavior 
of the service, and henee if the situation changes the service will later adapt (if possible). 
Jobs may also perform some internal optimization of their resource usage. 

QoS and resource optimization to achieve the best global and local allocation is clearly a hard 
problem. Further complications arise with the presence of adaptive services which may respond 
to their current resource allocation by adjusting their behavior in order to provide the highest 
utility at any point in time. A centralized approach attempts to solve this problem given con-
straints not only unknown by the QoS RM, but also inherently incomplete. Delegating part of 
the responsibility of optimization to application domains has the advantage of a better knowl-
edge of these constraints. 

A central QoS RM in charge of both global and local optimization of resource allocation 
require accurate and detailed models of service and job behavior. As it is very diffícult, if not 
impossible, to provide a generic model suitable for current and future services and Jobs, a cen
tralized approach for solving the optimization problem is not viable. The solution is that 
resource allocation and management must be distributed among application domains and the 
system itself in a controlled and scalable manner. 

Under the delegation model, the system domain drives global optimization, while application 
domains must cooperate with the system domain for global optimization and autonomously 
manage local optimization. This separation between local and global optimization has several 
clear advantages over the traditional centralized approach. Each application domain in this 
model is responsible for its own modeling (resource requirements, utility function, etc.) so there 
is no requirement to define a limited form of this model. Moreover, internal optimization for 
services and jobs are defined using application domain semantics. 

As it has been said previously, local optimization is performed autonomously by application 
domains. However, global optimization requires a cióse interaction between both domains, 
sharing Information about how the services are behaving, the benefits (or the cost) of increasing 
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(or decreasing) their share of resourcesi and the global system state. The dialogue that needs to 
be established is bidirectional and have the following steps: 

1. The system sends to the services involved in the optimization Information about the availa-
bility of resources. 

2. Every service decide the range of pbssible configurations, sending back the corresponding 
resource needs and benefit obtained using each alternative. 

3. Using all the Information from resources and services, the system can distribute resources 
among services optimizing the global benefit. 

5.6 Services fitting the Cpllaboration Model 

The collaboration model is basically applicable to services and jobs that can be easily modelled, 
adhering to a predefíned structure that is determined by the abstraction provided by datábase. 
That means that their structure, resource needs, management policies, etc., must be defíned off-
line and following a predefined arrangement. In this way, every quality level directly maps to 
one known set of jobs, with a concrete resource requirement and a fixed structure. Therefore, it 
is easy for the QoS RM to have a static table with all the required information about every serv
ice and Job, including their quality levéis and job-modes. The required policies (such as that for 
responding to budget overruns) must also be statically defíned, if the form of, for example, func-
tions to be called when these situations arise. 

Likewise, monitoring both resource úsage and utility provided must be easily achieved with 
existing static information about services and jobs. Resource usage made by services is just the 
combination of resources used by their constitutive jobs. The utility flinction is a static function 
that needs only to know the current quality level, and possibly actual resource consumption and 
number of budget overruns. 

Services and jobs to flt this model must adhere not only to a predetermined structure, but also 
to a certain predefined management model, in which settings forcé services and jobs to be wait-
ing for a certain message that encodes the action required by the QoS RM. 

Specifíc adaptive fiínctionality is either not required or embedded into the operational part. 
Services and jobs must rely on the limited adaptation capabilities provided by the QoS RM. The 
QoS RM can try to adapt resource to needs (by for example allocating slack time), but the effec-
tiveness of this mechanism is very limited as far as it has no knowledge of how services and jobs 
work. 

Summarizing, these services must he susceptible to be easily modelled statically, and no 
application domain information must bé required for monitoring and controlling the behavior 
of services and their constitutive jobs. 
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5.7 Services fitting the Delegation Model 

This model is very usefiíl for dynamic services, that are difficult (or impossible) to model stat-
ically. Their structure and characteristics, as well as thelr runtime behavior, are defmed and 
managed by application specialists (programmers), so that they implement their specific control 
code. The delegation model establishes a more flexible environment (compared to the collabo-
ration model), in which complex services, with their own mechanisms and policies, are easily 
integrated, as far as they are decoupled from the central QoS RM. 

Services whose structure and characterization (such as resource requirements) are difficult to 
reflect in a static table should follow the delegation model. In this way, explicit application 
domain knowledge, needed for deciding the configuration for every quality level (at runtime), 
is placed into application domain control software. 

The delegation model is also designed for services whose monitoring, both resource usage 
and utility, largely depends on intemal design and implementation details. Resource usage can 
only be deduced when it is known the set of jobs that belong to the service, Information that is 
controlled by application domain software. Similarly, utility depends on application domain 
metrics such as for example the image resolution, number of frames dropped, state of intemal 
buffers, etc. 

Adaptation (of services and jobs) is probably the most important issue for determining the 
need for the delegation model. On the one hand, at job level, adaptation changes the functions 
to be performed by the jobs, and henee it can only be done with accurate knowledge of the appli
cation domain. An example of a job from the video domain providing adaptive control is the 
MPEG-2 decoder described in [Lan et al, 2001] that uses an MPEG-2 decoding complexity 
estimation model to predict required computational load. On the other, at the service level, Serv
ice Managers can perform more aggressive adaptation by degrading at runtime dropping data 
[Compton and Tennenhouse, 1994] or skipping a significant part of the computational load 
(load shedding) [Li, 2000, Abdelzaher and Shin, 1998]. Obviously, these mechanisms are com-
pletely dependent on application domain knowledge, so that it can only be appropriately man
aged under the delegation model. 

Therefore, the delegation model fits well with services that are difficult to be modelled off-
line, and whose runtime management needs deep knowledge of the concrete application domain 
semantics (design, implementation, and meaningful metrics). 

5.8 Conclusions 

The ideas described in this chapter are part of the ongoing work on addressing new issues in 
quality of service and resource management, trying to bridge the gap between the controlling of 
lower-level resources and service-specific needs and behaviors. 

The main motivation of this dissertation is that monitoring and controlling services require 
the management of application domain semantics. We focus on dynamic services, whose mod-
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elling and management is complex. Moreover, we also try to address the diversity of require-
ments of different application domains, that demands the provisión of a very flexible QoS and 
resource management architecture. 

Most existing woriís include application domain semantics within either the operational parí 
or a central, and unique, management bntity for al! the services. We believe that these two 
approaches are not appropriate. First we claim that decoupling the operational (flinctional) part 
from the control (behaviour) part is a key concept, underiying the proposed architecture, for 
achieving modular and flexible design of services and jobs. In this way, we sepárate aspects that 
are conceptually different, so that it allows for a system that is easy to understand and maintain, 
as well as we can easily work and expeijiment with both parts in an independent way. Second, 
it is not valid to assume that a central entity can be aware of deciding whether service are behav-
ing well, or determining how to better adapt to the changing situations. It is more appropriate to 
allow for the own services to implement iheir specific behaviour than to forcé a central manager 
to include all the required mechanisms and policies. 

There are also some works that address the decentralized management by designing applica
tion agent modules for encapsulating the management of services [Oparah, 1999, Fisher et al., 
1997, Noble, 2000]. We believe that théy are not systematic enough, so that this chapter (and 
chapter 3) has dealt with these questions comprehensively, from a software engineering 
approach. For that it has been developed appropriate architectural support, including a clear def-
inition of: 1) separation of responsibilities, 2) Information to exchange, and 3) the description 
of iwo basic cooperation models (collabpration and delegation). 

In order to appropriately manage application domain semantics, we provide a framework in 
which, better than providing one central element with all the knowledge about all the possible 
services in the system, we support decentralized management. The goal of that architecture is 
to créate simultaneously the basis for independence and cooperation between the system 
domain and application domains. This approach enhances the use of QoS and resource manage
ment Systems in common application domains, as far as it bundles all the specification for 
system behaviour into the QoS RM, and make it feasible to package specific modelling, behav
iour, mechanisms, and policies in application domain control software. 

This chapter has described two different cooperation models to which services can adhere, 
that are based on either relying in the ábility of the central QoS RM or in the delegation of 
responsibilities to the application domain software. What to delégate depends on the need to 
take into account semantic domain information about the service. Henee, depending on the del-
egaited operations we can be somewhere in between the coUaboration and the delegation mod
els. A priori, both schemes can easily coexist, although this issue has to be further studied. 
Fuithermore, the overhead of having together the coUaboration and the delegation models 
seems also to be low. 
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Chapter 6 

Distributed architecture 

QoS and resource management techniques enable múltiple services to run concurrently in a cost 
effective way, but at the cost of an additional control system that interferes the execution of the 
managed system. Additionally, multimedia processors are designed for high-performance 
media processing, but they are not so good at executing non-media processing, such as control 
processing. A way to enhance the efficiency, robustness, predictability, and extendibility of 
multimedia systems is to distribute the processing work among heterogeneous processors. In 
this way, it is possible to have complex QoS and resource management algorithms, sophisti-
caited human-computer interactions, etc., executed by a general purpose processor, while the 
muhimedia processor is used exclusivCly by multimedia services. This chapter describes the 
design and implementation of a QoS and resource management system on a heterogeneous mul-
tiprocessor system. 

6.1 Introduction 

Powerñil programmable components, such as multimedia processors (MMPs), are used as a 
means of building open and flexible consumer termináis [Bril etal., 2001a], in which media 
functions can be easily replaced or added, as far as they are software entities that can be 
upgraded or downloaded. In order to be competitive with dedicated hardware solutions, media 
processing in software, using powerfijl, but expensive, programmable components requires a 
very high resource utilization [Bril et al., 2001b]. We are therefore forced to design the system 
based on average-case resource needs, which may jeopardize the robustness of the system as the 
system will be faced with occasional (or transient) and structural overloads. Therefore, the prop-
erties of stability, robustness, and predictability must be explicitly supported by using effective 
QoS and resource management techniques [Bril et al., 2001a]. 

However, three main problems come up when inserting QoS and resource management sys
tems in MMPs for controUing multimedia services: 

• Interference. Control activities are executed on the same MMP as multimedia services, so 
that control activities interfere with inedia processing. 
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• Different requirements. Media and control processing have difFerent characteristics and 
needs so that, for example, they cannot efFectively share the same scheduling algorithm. 
Earliest Deadline First (EDF) or non-preemptable scheduling are probably more appropriate 
for scheduling budgets for streaming services, while Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) is 
more appropriate for scheduling control tasks. 

• Efficiency. Control functions use the MMP so that resource availability is reduced. Moreo-
ver, high-performance MMPs, whose design is optimized for multimedia data processing 
[Fritts, 2000, Philips Semiconductors, 1999], cannot execute control operations efficiently. 

The QoS and resource management architecture, as well as the media services, executes on a 
MMP, so that control activities directly affect the execution of media services. An altemative to 
this monoprocessor approach is to distribute the processing work between different processors. 
In this way, QoS and resource management (control) activities and media processing functions 
are physically separated. This multiprocessor framework uses a general purpose processor 
(GPP) for control activities and a dedicated multimedia processor (acting as slave of the control 
processor) for multimedia services. 

The target hardware architecture that we have in mind is an evolution of Philips Viper [Dutta 
et al., 2001], a highly integrated MIPS/TriMedia dual processor, in which the MIPS mns service 
provider's software applications, such as service accessibility, and graphics-related ñinctions, 
and TriMedia executes media processing functions. For simplicity reason, the platform that we 
are currently using for our experiments is a TriMedia board [Momentum Data Systems, 2000, 
Philips Semiconductors, 1999] that is installed in a PCI slot of a PC running Windows NT. 

Our goal is to add an additional micro controller to this hardware architecture. This micro 
controller will transfer to TriMedia the required media processing, and will drive its execution 
in order to ensure QoS parameters. In this way TriMedia will act as a slave of the micro con
troller, just like dedicated hardware components. 

Within our QoS and resource management project, we developed an architecture, called 
HOLA-QoS {Homogeneous and Open Layered Architecture for Quality of Service manage
ment) [Garcia-Valls, 2001, García-Valls etal., 2002a, Garcia-Valls etal., 2002b], that is in 
charge of managing the allocation of computational resources to services. We first implemented 
the distributed framework for HOLA-QoS architecture [Ruiz et al., 2002] and then we ported 
that implementation to the QoS and resource management architecture described in this disser-
tation. 

This chapter focuses only on the control part, and its influence on media processing. We will 
show that this scheme enhances the efficiency, robustness, predictability, and extendibility of 
the system. 

It must be noted that along this chapter we will use the term distributed in the typical sense 
of processing shared among several processors. Do not confuse with the term decentralized 
management, that is usad along this dissertation to desígnate the capacity of delegatíng some 
control ílinctions to application domain agents. 
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6.2 Requirements and goals 

The design of this distributed QoS and fesource management system was constrained by three 
main concems: 

• Reuse. It was clearly specifíed as a fundamental issue that the existing QoS and resource 
management system should not be modified. The goal is to reuse both the framework and 
the modules that make up the architecture. This restriction provides two main advantages. 
First, it allows us to experiment with the same service(s) both in the monoprocessor and the 
distributed platforms. Second, the same modules are used in both the distributed and the 
monoprocessor platforms. 

• Reduce interference. We want to preyent control software from arbitrary preempting media 
processing. 

• Performance. The added overhead of the communication mechanisms in the distributed sys
tem must, at least, be neutralized by the amount of resources that is freed by moving control 
activities to the GPP. 

The main idea behind the use of the dual processor system is to relieve the multimedia proc-
essor of QoS and resource management activities. The physical separation of the management 
activities from the media processing functions enhances the following system properties: 

• Robustness and predictability. The distributed architecture separates control and media 
processing fiínctions, so that QoS and resource management activities do not interfere with 
time-critical media processing tasks. This way we prevent arbitrary preemptions by control 
software. 

• Extendibility. The availability of a GPP, with appropriate tools, and without stringent time 
requirements, allows the addition of resource consuming fijnctionality, such as: 

•Intelligent and advanced ñinctioriality. The beháviour of media services could be much 
improved if fiírther work is devoted to optimize the settings of the system. However, the 
overhead introduced by these could largely and prohibitively increased, and henee most 
of the systems are forced to implément approximated algorithms. 

•Human-computer interactions. It is very common that dedicated multimedia boards do 
not come with tools and librarles for developing Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), and 
even if they are available, their resource needs are very high so that their use would be 
prohibitive for these embedded systems. 

• Flexibility. We want a flexible testbed for experimenting with new QoS and resource man
agement protocols. 

• Efficiency. The control overhead inti¡oduced by QoS and resource management activities is 
mostly eliminated from the MMP, so that media services have the whole MMP at their dis-
posal. Moreover, the control activities are more efficiently executed on the GPP than on the 
MMP, due to a more appropriate hardware and software design. 
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The distributed architecture should be built just by distributing software modules between the 
two processors, and by adding some "glue" code. The distribution should be completely trans-
parent to the applications and the control entities. 

6.3 Distributed architecture 

The target hardware architecture that we have in mind is an evolution of a highly integrated 
MIPS/TriMedia dual processor {Philips Viper [Dutta et al., 2001]), targeted to advanced set-top 
boxes (STBs) and digital TV sets. For simplicity reason, the platform that we are currently using 
for our experiments is a TriMedia board [Momentum Data Systems, 2000, Philips Semiconduc-
tors, 1999] that is ¡nstalled in a PCI slot of a PC running Windows NT. TriMedia (multimedia 
processor) can communicate through the PCI bus with the PC (general purpose processor), and 
henee we can distribute work between both machines. The Windows system will be in charge 
of control functions, as well as some others, such as the human-computer interaction, and the 
dedicated TriMedia processor will be used for advanced media processing. 

Previous chapters of this dissertation describe a monoprocessor QoS and resource management 
architecture that is in charge of managing the allocation of computational resources to services. 
The whole system is shown in figure 6-1, where it can be observed that the operational part 
together with the control part are executed on the multimedia processor. 

Data Flow 

Real-Time Operating System 

T 
Muttimfedia Processor (TriMedia) 

Figure 6-1. Monoprocessor arciiitecture 

One of the most important issues is to determine the software modules that execute on each 
processor. The modular and layered design of the architecture (see figure 6-1) promotes the 
deployment of the different control entities as a whole. In addition, the interfaces between adja-
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cent control entities are simply procedural, so that contiguous modules could be easily commu-
nicated by using Remote Procedure Cali (RPC) [Birell and Nelson, 1984] mechanisms. Henee, 
it was concluded that the granularity for partitioning the system is at the level of existing control 
entities in the monoprocessor architecture. 

Once decided that the mínimum deployment unit for the distribution is the whole control 
entity, it must be decided the criteria for distributing these modules between processors. It must 
be taken into account four main issues: 

• The operational part must obviously execute on the media processor. 

• We must move as much control functions as possible to the GPP. This way multimedia serv-
ices have a higher amount of media processor capacity at their disposal. 

• The added overhead of the communication mechanisms in the distributed system. 

• The speed of responses. It is important to take care of the delay in control actions. 

Summarizing the previous four bullets, we must place in the GPP as many control activities 
as possible, but taking into account thé frequency of interactions, and the required speed of 
response, as the partition criteria. Taking all these issues into account, the partition of system 
and application domain control entities is made as foUows: 

• Run-Time Control. The Run-Time Control has a very cióse and frequent interaction both 
with the media processor (both with the real-time operating system and the resource drivers) 
and Jobs. This layer must be executed on the MMP, because it executes at the frequency of 
context switches in resources, and delays in its execution would jeopardize the stability, 
effectiveness and efficiency of the system. 

• Job Controllers. Job Controllers drive and monitor the behaviour of operational part of jobs, 
so that they have a very cióse and frequent interaction with media processing code (that 
must run on the MMP). Henee, Job Controllers must execute on the MMP to allow for fast 
enough monitoring and adaptation of the operational part of jobs. 

• Budget Control and Budget Managers. The interaction between the Run-Time Control and 
Job Controllers (that must execute pn the media processor) with the Budget Control and 
Budget Managers respectively requires exchanging a fairly big amount of data when 
launching or stopping services (that do not occur very frequently), but the rest of the time 
this interaction is very low (basically for adjusting resource allocations). Moreover, the 
Budget Control is also in charge of the schedulability (admission) test, that has a high com-
putational overhead, so that it is feasible and efficient to move its execution to the GPP. 

• Quality Level Control, Service Control, Quality Managers, and Mode Managers. They 
make up the two highest layers in the control hierarchy so that their frequency of actuation 
is low, even without requiring fast responses. These interactions require reactions within the 
range of one second, and some of thém could even support larger delays. 

Henee, the three highest layers in the control hierarchy (plus the schedulability test) can be 
effectively moved to the GPP (see figure 6-2), while the operational part, Job Controllers and 
the Run-Time Control remain on the MMP. 
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Figure 6-2. Distributed QoS and resource management 

6.4 Communication mechanisms 

After evaluating the potential benefits of the distributed execution, and the feasibility of the dual 
processor control architecture, the next step is looking for the communication mechanisms 
between system modules that execute on different processors. 

The TriMedia board is shipped together with its TriMedia Software Development Environ-
ment (SDE) [Philips Electronics, 1999], that provides mechanisms for inter-processor commu
nication. The distributed execution of code between both machines can be achieved using the 
foUowing available functionality: bidirectional message passing, bidirectional event signalling 
or shared memory. Data communication is usually based either message passing or shared var
iables [Bums and Wellings, 1996]. These two paradigms can be achieved using TriMedia com
munication mechanisms. 

Message passing uses a single construct for both synchronization and communication. Tri
Media SDE supports message passing with bidirectional message channels between both 
machines. This channel can be used for sending fixed size packets, which carry an array of 32-
bit unsigned integers. The máximum size of this array is 5 elements, so that successive packets 
must be sent if it is needed to exchange more Information. Packets on a certain message channel 
are guaranteed to arrive in order on the peer processor. When a packet arrives from the other 
processor, its associated synchronization object is signalled. 
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Ad hoc marshalling and unmarshalling routines are implemented for passing subprogram 
parameters. These routines transíate complex types to a flat array of 32-bit unsigned integers 
and vice versa. 

Message passing fits in with the procedural interface provided by the monoprocessor imple-
mentation of the QoS and resource management system. However, this paradigm does not pro-
vide an efFicient way of exchanging big data structures, that would require sending and 
receiving many consecutive messages (message size in TriMedia SDE is only five 32-bit 
unsigned integers). 

By other side, shared variables constitute a straightforward method of passing information 
between both machines. It can be implemented by allocating a shared memory región that is 
used as an intermedíate buffer, following a producer-consumer scheme. Explicit conditional 
synchronization guarantees mutual exclusión and data availability by using event signalling. 

The main advantage of using shared memory is that big data structures are efficiently 
exchanged, soiving the deficiency of the message passing paradigm. The drawback is that 
shared memory must be used in conjunction with message passing, because there is not a simple 
and straightforward manner of implementing a distributed procedural interface using shared 
memory. A potential limitation in the use of shared memory is that the size of the shared 
memory in TriMedia is 64 Kilobytes, although it has not been a problem with the current imple-
mentation. 

Henee we will use the message passing paradigm, enhanced with shared variables for those 
functions whose parameters are big data structures. 

6,5 Client/server architecture 

One of the requirements imposed to thé implementation of the distributed control architecture 
was that the existing control entities shquld not be modified, and henee the procedural interface 
existing between adjacent layers should be kept unaltered. A commonly adopted and easy solu-
tion for this problem is the use of RPCs that provide a procedural interface for distributed mod
ules, making the distributed nature of the services transparent to the different modules. 

The idea is to replace the local callee's end and the remote caller's end by stubs, that perform 
the required computation to adapt the procedure calis to the distributed platform. This way the 
client uses strictly local calling conventions, but instead of directly calling the desired proce
dure, it transparently calis the client-side stub that marshals (linearizes) the parameters and 
sends them to the other processor. The task that requests the remote cali blocks waiting for the 
response of the server. The server-side stub receives the message, unmarshals (delinearizes) the 
parameters, and calis the required fiínction on the server, returning the result in a message sent 
back to the client stub. The client code is unblocked when it receives the result. The callee pro
cedure itself, just as the caller, follows local calling conventions and is unaware of being called 
remotely. 
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The steps of the resulting procedure cali are graphically shown in the sequence diagram of 
figure 6-3. 

Client Client-side stub Server-side stub Server 

Procedure cali I 

Walt for result; 

Local procedure call_ | 

Marshalling 

Wait for message 

Unmarshaliing 

Send message 

Unmarshaliing 

Walt for result 

Marshalling 

Local procedure cali 

Execute 
local procedure 

Return result 

Retum resuK 
Store result 

Send message 

Figure 6-3. Sequence diagram for the distributed execution 

Whenever input or output arguments are passed by reference, a remote copy of the referenced 
data need to be created. This intermediate local copies are managed by the stubs in order to pro-
vide a transparent implementation both to the client and the server. 

In order to move the three upper abstraction layers of control to the GPP we must implement 
client and server stubs. The roles of client and server depend on which peer acts as caller or cal
lee. The Run-Time Layer is an extensión of the underlying operating system, and henee it 
always acts just as server (see figure 6-4) for its clients (Budget Control, Job Controliers and 
processing entities), providing the required services (creating and destroying tasks, synchroni-
zation, budget management, etc.). However, Quality Managers and Mode Managers must sup-
port bidirectional RPCs with the operational part of services, so that they can act both as clients 
or servers. The concrete role depends on the actual direction of the communication taking place. 
Therefore, we have implemented the client (caller) and the server (callee) stubs for the control 
entities shown in figure 6-4. 

6.6 Tasking model 

The tasking model basically defines which are the active and passive elements and the execution 
flows ¡n the distributed QoS and resource management system. 

The client-side stub is simply in charge of marshalling (unmarshaliing) the input (output) 
arguments, and sending (receiving) the messages. The server-side stub is a little more complex. 
There is a receiver task (or thread) that is blocked waiting for the first incoming message of a 
stream. This first message encodes (among others) the requested procedure and the number of 
subsequent messages that must be received. Once all the required messages have been received, 
the data that they contain is unmarshalled, and the required local procedure cali is executed. The 
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Figure 6-4. Detailed distributed architecture 

output arguments are sent back to the client by this same receiver task. This scheme is graphi-
cally shown in figure 6-5. 

Client side Server side 

Figure 6-5. Client/server implementation 

The receiver thread (server side) is assigned the highest priority to allow for fast responses to 
the caller. A distributed priority inheritance protocol, such as the one existing in Real-Time 
CORBA [Group, 2000], could also be implemented, so that the receiver thread inherits the pri
ority of the caller, running requests at the client's priority. The concurrent capabilities of the 
system could also be improved by using a pool of tasks to serve múltiple concurrent requests 
(see figure 6-6), foliowing the philosophy of thread pools [Pyarali et al., 2001, Schmidt and 
Kuhns, 2000] in Real-Time CORBA. 
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Client side Server side 

Figure 6-6. Advanced client/server implementation 

6.7 Conclusions 

The QoS and resource management architecture detailed in this dissertation was initially 
designed to be embedded in a monoprocessor system, but its layered and modular design pro
meted the partition of the control work between processors. Entire control entities were easily 
deployed in the required processor, almost without any change. The only changes made were 
those motivated by the change of the underlying operating system. 

The experimental performance tests (see chapter 7) show that the GPP can efficient and 
effectively control the execution of the MMP. The overhead introduced by the communication 
subsystem can be kept quite fixed when adding more sophisticated control mechanisms. 

The distributed framework provides a very flexible testbed for experimenting with new 
sophisticated and resource consuming QoS and resource management techniques. It can be 
easily extended to cover not only possible extensions to the existing QoS and resource manage
ment protocols, but also new functionality. 

This new potential is added at the cost of using the communication mechanism between both 
machines. The decisión whether it is better the centralized or distributed versión is a trade-off 
between the inherent inefficiency of the communication subsystem between both machines, and 
the amount of processor required by the management functionality (that could be moved to the 
PC). 

One of the drawbacks of the dual processor system is the increased complexity for debugging. 
It is a common problem for distributed systems, where it is sometimes difficult to lócate the 
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problem (in the application, in the stubs, etc.), and several different debugging tools (one per 
processor) are generally used. However, as the underlying HOLA-QoS and the multimedia 
applications are the same in the centralized and the distributed schemes, the system is easily 
tested in the centralized system and then it can be moved to the distributed platform. 

One of our plans for fiíture work is to implement and test more appropriate concurrency 
models for the client and server stubs. The goal is to achieve more effective and efficient mech-
anisms and policies for RPCs. A distributed priority inheritance protocol, such as the one exist-
ing in Real-Time CORBA [Group, 2000], could also be implemented, so that the receiver thread 
inherits the priority of the caller, running requests at the client's priority. The concurrent capa-
bilities of the server side could also be improved by using a pool of tasks to serve múltiple con
current requests, foUowing the philosophy of thread pools [Pyarali etal., 2001, Schmidt and 
Kuhns, 2000] in Real-Time CORBA. 

We believe that it is also interesting to study quantitatively the impact of placing control 
actiVities in the GPP on the number of preemptions. We think a sizeable reduction can be 
achieved, which should also reduce cache misses. 
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Chapter 7 
i 

Tests and evaluation 

This chapter describes the main ideas behind the implementation of a prototype compiiant to the 
architecture define throughout this thesis, as well as the experimental tests designed to validate 
the ¡deas proposed throughout this thesis work. These tests are based on the implementation of 
a prototype of the QoS and resource management architecture, and the integration of several 
Services and jobs within the control framework. Results of these experiments are displayed in 
the form of figures and tables that shovy the behaviour of the system, services and jobs, under 
variable conditions. 

7.1 Introduction 

Throughout this dissertation it has been defined a QoS and resource management architecture 
for embedded multimedia systems that is made up by a set of control components. This chapter 
describes a prototype implementation of these components that has been validated with both 
synthetic and real services and jobs (scalable video algorithms [Hentschel et al., 2001]). 

This work is slightly based on the HOLA-QoS implementation [Garcia-Valls et al., 2002b, 
Garcia-Valls et al., 2002a, Garcia-Valls; 2001]. The idea was to replace the highest levéis of the 
control hierarchy in HOLA-QoS in order to allow application domains for driving their own 
behaviour. Just the lowest layer (RunTime Control) is being used mostly without changes for 
resource management. 

This experimental study has allowed us to go into the inherent problems and restrictions when 
applying QoS and resource management techniques in embedded multimedia systems. These 
results has allowed us to further refine the initial design, both for the QoS and resource manage
ment architecture and for the abstract representation of services and jobs. The implementation 
that is described in this chapter covers the functionality defined in previous chapters (mainly in 
chapter 4), adhering to the delegation model defined in chapter 5. The prototype implemented 
within this work is used to validate the proposed ideas referred to: 

• Hierarchical architecture. Monitoririg and controUing at different frequencies. Managing 
independently concepts at different ábstraction layers. 
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• Decentralized architecture. The aim is to demónstrate that the use of control agents in the 
application domains enhances the control and the integration of heterogeneous services 
within the management framework. 

• Multiprocessor implementation of the control system. The objective is to prove that distrib-
uting work between the multimedia and a general purpose processor enhances the effi-
ciency, robustness, predictability, and extendibility of the system. 

• Modelling multimedia applications. The goal is to ratify that the proposed abstract model 
for multimedia services is valid and appropriate. A real video service has been successfully 
modelled and controlled using this scheme. 

• Cooperation models. The aim is to check the differences between the delegation and coUab-
oration models, in order to valídate the appropriateness of the delegation model for the tar-

. get system we are working with. 

The modules that make up the QoS and resource management architecture have been devel-
oped using object oriented techniques, that allow for an easy extensión and adaptation of the 
basic mechanisms and policies. These features are notably interesting for application domain 
control parts, where most of the functionality must be tailored for the concrete application 
domain. What has been identified is a mínimum required interface and the data to be provided. 
All these common characteristics have been abstracted in the form of base classes for these con
trol entities. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, section 7.2 describes the envi-
ronment used for the tests. Then, section 7.3 describes the prototype that implements the QoS 
and resource management system, and its main characteristics. Finally, section 7.4 describes the 
basic case studies and the results of their execution using both synthetic and real services. These 
results are shown in figures that represent the runtime behaviour of these services under differ-
ent system loads. Some conclusions are given in section 7.5. 

7.2 Test environment 

This section describes the hardware and software that was used for the development of the QoS 
and resource management architecture, as well as the multimedia services. 

7.2.1 Execution platform 

Our work is targeted to consumer termináis which incorpórate powerful programmable compo-
nents that support multimedia-specific code. They easily implement popular multimedia stand-
ards, but its orientation around a powerful general purpose processor makes it capable of 
implementing a variety of multimedia algorithms, whether open or proprietary. 

The multimedia board used for our implementation is a Kenobi TriMedia 1300 (180 MHz and 
32MB) [Momentum Data Systems, 2000, Philips Semiconductors, 1999], the third generation 
of the TriMedia family of microprocessors developed by Philips Semiconductors. Kenobi Tri
Media is a programmable multimedia processor which contains an ultra-high performance Very 
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Long Instruction Word (VLIW) processor (with an instruction set that is optimized for process-
¡ng audio, video and 3D graphics), as well as a complete intelligent video and audio input/output 
subsystem. Kenobi TriMedia (also kno\yn as TM1300 IREF) ¡s a PCI plug-in card designed to 
meet the needs of digital signal processing (DSP) development focusing on digital video, audio, 
graphics and telecommunications. Specific applications include multimedia, video conferenc-
ing, video editing, and digital televisión. 

The TriMedia board is installed in a PCI slot of a PC-compatible computer, more concretely 
a Windows NT 4.0 system with a. Pentium III (1000 MHz) processor and 512 MB of memory. 
This PC behaves both as a build machine (hosting the cross compiler, libraries and so on) and 
as an execution host (allowing the execution and debugging of the code on the actual hardware). 

7.2.2 Software development environment 

The prototype described in this chapter has been mainly implemented in C-H-, although there 
are also some small parts written in C. We used the object oriented characteristics of C++ for 
developing a flexible and extensible QoS and resource management architecture. 

The QoS and resource management architecture, as well as multimedia services, were ini-
tially designed to execute on the multiniedia board. However, there is also an implementation 
where a part of this code is executed orí the multimedia board, and the rest is executed on the 
general purpose processor. Henee we need tools and libraries for generating, executing, and 
debugging code for both platforms. 

The development platform (build machine) is a Windows system, that provides the required 
tools for writing, compiling, executing, and debugging software targeted both to TriMedia and 
Windows platforms. Two software packages, Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 and TriMedia Soft
ware Development Environment (SDE) 2.0 [Philips Electronics, 1999], provide the basic tools 
and libraries that are used for the implementation and testing of the system: 

• Native compiler. Microsoft Visual C++ compiler is used for the portion of code, written in 
C and C++, to be executed on the Windows system. This compiler is incorporated within a 
complete integrated development environment (IDE) which provides the required capabili-
ties for full project management and complete edit/compile/debug cycle support. 

• Cross compiler. TriMedia C++ compiler provides the required tools for compiling, assem-
bling and linking C and C-H- code that will execute on the TriMedia platform. TriMedia 
does not provide an integrated development environment, but a traditional command-based 
C development environment. 

• Standard C/C-H- libraries. A ñindaméntal component of the TriMedia software architecture 
is the standard C/C++ library that provides a number of ANSÍ standard services, as well as 
as well as the C++ runtime support. ÍMicrosoft Visual Studio provides these libraries as well 
for executing on Windows. 

• Device libraries. TriMedia family of processors includes numerous on-chip peripherals, so 
that a set of device drivers are provided. These are the lowest level software interface to the 
hardware. 
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• Software libraries. TriMedia provides a method of constructing and connecting autonomous 
components that "stream" data between them. These librarles promote interoperability and 
reusability of components, making easier the process of application development. 

• Host interface libraries. Because TriMedia is often used in conjunction with Windows and 
Macintosh personal computers, it provides host interface libraries to support Windows 95, 
Windows NT (our chosen platform) and MacOS. 

• Performance analysis. TriMedia SDE provides tools for generating and estimating execu-
tion profiles. 

• Execution tools. TriMedia SDE provides also a GUI (and a command-line) utility for down-
loading and running TriMedia applications, a machine level simulator, and a source-level 
debugger. Debugging facilities are also available in the Windows system by means of the 
debugger shipped with Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0. 

7.2.3 Operating systems 

As far as there are two execution platforms {TriMedia and PC), there are also two different oper
ating systems, targeted to the two processors that work together. 

The operating system for the PC-compatible computer is Windows NT, which support 
preemptive priority-based multitasking and multithreading, with a 32-level priority scheme 
(priorities 16-31 are "real-time" priorities). Threads with the same priority are executed follow-
ing a round-robin scheme (the length of the quantum can be changed). Windows jVrkemel pro
vides functionality for thread management, semaphores, mutexes, events, critical sections, 
dynamic memory allocation, time management, I/O functions, interrupt management, and inter-
process communication. 

The operating system executed on the TriMedia board is pSOS [Philips Electronics, 1999], 
from WindRiver, that is a modular, high performance, real-time operating system designed spe-
cifically for embedded microprocessors. It provides a complete muUitasking environment based 
on open system standards, with a priority-based, preemptive scheduling algorithm. Our proto-
type is RMA based, so that it is flilly supported by the operating system. pSOS kemel consists 
of various system calis that can be used by/»5'(95 applications. The system calis provide func
tionality for task management, semaphores, message queues, dynamic memory allocation, time 
management, I/O ftinctions, event macros, asynchronous signáis, and fatal error handl'mg.pSOS 
kemel can be tailored to the needs of each application by recompiling the pSOS board support 
package (pSOS BSP). 

7.3 Prototype description 

It has been implemented a prototype for validating the ¡deas presented in this dissertation. This 
section describes the elements (control entities, algorithms, etc.) described in previous chapters 
that have been implemented and included in this prototype, as well as their main specific char-
acteristics. The main features implemented in the developed prototype are: 
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The four control entities (one per each abstraction layer) belonging to the system domain. 
They make up the central QoS RM that remains invariable when changing the set of Serv
ices to execute on the system. 

The four generic control entities (one per each abstraction layer) that abstract the issues 
(data and interface) that are common to every application domain. 

The instantiations of the four previous generic control entities to be tailored for two con
crete services: one is a real scalable video algorithm (SVA), and another is a synthetic serv-
ice developed for testing purposes. 

The basic mechanisms for the dual processor execution. It has been designed and imple-
mented a communication framework that allows the partition of the QoS and resource man-
agement architecture between the multimedia processor and a general purpose processor. 

Mechanisms for managing processdr usage and allocation. Although the QoS and resource 
management framework supports spveral resources, the implemented prototype manages 
only processor usage. 

A Graphical User Interface (GUI). Xhis interface allows the users to launch and stop the dif-
ferent services, and to change some parameters such as the importance and QoS parameters. 
Moreover, the interface also shows basic monitoring information. 

A schematic representation of the prototype being tested is shown in figure 7-1, where it is 
displayed the central QoS RM (with its four layers), as well as the control architecture for two 
services (the scalable video algorithm ánd the synthetic one). 

User Data Flow 

Synthetic servic^ 

Budget Manager 
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Budget Control 
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Job Controller 
Synthetic 

SVA service 

Budget Manager S>/Á 

Job Controller 
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Job Controller 
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Job Controller 
SubDein 

Run-Time Control 

QoSRM 

Figure 7-1. Control architecture for an SVA and a synthetic service 
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7.3.1 Capabílities 

The QoS and resource management system is in charge of attending user requests, as well as 
some other intemal ílinctionalities, that are carried out by the execution of the following set of 
basic capabílities: 

• User interface. The final aim of the QoS and resource management system is to provide the 
basic mechanisms to allow for the execution of a set of multimedia applications in embed
ded consumen termináis. Henee the system must attend the following requests from the user: 
launch and stop services, change high-level QoS parameters of services, get the state of the 
system (active services and how they are behaving), and stop the system. A Graphical User 
Interface has also been implemented for this purpose. 

• Negotiation. This protocol is in charge of determining the system configurations that are 
feasible, and selecting the one that is optimal taking into account the criteria of observing 
the specified importances, maximizing global utility, and satisfying schedulability. 

• Settings. This is responsible for the establishment of new system configurations. This 
includes the modification of the set of active services and jobs, their mode of execution, and 
their allocated resource budgets, as well as the order in which these changes must be done. 

• Monitoring. This is an essential part of the QoS and resource management system, as far as 
monitoring allows us to know whether the system is behaving as expected, and it reports 
possible deviations from the negotiated attributes. 

• Adaptation. The QoS and resource management architecture gives support for some reac
tive mechanisms that allow for application domains to adapt their behaviour to existing 
budgets. Specific adaptation mechanisms are largely dependent on the concrete application 
domain, and as far as we are not application experts, the video and the synthetic service we 
work with provide just service some basic adaptation capabílities to be able to honour their 
allocated budgets and to meet their deadlines. Current prototype implementation does not 
allow for adapting budgets to work, that could use, for example, slack time allocation. 

• Optimization. The prototype QoS and resource management system allows for áutomatic 
upgrading of current quality levéis when there are available resources. 

7.3.2 Tasking model 

The previously defmed algorithms and activities are carried out by a series of internal tasks 
(shown in figure 7-2). There are tasks for three basic types of activities: 

• User interface. There are active user interfaces both in the system and application domains 
that are event-triggered. These tasks belong to the highest hierarchical levéis, and their pur
pose is to wait for user commands, and then drive all the required activities for responding 
to user (negotiation and settings). 

• Monitoring. Apart from the activities executed in response to user commands, there are 
some other that are motivated by extracted monitoring Information. There is monitoring 
both in the system and applications domains. On one side, system domain monitoring is 
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time-triggered (performed by periodic tasks), and the monitoring period increases as the 
control entity is higher in the hierarchy. On the other, application domain monitoring is trig-
gered by the execution of the operatipnal parts of services and jobs. The main goal of these 
application domain monitoring tasks is to decouple the control part from the functional part. 

Refilling budgets. Within the RunTirne Control, there is another active task that is in charge 
of driving the refilling of budgets. This task manages the list of jobs (RCEs) with their allo-
cated budgets and refill periods. This task manages execution docks and timers to detect 
and handle budget overruns. 

Service 

Service 

Job 

Figure 7-2. Basic tasking model of the QoS and resource management architecture 

Moreover, the communication stubs, implemented to be able to execute on a distributed plat-
form, have an additional set of tasks thát are described in chapter 6. 

7»4 System evaluation 

The ideas proposed within this dissertation have been validated by implementing a prototype 
for the fuU QoS and resource management architecture that reflects the model suggested 
throughout this thesis. This section will show the results of the execution of our QoS and 
resource management system, together with the two multimedia services (SVA and synthetic). 
These results have been analysed for verifying the feasibility and appropriateness of the pro
posed architecture and mechanisms. In order to obtain a comprehensive study and evaluation of 
the ideas described within this work, it has been identified the foUowing test cases: 
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• Distributed platform. Section 7.4.1 describes the evaluation of the feasibility and efíiciency 
of the use of a multiprocessor architecture for sharing control and media processing. 

• Integration of application domain control software. Section 7.4.2 and section 7.4.3 show 
how to implement and intégrate the specifíc control part of concrete services and jobs 
within the overall control architecture. 

• Functional. These tests tiy to determine the feasibility of the proposed ideas. Their goal is to 
check, through experimental observation, the appropriate behaviour of the system during its 
execution. Section 7.4.4 defines the test used for checking that the system provides the basic 
functionality described in previous chapters. They are used for verifying the efflciency of 
the control architecture by measuring runtime resource usage. 

The results extracted from both functional and throughput tests allow us for assessing the fol-
lowing issues: 

• Feasibility. The proposed QoS and resource management architecture, as well as the consti-
tutive control entities, is adequate for handling QoS and resource management issues in 
embedded multimedia consumer termináis. 

• Appropriate representation models. The proposed abstract models for services and jobs 
allow for their easy integration within the control architecture. Moreover, system and appli
cation domains have a correct dialogue basing on sharing a common abstract model of serv
ices and jobs. 

• Openness. The QoS and resource management architecture is capable of integrating new 
standards and fiínctions, as far as there is a clear delimitation of responsibilities between 
diflferent control domains. The modular and object oriented architecture promotes the intro-
duction of new control components. 

• Flexibility. New agents for managing services and jobs are easily implemented and inte-
grated foUowing the simple structure and protocols defíned for application domains. 

• Scalability. The addition of new services does not need the modification of the central QoS 
RM, but just the transparent integration of the required application domain control entities. 

• Efflciency. The interference of the QoS and resource management system with media 
processing is very reduced. 

• Responsiveness to user commands. System must attend user requests within a reasonable 
deadline, within the range of a few milliseconds. 

7.4.1 Distributed platform 

As it was explained in detail in chapter 6, the QoS and resource management architecture was 
ported to a heterogeneous multiprocessor system, in order to enhance the efficiency, robustness, 
predictability, and extendibility of the system (see figure 7-3). 

One of the requirements was to avoid the modification of the monoprocessor QoS and 
resource management entities. However, the control system was originally implemented to exe-
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Figure 7-3. Detailed distributed architecture 

cute on a TriMedia processor using pSOS as the operating system. As we want the three upper 
layers or the architecture to be executed on a Windows system some changes were needed: 

• pSOS tasks must be replaced by Windows threads. 

• pSOS event fiínctions must be replaced by the event passing mechanism fumished for Win
dows threads. This is based on the fiínctions SetEvent, WaitForSingleObject and WaitFor-
MultipleObjects. 

Calis to standard C/C-H- libraries (such as those required for allocating and freeing dynamic 
memory, for handling files, etc.) do not need any modification, as they are available with the 
same interface and semantics in both machines. 

Henee, modifications made to existing control entities from the monoprocessor implementa-
tion were minimal. In addition, applications were not modified at all, as far as distribution was 
made transparent. What we had to add is the stubs which allow for the transparent communica-
tion between the two processors. These stubs have been designed ad hoc so that there is not a 
tool for automatic generation of stubs, such as a Interface Definition Language (IDL) compilers 
[Eide et al., 1997, O'Malley et al., 1994], gnatdist [Kermarrec et al., 1996], etc. 

With respect to addition of functionality other than control activities, the integration of a 
friendly GUI was easily achieved on the GPP. In a Windows environment, there are widely 
available tools for developing graphical interfaces, and its execution on a standard PC does not 
have problems with processing power. 
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This dual processor system has been tested using a Kenobi TriMedia 1300 board (180 MHz) 
[Momentum Data Systems, 2000, Philips Semiconductors, 1999] as media processor and a Pe^-
tium III(I GHz) processor running Windows NT4.0. The overheads that we take into account 
are those introduced to the TriMedia board, as the Windows host is supposed to work with little 
resource restrictions. 

For testing the distributed system we used a set of three synthetic services. The same set of 
services, with the same configuration, was executed both in the monoprocessor and the distrib
uted implementations. The percentage of CPU used by applications and control, in both cases, 
is shown in table 7-1 and table 7-2. Obviously, these figures are very dependent on the actual 
protocol implemented. 

Table 7-1. Comparison of resource requirements per service 

Application 

A 

B 

C 

Quality Level 

High 

Médium 

Low 

High 

Low 

High 

Médium 

Low 

Monoprocessor 
(%ofCPU) 

38,15 

32,14 

18,09 

14,10 

12,09 

30,14 

24,14 

14,07 

Distributed 
(%ofCPU) 

38,16 

32,15 

18,16 

14,10 

12,10 

30,14 

24,15 

14,09 

Table 7-2. Comparison of resource requirement for a certain system configuration 

Application 

A 

B 

C 

Control 

Total 

Quality Level 

Médium 

Low 

Médium 

-

-

Monoprocessor 
(%ofCPU) 

32,14 

12,09 

24,14 

7,08 

75,45 

Distributed 
(%ofCPU) 

32,15 

12,10 

24,15 

2,20 

70,60 

For a very simple protocol, that is implemented within the control entities right now, and the 
set of three synthetic services, the percentage of processor devoted to QoS and resource man
agement that is moved to the GPP is around a 4.9% (see table 7-2). This is a small percentage 
because we have a simple prototype with very simple control functions, but this percentage 
could be easily increased by using more sophisticated control algorithms. However, the com-
munication overhead is iess than a 0.5% of CPU (see table 7-1). 

As far as the quality level of the services is decreased, the amount of processing devoted to 
media processing is also reduced, while the overhead of communication does not change sub-
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stantially. This is the reason why the difference between the centralized and the distributed exe-
cution augmeríts when lowering the quality levéis, as can be seen in table 7-1. 

Henee, nearly a 5% of the MMP ¡s made available for media processing by using the distrib
uted control architecture, and the cost is an increase of less than a 0.5% of CPU needs for these 
media services (due to communication óverhead). 

In this case, the QoS and resource mánagement protocols are very simple. As far as control 
algorithms are more complex and resource consuming, we can benefit more from the distributed 
scheme. Moreover, as the óverhead of control protocols increases, the cost of communication 
óverhead can be kept quite fixed. 

7.4.2 Integration of Scalable Video Applications 
I 

Scalable Video Algorithms (SVA) are algorithms (Jobs) that are able to exchange resources 
with visual quality [Hentschel et al., 2001, Gabrani et al., 2000]. We have integrated within our 
QoS and resource mánagement system a video service, provided by Philips, built using these 
SVAs. This services is made up by threé jobs {Skeleton, SubDein, and Peaking), two of which 
are scalable (SubDein and Peaking). 

This experiment simulates a TV video receiver chain with a experimental set-up that includes 
a video source (such as a DVD player, a VCR, etc.), a TriMedia board {Kenobi TM1300 PCI 
development board), and a PC (see figure 7-4). The video source provides either a composite 
video (CVBS) or Super-Video (S-Video) signal, that is connected to the video input of the Tri
Media board. The DVD player performs the channel decoding, demultiplexing, MPEG decod-
ing, and encoding to CVBS or S-Video. All the video enhancement fiínctionality is fully 
performed within the TriMedia board, both in the CPU core and in the Image CoProcessor 
(ICP) module. The output is displayed either on the PC monitor or on an external display (in 
CVBS or S-Video format) connected to the video output unit. 

TriMedia Board 
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tnt 

SubDein Job 

- ^ y Subsampling/-5]-*/Pas8 TTm^-^j-*/Deintertacing/- - ^ V 

Peaking Job 

Peaking 

^'[^~h{ 
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^ 

Figure 7-4. SVA service 
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All the processing within the TriMedia board is done in YUV 4:2:2 format, and only the ICP 
will convert the signal to the RGB domain and write the result in packet 32-bit RGB tormat into 
the frame memory of the graphics card in the PC. 

The implementation of the control part of this application has demonstrated the validity and 
feasibility of the proposed architecture for a real application. 

7.4.2.1 Constitutive Jobs 

The SVA service is made up by a set of three jobs (see figure 7-4): Skeleton, SubDein, and Peak-
ing. The initiaiization and synchronization of the TriMedia board is performed through the Skel
eton Job. The video enhancement part is matched to the other two jobs, that perform the 
subsampling, deinteriacing and peaking. The subsampling flinction reduces the size of the input 
image (field in this case) by 4 in both vertical and horizontal dimensión. Then, the deinteriacing 
flinction transforms fields to frames, and the peaking improves the visual quality of the resulting 
frames by enhancing their high frequency content. 

The Skeleton Job has just one job-mode (it is not scalable), and it is made up by three tasks: 
the ICP task that is in charge of driving the behaviour of the ICP module, the PLL task that 
extracts the synchronization from the video input signal, and the Sink task that cleans the ICP's 
buffer. 

The SubDein }oh is the main scalable video job, and is in charge of the subsampling and dein
teriacing. This job is made up by three tasks: subsampling, pass thru, and deinteriacing. Sub
sampling uses a 3-tap FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter for vertical subsampling, and the 
horizontal subsampling can be executed in two modes (20-tap filter or median filter) so that it 
can be executed in two different configurations. Pass Thru is just used for rerouting data when 
changing job-modes. Deinteriacing can be executed in three different configurations: one 
simply inserts two fields to get one frame, the second produces frames using the median filter, 
and finally the third utilizes the Majority Voting deinteriacing algorithm [de Haan and Bellers, 
1997]. 

Subsampling and deinteriacing are largely interrelated (that is the reason why they are per
formed by the same job), in such a way that when representing the relative distortion they intro
duce (in the form of mean absolute error) against total resource requirement we may have a 
graph like that shown in figure 7-5 [Gabrani et al., 2000, Hentschel et al., 2001]. 

Henee, when combining subsampling and deinteriacing, only four out of the six potential 
combinations of job-modes are efficient (those named as a, b, c, and fin figure 7-5). 

Finally, the Peaking]oh has only one task that performs peaking in the subsampled and dein-
terlaced output data from the SubDein ]oh. This job is scalable and can be executed at four dif
ferent job-modes [Braspenning, 2000]. 
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Mean Absolirte Error 

Figure 7-5. Example of the visual performance for subsampling plus deinterlacing 

7.4.2.2 Characterization of the SVA sérvice and its jobs 

The implementation of the video servicé allows the following QoS parameters to be provided: 
type of input (CVBS or S-Video), type of output (CVBS or S-Video), and image size (small 
360x144 or big 720x288). Henee, we have 8 different execution modes (corresponding to 8 
seirvice-modes), each one can be executed at four different quality levéis. Resource consump-
tion is largely independent on the type of input and output (it has been experimentally verified), 
so that we provide the following characterization for the service and constitutive jobs (see 
table 7-3 and table 7-4), as a function of the provided quality leve! and image size. Figure 7-6 
and figure 7-7 show graphically a sample execution (at the four possible quality levéis) of the 
SVA service for the two output image sizes (big and small respectively), including the required 
processor for the control parts of the different jobs. 

Table 7-3. CPU consumption for the SVA service processing a big image 

Skeleton 

SiibDein 

Peaking 

job-mode 1 

job-mode 1 

job-mode 2 

job-mode 3 

job-mode 4 

job-mode 1 

job-mode 2 

job-mode 3 

job-mode 4 

Total 

Low 

55 

4800 

-

-

-

925 

-

-

-

5780 

Lower-Intermedi-
ate 

65 

-

5520 

-

-

-

4010 

-

-

9595 

Upper-Intermediate 

70 

-

-

6270 

-

-

-

4420 

-

10760 

High 

80 

-

-

-

8150 

-

-

-

6170 

14400 
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Skeleton 

SubDein 

Peaking 

Total 

Table 7-4 

job-mode 1 

job-mode 1 

job-mode 2 

job-mode 3 

job-mode 4 

job-mode 1 

job-mode 2 

job-mode 3 

job-mode 4 

. CPU consumption for the SVA service processing a small image 

Low 

55 

1420 

-

-

-

290 

-

-

-

1765 

Lower-Intermedi-
ate 

60 

-

1620 

-

-

-

1090 

-

-

2770 

Upper-Intermediate 

70 

-

-

1810 

-

-

-

1190 

-

3070 

High 

130 

-

-

-

2150 

-

-

1220 

-

3500 

7.4.3 Integration of synthetic services 

In order to check the validity of the proposed QoS and resource management system we have 
implemented a synthetic service that augment the set of possible test cases. The idea is that we 
can modify the resource usage pattern for this type of service, and henee it allows us to check 
the response to some induced situations. 

This service is made up by just one job, and provides three different quality levéis (low, inter
medíate, and high), corresponding to three different processor needs (3700, 4450, and 5300 
microseconds respectively). These resource utilizations have a variability of around ±10%, as 
can be seen in figure 7-8, that shows graphically a sample execution (at the three possible qual
ity levéis) of the synthetic service, including the management overhead. 

This service is used just for experimental purposes, as we can see the way how the QoS and 
resource management system is able to limit and respond to the interference of this service in 
the other one (SVA). 

7.4.4 Functional tests 

This section describes the behaviour of the QoS and resource management system implemented 
in this dissertation. This is a prototype that provides the basic functionality described in previ-
ous chapters, and whose architecture follows accurately that defmed in chapter 4. The cooper-
ation model that this prototype implements is the delegation model (described in chapter 5). 

The tests that have been implemented show several aspects which are of vital importance in 
a QoS and resource management system: 

• Automatic recovery from erroneus estimations of resource requirements (section 7.4.4.1 
and section 7.4.4.2). 
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Figure 7-8. CPU consumption for the Synthetic service 

• Adaptation to prevent budget oyerruns and missing deadlines (section 7.4.4.3 and 
section 7.4.4.4). 

• Reaction to user requests (section 7.4.4.5 and section 7.4.4.6). 

• Evaluation of control overhead (section 7.4.4.7). 

7.4.4.1 Wrong estimation of resourcé needs for jobs 

This first test case is an example of how the delegation model can effective and efficiently solve 
a bad distribution of resource budgets. 

Let US work with a total budget for the SVA service of 15000 microseconds, that should allow 
the service to execute at the highest quality level. Let us suppose also that the estimations for 
the different jobs are wrong, so that they are erroneously distributed among them. Under the del
egation model, the Budget Control layer can detect and solve that situation by redistributing 
(locally) the resource budget among constitutive jobs (see figure 7-9). Note that the local sched-
ulability analysis is much easier, as far as the periods of the jobs belonging to a service are usu-
ally the same (it occurs in this case), and henee, this problem is rapidly solved in around 500-
600 microseconds. 

However, under the collaboration model, when the situation is detected it is initiated a (glo
bal) renegotiation protocol, so that the solution of the problem is delayed for 3400-3500 micro
seconds (see figure 7-10). 

Henee, the decentralized managemeht can effectively face this situation (its reaction time is 
nearly an order the magnitude faster). 
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Figure 7-9. Solving bad resource usage estimations under the delegation model 
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Figure 7-10. Solving bad resource usage estimations under the collaboration model 

7.4.4.2 Wrong estimation of resource needs for quality levéis 

The second example shows how Service Managers can automatically raise quality levéis if they 
detect, by runtime monitoring, that the resource budgets granted by the system are enough for 
a higher quality level. 

Let us suppose that the system allocates a budget of 11000 microseconds to the SVA service, 
and that due to a bad (excessive) estimation for the resource needs the service starts its execution 
at quality level lower-intermediate (see figure 7-11). Monitoring informs that the service is con-
suming less than a 90% of the allocated budget, so that the Service Manager raises (without the 
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help of the system domain) the quality lével to upper-intermediate. Later monitoring shows that 
this quality level needs around 10760 microseconds/period, and henee fits the guaranteed 
budget. 

Raise QL 
CPUConsumption 

- Sub Deín Job 

- Reaking Job 

Skeleton Job 

-Total 

-Allocated Budget 

Time 

Figure 7-11. Automatic raise of quality level 

Therefore, the control system can automatically optimize resource usage increasing the pro-
vided quality level. 

7.4.4.3 Adaptatíon to prevent budget overrun 

Now it will be shown a simple example of how adaptation made by application domains can 1) 
prevent budget overruns and 2) avoid the need for excessive renegotiation of contracts. This test 
case shows the responses to a transient overload under a centralized and a decentralized man-
agement system. The centralized QoS and resource management system cannot avoid budget 
overruns, and moreover its response to that situation is to renegotiate current resource alloca-
tions. The decentralized control system can adapt the work of the job ¡n order to both avoid the 
processing to overrun its budget and circumvent the renegotiation process. 

The SVA service that we are working with (actually its constitutive jobs) shows a highly 
stable CPU usage, so that adaptation is not very usefiíl for adapting work to budgets. Henee, we 
will valídate this capability with the synthetic service. Let us suppose that we are executing both 
services, and the synthetic service has a very tight budget, so that the budget is occasionally 
overrun (when there is no adaptation). 

On the one hand, the behaviour when the service does not have internal adaptation is shown 
in figure 7-12, where we can see that once a budget overrun is detected the control system 
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decreases the quality level for the synthetic service. Note that the synthetic service can use more 
resources than budgeted (when the budget overruns) because there is spare time that is not used 
by any other job. 

CPUConsumption 
Launch SVA 

Sub Dein Job 

F^akíng Job 

Skeleton Job 

Total SVA 

SVA Budget 

Synth Job 

Synth Budget 

Low quality level 

Time Frequenl renegotiation 

Figure 7-12. System behavior without adaptation 

On the other hand, figure 7-13 shown how the adaptation capability can prevent budget over
runs and avoid the need for renegotiating the contract. In this way, the synthetic service can con
tinué its execution at the same quality level, although adapting occasionally to transient 
overloads. 
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Figure 7-13. System behavior with adaptation 
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Therefore, adaptation can effectively ¡ncrease the average resource utilization, and henee 
global utility. Moreover, it avoids budget overruns, and reduces the overhead of frequent rene-
gotiation of resource budgets. 

7.4.4.4 Adaptation for meeting deadlines 

Now it will be described how the job that is at the end of the processing path {Peaking ]oh) can 
adapt to allow for the service to meet its deadline. The SVA service that we are working with 
(actually its constitutive jobs) shows a highly stable CPU usage, so that adaptation is not very 
useftil for adapting worií to budgets. However, the interference of the other concurrent service 
(synthetic) may lead to the SVA to haye problems for meeting its deadline. 

The example shown in figure 7-14 shows how, in the fírsts phase, the SVA service does not 
have any problem to meet its deadline at the highest quality level. Then, it is launched the syn
thetic service, that introduces some interference (variable depending on their relative phasing) 
in the execution of the SVA service, so that the Peaking joh must adapt to be able to meet its 
deadline (see figure 7-I4(a)). Every tinie the Peaking joh is activated it checks the time until the 
deadline, and if it is lower than a certain threshold (6500 microseconds in this case), it reduces 
to a lower job-mode (see figure 7-14(b)). 

Figure 7-15 shows a similar execution but without allowing the Peaking joh to adapt to meet 
its deadline. It can be seen that the service occasionally misses its deadline (figure 7-15 (a)). 

Henee, application domain control software can avoid deadlines to be missed by using mon-
itoring Information (progress) which iridicates when adaptation is needed. 

I 

7.4.4.5 Changes in set of services and importance 

Now, it will be shown an example of: 1) how the management system selects the appropriate 
quality levéis according to the limited resources, and 2) how the modification of the importance 
of services can affect the selection of quality levéis (a simplified example of how the system 
would react to, for example, a change in the user focus). 

The execution trace shown in figure 7-16 has four main phases. The first one starts when we 
launch the synthetic service alone. It can use all system resources, so that it executes at its high
est quality level. Phasé 2 begins when we launch the SVA service (with a higher importance 
than the synthetic one). In this second phase, the SVA service executes at its highest quality 
level, and the synthetic service must reduce its quality level to free resources for the SVA serv
ice. Phase 3 corresponds to an increase in the importance of the synthetic service, so that it 
increases its quality level to the highest possible, at the cost of a reduction in the quality level 
of the SVA service. Finally, phase 4 stárts when we stop the synthetic service, so that the SVA 
service can execute again at the highest quality level. 

Therefore, the QoS and resource management system handles services, quality levéis, and 
jobs in order to honour the importance ordering imposed by users, to maximize the global util
ity, and to select a feasible set of job-mpdes. 
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Figure 7-14. Effect of adaptation in the SVA service 
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7.4.4.6 Changes in QoS parameters 

Now it will be shown a test case that demónstrales how a change in image size (QoS character-
istic) can affects the feasibility of quality levéis and the resource consumption. 
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Figure 7-15. ExecutiOn of the SVA service without adaptation 

The result of this example is shown in figure 7-17, where it can be seen that there are three 
main phases in the execution. The fírst phase corresponds to the synthetic service executing 
alone, and consequently at the highest quality level. In the second phase the SVA service is 
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Figure 7-16. System behavior when changing the set of services and their importance 

launched to process a big image, so that the synthetic service reduces its quality level to free 
resources that need to be used by the SVA service. Finally, the third phase starts when we 
change the image size for the SVA service. As this image reduction also decreases the CPU 
requirements for the SVA service, the synthetic service can increase its quality level to the máx
imum. 

Henee, the control system responses appropriately to changes in high-level QoS characteris-
tics, while providing the highest global utility at each situation. 

7.4.4.7 Management overhead 

Finally, we exhibit that our QoS and resource management system does not introduce a signif-
icant overhead in the total CPU load. 

We have measured not only the CPU load of the media processing fijnctions (figure 7-18(b)), 
but also the control overhead required for managing the different jobs (figure 7-18(a)). The 
system is executing both the video and the synthetic services at their highest feasible quality lev
éis. 

It can be observed that the control overhead (monitoring, adaptation, negotiation, setting, 
optimization) represents less than a 3% of the media processing load. This valué shows that the 
overhead is very reasonable valué, even more taking into account the highiy benefitial influence 
shown in previous tests. 
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Figure 7|17. Change in the ¡mage size 

7.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has shown the evaluation of the prototype implemented for testing the ideas 
described within this work. This validation has comprised three main parts: 

• QoS and resource management arcHitecture. The major goal was to check that the proposed 
architecture could provide a effective, efficient execution environment for multimedia serv-
ices, that is able to guarantee the robustness, stability, and predictability of the system. 

• Integration of multimedia services together with the control system. We wanted to verify 
that the architecture was open and flexible enough to intégrate independently developed 
services. 

• Communication framework for distfibuting the work between two different processor. The 
aim was to confirm that the multiprocessor execution could enhance the efficiency, robust
ness, predictability, and extendibility of the monoprocessor implementation of the system. 

The designed control architecture has two major characteristics: hierarchical and decentral-
ized. On one side, it has been provided hierarchical multi-level adaptive control allows for fast 
detection and response of unexpected situations. On the other, the decentralized architecture, 
the most important issue in this thesis, ^an enhance the system behaviour compared to the cen-
tralized management. The test cases have demonstrated that application domain semantics can 
be easily incorporated in QoS and resoiirce management (including adaptation capabilities). 
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Figure 7-18. Comparison of media processing vs. control overhead 

We have been able to intégrate a real multimedia service within our QoS and resource man
agement framework. Minimum changes has been made to the operational part of this service 
(and its constitutive jobs), that verify the validity of our approach. The control parts of the dif-
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ferent services and jobs were adapted to be compliant with the mechanisms and protocols 
defined by this thesis work. 

Further work must be devoted to the development of multimedia services to be controlled by 
a QoS and resource management system. The SVA service provided by Philips is a first step in 
develcping multimedia algorithms compliant with QoS and resource management systems, but 
there are not many research work in this área, and their results are not conclusive yet. Moreover, 
more extensive testing should be carried out with a wider range of services. 

With respect to the distributed architecture, the experimental performance tests show that the 
general purpose processor can efficient and effectively control the execution of the multimedia 
processor. The overhead introduced by the communication subsystem can be kept quite fixed 
when adding more sophisticated control mechanisms, providing a very flexible testbed for 
experimenting with new sophisticated and resource consuming QoS and resource management 
techniques. 

Summarizing, the experimental results show that the proposed architecture is feasible, and 
fiílfil the initial goals. It allows an effective and efficient use of shared resources in a system 
with different application domains that execute concurrently. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and füture work 

This chapter shows some general conclusions about the results of the work presented ¡n this dis-
sertation. Likewise, it is enumerated sóme issues that could be addressed as future work. 

8.1 General conclusions 

This dissertation has presented our control architecture as a viable approach to drive the 
dynamic behaviour of services so that the best possible output quality is provided to the user. It 
was first presented motivational material for designing this architecture, focusing on consumer 
termináis, and illustrated the need for developing a hierarchical and decentralized QoS and 
resource management system. Then, we depicted a generic abstract model for the processing 
entities to be managed, and a QoS and resource management architecture for controlling their 
behaviour, as well as two different cooperation models for distributing the control work 
between system and application domains. 

The main motivation for our control architecture is the fact that quality of service is primarily 
an application domain issue, so that it requires an appropriate framework for allowing applica
tion programmers to define and implement their own specific mechanisms and policies. This 
issue requires new approaches for the cooperation between experts from the QoS and resource 
management (system) domain and frorn the different application domains. This is the key con-
tribution brought by our architecture, and it has been achieved by defining a cooperation frame
work that provides appropriate abstractions and mechanisms to allow múltiple independent 
services to dynamically coexist and share resources on the same hardware platform. Use of 
these abstractions and mechanisms are ¡ntended both to allow for individual services to reason 
about their own resource and QoS requirements, and for the system to reason about and control 
resource allocations between potentially competing services, maximizing the user's perceived 
utility at any point in time. 

Major differences with available approaches are motivated by 1) the differences in the system 
to be managed, 2) supported levéis of abstraction, and 3) the cooperation with application 
domains. First, most of the existing works are focused on distributed multimedia services, that 
are quite complex and largely *oncentrated on network usage, so that their results cannot be 
directly applied to embedded consumer termináis. Second, some other works support a very low 
abstraction level, so that do not explicitly support higher level mechanisms for QoS manage-
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ment. Finally, the use of application domain agents for encapsulating the management of Serv
ices and their interaction with the QoS and resource management system has been addressed in 
several works, although it is not common to deal with these questions comprehensively, from a 
software engineering approach. 

The validity and benefits of the work presented in this dissertation are illustrated with the 
experimental implementation of a prototype (see chapter 7) for the QoS and resource manage
ment architecture defined along this thesis. This prototype has been integrated with both a real 
existing video service and a synthetic one. The implementation and testing of the prototype has 
allowed us to enhance the design of the architecture, as well as their mechanisms and policies, 
identifying problems and checking in practice the proposed solutions. 

It must be emphasized that the goals presented in the beginning of this thesis work have been 
reached, and that the work is useflil in practice. It has been combined real-time and resource 
management techniques together with an open, flexible, and modular QoS and resource man
agement architecture for embedded multimedia systems. 

8.2 Remarkable results 

It has been illustrated that QoS and resource management plays a crucial role in cost-effective 
media processing in software, as well as in handling explicitly overload situations that could 
otherwise jeopardize the stability, robustness, and predictability of the system. Consumer ter
mináis are heavily resource constrained, and in order to be able to compete with dedicated hard
ware solutions, available resources must be used very cost-effectively, while preserving typical 
properties of high volóme electronics consumer termináis, such as robustness, stability, and pre
dictability, and meeting stringent timing requirements imposed by high-quality digital audio 
and video processing. 

The QoS framework to be implemented for managing resource usage and quality levéis must 
guarantee these properties. Dynamic resource allocation techniques together with run-time 
reconfiguration and adaptation of services are used to face the dynamic nature of consumer ter
mináis, taking advantage of the flexibility provided by multimedia services. Stability and adapt-
ability are also key issues in the control strategies of these dynamic systems. Moreover, the 
architectural design of the QoS and resource management system must promote openness, flex
ibility and scalability, in order to be able to easily intégrate new functionality and coding stand-
ards. We believe that our management architecture fulfil these characteristics by providing the 
foUowing key issues: 

• contract model, 

• application model, 

• hierarchical multi-level adaptive control, 

• decentralized architecture, and 

• delegation model. 
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The work is focused on a resource-limited execution platform that supports a dynamic load, 
so that it is very important the impleménted contract model. This model, combined with some 
basic real-time and resource managembnt techniques, guarantees the robustness, stabiüty, and 
predictability of the system, as far as it isolates concurrent entities, allowing them to meet their 
timing requirements. 

The design of the architecture is a very important issue, and it has been the central part of this 
dissertation. The proposed architecture is primarily based on the operational entities to be man-
aged and the different abstraction levéis for their management. An extensive literature survey 
and a cióse cooperation with application domain experts support the idea that these concepts 
(operational entities and abstraction layers) are general enough to describe a wide variety of sys-
tems and services. Consequently, the proposed QoS and resource management architecture 
claims also to be general. 

One of the conclusions of our interaction with application domain experts, from the high-
quality video domain, was the load of á system varies dynamically on muhiple time scales. In 
order to address the dynamic behaviour at different time scales, a hierarchical multi-level adap-
tive control architecture was been desighed, corresponding with different time horizons and dif
ferent controUed entities. Upper layers in the hierarchy manage higher abstraction entities, and 
control the behaviour of lower ones. 

Quality of Service is an application domain issue, so that only application specialists can 
make necessary trade-offs. The proposed decentralized architecture allows for the necessary 
cooperation between experts from the QoS and resource management domain and those from 
application domains. This model tries to solve the problem of managing entities that are not 
completely known, so that there is a central QoS RM that coordinates the different application 
domains, and specific fijnctions are delegated to some specific agents (commonly impleménted 
by application programmers). 

Resource allocation and management is distributed among application domains and the 
system itself in a controlled and scaláble manner. Common approaches embed application 
domain management in the operational part. However, removing monitoring and control from 
the processing part and localizing it within the control part increases modularity and flexibility. 
The separation of those parts also enables experimenting with and accommodating new QoS 
and resource management techniques vvithout disrupting media processing code. 

We believe that existing approaches tó decentralized management are not systematic enough, 
so that we have dealt with these questions comprehensively, from a software engineering 
approach. For that it has been developed appropriate architectural support, including a clear def-
inition of: 1) separation of responsibilities, 2) Information to exchange, and 3) the description 
of two basic cooperation models (collaboration and delegation). 

One of the major problems has been ĥe defmition of a common model and terminology with 
application domain experts, as well as the identification of the problems to solve. Obviously, it 
is very important to provide an abstract model for the processing entities that is usable and 
generic enough to cover a wide range of application domains. The generic model designed for 
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Services and jobs has been validated by the integration of a real scalable video service, although 
further studies should be carried out for other application domains. 

Another probiem was that most multimedia services are not implemented to be managed by 
a QoS and resource management system. They are mainly focused on the implementation of 
processing algorithms, but application domain experts do not have a clear visión of the whole 
system yet. Note that these algorithms were traditionally implemented in hardware, so that the 
notion of sharing the resources is not well introduced. 

From a flinctional and performance evaiuation standpoint, the experimental results have 
shown that the proposed management architecture is feasible, and it can effective and efficiently 
control the execution of the concurrent multimedia services. 

To summarize, this architecture is a step towards effective and efficient QoS and resource 
management in systems running complex services. The main benefits of this control architec
ture stem from providing a QoS and resource management infrastructure with generic, yet 
detailed, information about services running in the system, from shielding application domains 
from the details of system management, and from discharging system software from managing 
application domain semantics. 

8.3 Future work 

Within the broad scope of this work, many research problems are still open, and further 
enhancements to the architecture may assist to address these issues. Among the possible future 
lines of work that have been identified, it can be mentioned the foUowing: 

• Integration of heterogeneous services. The proposed control architecture claims to be 
generic enough to support a wide range of service. This issue should be further validated by 
the integration of a diverse set of services. For example, the integration of a video surveil-
lance service fall within the scope of a research project being carried out within our group. 

• Application of the control model to componentized services. The aim would be to extend 
the delegation model to support services made up by components. These component could 
in tum use another set of components, so that at the end we have a hierarchy of services and 
components, and a corresponding hierarchy of control entities. 

• Development of a homogeneous structure for the control entities. The goal would be the 
Identification and definition of a series of generic components that could be combined to 
make up every control entity. This issue is motivated by the idea that different control enti
ties perform similar operations, although at different abstraction layers and at specific posi-
tions in the flinctional hierarchy. Some preliminary work has been made in this área. 

• Improve the reservation contract (budget) and scheduling framework. It could be studied the 
use of more sophisticated scheduling frameworks (dynamic priority scheduling algorithms, 
preferred preemption points, deferred execution, etc.) and more flexible defínitions of budg-
ets (such as elastic budgets), that could reduce preemption cost and increase the schedulabil-
ity of the system. 
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• Diversity of resources. The control system proposed in this dissertation is aware of the 
existence of several different resources to be managed, although our work is focused on 
managing the processor. The architecture is flexible enough to include the integrated man-
agement of any other resource, so that it could be implemented support for the network, 
power, memory, disk, etc. 

• Porting the prototype to other plátforms. It would be interesting to port the QoS and 
resource management architecture tó other hardware and software plátforms, such as Linux 
or similar widely-used OSs, ¡n order to allow the dissemination of this work. This is actuálly 
being carried out within the frame\york of another research project. 

• Implement a prototype with support for both the delegation and the collaboration models. 
The idea is that, depending on the characteristics of concrete services, the most appropriate 
management model differs. Howeyer, we believe that both models could easily coexist in 
the same target system. 

As illustrated, the research áreas of reservation and adaptation based middleware systems, as 
well as application domain QoS and resource management, attract intensive research interest, 
and present exciting open research próblems. The presented achievements with the proposed 
architecture have led to an extensive theoretical framework and experimental testbed, which 
may serve as a basis for fiíture efforts to tackle these open research challenges. 
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Annex A 

Class diagrams and interfaces 

This annex shows the classes that make up the infrastructure for the QoS and resource manage-
ment system. It includes the interfaces for the different modules that make up the system and 
the basic data types used. UML notation is used for the depicted class diagrams. 

A.l Main data types 

This section provides the classes used for abstracting the basic characteristics of the controlled 
entities (services and jobs). The classes defmed here are the service-modes, quality levéis, qual-
it>' level mappings, and job-modes, that were defmed in detall in chapter 3. 

Service-modes represent the different operational modes at which a certain service may opér
ate. It can be seen in figure A-1 that it includes the desired QoS parameters for the services. 

SarviceiModí.SVA 

.biput: Vld«a_3Und«rd 

.Oulput: V)dw}_Stinda/d 

Sarvice_Mode_Synth 

H> 

Service Mode 

"^ 

Quality_Level_SVA í> Quaíity_Level O QuBlity_Level_Synth 

Figure A-1. Service-modes 

Service-modes may be provided at oné or more quality levéis (represented in figure A-2), that 
provide an utility within a certain rangei 

Quality levéis are achieved by combiriing functionalities from a set of jobs. Figure A-3 shows 
that the functionality provided by the different jobs is abstracted in the form of job-modes (one 
per active Job). 
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Quality_Level_SVA 

• ^ 

Qua lity_Level_Synth 

QuaUty_Level 

•Id: QL_lil 
•VaU.OL: 800L 
*Miiwnuni_Utility: U6llty_Typ« 
•MKimun^LItiity: UIilitr_Typi 

^ 

QL.Mapping_SVA - O QL_Mapp¡ng ÚL_Mapping_Synt)l 

Figure A-2. Quality levéis 

Figure A-3. Quality level mappings 

Figure A-4 shows that specific job-modes for the different managed jobs are derived from an 
abstract class called JobMode. The most important information stored by objects instantiated 
from this hierarchy of classes is the amount of budget required both for the media processing 
fiínctionality and the control processing required by the Job Manager. 

A.2 Control entities 

This section provides the UML class diagrams for the different control entities that make up the 
whole QoS and resource management system (at the different abstraction layers). Provided 
interfaces are explained in detall. 
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Job Mode 
+ld: Job_Mod9_ld 
+Associated Job: Job Id 
•Valid.Job_Mode: BOOL 
JMadia.Budget: Budget_Set 
tControl^Budget Budget_Set 

Job Mode Skeleton Job Mode SD 
*'Subsampling_Conf; SubGampling_Conf Id 
+PT_Conf: PT_Conf_ld 
•Deintefl8dnfl_Canf: DeintBf1»cing_ConfJd 

Figure A-4. Job-modes 

A.2.1 Budget layer 

This abstraction layer is in charge of managing budgets for services and jobs. Control entities 
that work at this layer are the Budget Control (from the system domain) and the different Budget 
Managers belonging to the application domains. 

The Budget Control class is shown iri figure A-5, and its interface is detailed afterwards. 

Budget_Control 
-Current_Budget5ÍNuniber^0f_Services]: Budget_Set 
-New_Budgets[Number_Of_Services]; Budget^Set 
-Cuirent_Jobs[Number_C3f_Jobs]: Job_ld 
-New_Jobs[Number_or.J<>bs): Job_ld 

-Sofiedulability_Test (Set_Of.Budgets[Number_Of_Services]: Budget_Sel¡: BOOL 
-Monitohng_Thread_Code i) 
-Adapt_Budgets_To_Need80 
•Check_Admission_'b(_Jobs (Set_Of_Jobs|Number_Of_Jobsl: Job_ld): BOOL 
+Mode_'c*iange() 
+Launch_Job (Job: Job_W) 
*Slop_Job (Job: Job_ld) 

Figure A-5. Budget Control 

BOOL Schedulability_Test 

(Budget_Set Set_Of_Budgéts [NuTnber_Of_Services] ) ; 

input: budgets 
output: None 
return: TRUE -> schedulable, FALSE -> not schedulable 
description: Schedulability test executed internally by the Budget Control (it is a prívate 

method) to check whether a set of services is schedulable or not (given their 
required budget). This prívate method is executed in the negotiation phase. 

void Monitoring_Thread_Code (void) 
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input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method executed by the thread that requests the monitoring information from 

the different services. The creation ofa wrapper is required because a no static 
member function cannot be used as entry points for threads. This is a prívate 
method that drives monitoring. 

void Adapt_Budgets_To_Needs (void); 

input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method executed to adapt current budgets to actual needs of services and Jobs. 

This is a prívate method that is executed in the adaptation phase. 

BOOL Check._Admission_Of_Jobs (Job_Id Set_Of_Jobs[Number_Of_Jobs]); 

input: Job identifiers 
output: None 
return: TRUE -> schedulable, FALSE -> not schedulable 
description: Function exported to the upper layer (Quality Level Control) to determine 

whether a set ofjobs can be scheduled using available resources. This is a 
public method that is invoked in the negotiation phase. 

void Mode_Change (void); 

input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Once a new set ofjobs and quality level mappings has been selected the new 

mode must be set. This method is executed in the setting phase for sending the 
request (in the right order) to every Budget Manager involved in this change. It 
can be requested internally by the Budget Control (ifthe change has been 
autonomously motivated by the Budget Control) or by the Quality Level 
Control (ifthe mode change has been determined at the quality level layer). 

void Launch_Job (Job_Id J o b ) ; 

input: Job identifier 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Function invoked by the upper control layer (Quality Level Control) to launch 

a Job whose schedulability was previously validated. This method is executed 
in the setting phase. 

void Stop_Job (Job_Id Job); 

input: Job identifier 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Function invoked by the upper control layer (Quality Level Control) to stop a 

Job. This method is executed in the setting phase. 
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Application domain semantics at this abstraction layer are managed by Budget Managers (see 
figure A-6). Their provided interface is described after this figure. 

CL_Mapping_SVA 
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#l*w_Job_Mxie^MminiTLNÍi*er j3Ji i_Poi Job.l*dBjd~ 
«Mlcxaled_Budget: Budgel.Set 
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Figure A-6. Budget Managers 

void Monitoring_Thread_Code (¡void) ; 

input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method executed tiy the thread in charge of monitoríng the different jobs that 

belong to the service. The creation ofa wrapper is required because a no static 
member function cannot be used as entry points for threads. This is a prívate 
abstract method that drives monitoríng. 

void Get_Resource_Informationl 

(Job_Id Selected_Jobs[Maximum_Number_Of_Jobs], 
Budget_Set Required_Budgets[Maximum_Number_Of Jobs]); 

input: Job identifiers 
output: budgets 
return: None 
description: Method that returns the required information about the set ofjob-modes (with 

their resource requirements) that are validfor the desiredjobs. This function is 
called by the Budget Control, and the returned list is orderedfrom the highest 
to the lowest resource requirements. This is an abstract method that is 
implemented by the specific Budget Managers and is executed in the 
negotiation phase. 
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void Set_Budget (Budget_Set Budget_Share); 

input: budgets 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method that sets the budget allocationfor the service managed by the Budget 

Manager. This is an abstract method that is implemented by the specific 
Budget Managers and is executed in the setting phase by the Budget Control. 

void Set_Priority_Band (Priority_Type Minimum, Priority_Type Máximum); 

input: priorities 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method that sets the allocated range of priorities for the service managed by 

the Budget Manager This is executed in the setting phase by the Budget 
Control. 

void Set_QL_Mapping (QL_Mapping_Id Id); 

input: quality level mapping identifiers 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method that sets the required quality level mapping for the service. It is called 

by Quality Managers (next higher layer in the application domain control 
hierarchy). This is an abstract method that is executed in the setting phase. 

void Get_Budget_Consumption 
(Budget_Set *Media_Budget, Budget_Set *Control_Budget); 

input: None 
output: budgets 
return: None 
description: Method that returns the amount ofresources used by the service in the last 

activation, both by the media processing and the control activities. This is an 
abstract method that is executed in the monitoring phase by either the Budget 
Control or Quality Managers. 

Work_Reduction Get_Performance_Monitoring (void); 

input: None 
output: None 
return: work reduction 
description: Method that returns information about performance monitoring. This is a 

measurement ofhow well budgets are adapted to actual needs ofthe 
service, because it returns the percentage of processing that was skipped. This 
is an abstract method that is executed in the monitoring phase by either the 
Budget Control or Quality Managers. 

Miles tone Get_Progress_Moni tor ing ( v o i d ) ; 
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input: None 
output: None 
return: milestone 
description: Method that returns a metric ofthe amount ofwork currently done. The result 

of this function is the number ofthe last milestone that has been completed. 
This is an abstract method that is executed in the monitoring phase by either 
the Budget Control or Quality Managers. 

A.2.2 Quality level layer 

This abstraction layer is in charge of managing quality levéis and quality level mappings. Con
trol entities that work at this layer are the Quality Level Control (from the system domain) and 
the different Quality Managers belonging to the application domains. 

The Quality Level Control class is shown in figure A-7, and its interface is detailed afterwards. 

QL Control 
-CurTent_QLs[NLimber_Of_SérvicesJ: QLJd 
-New_QLs[Number_or.Servicesl: QLJd 
-Required_Utility[Number_Of_Services]: Utility_Type 
-Selected_Importance[Numl)er_Of_Services]; lmportance_Type 

-Moniloring_Thread_Code {) 
tCheck_Admission_Of_QLs (Set_Of_QLs[Number_Of_Services): QL_ld): BOOL 
+Mod8_Change() 
+Set_QL (Service: Service_ld, QL: QL_ld) 
+NotifyJmportanca (Service:;Service_ld.lmportance: lmportance_Type) 
+Noti^_Lltility {Service: Sefvice_ld, Actual_Utilily: Utilily_Type) 

Figure A-7. Quality Level Control 

void Monitoring_Thread_Code (Ivoid) ; 

input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method executed by the thread that requests the monitoring information from 

the different services. The creation ofa wrapper is required because a no static 
member function cqnnot be used as entry points for threads. This is a prívate 
method that drives monitoring. 

BOOL Check_Admission_Of_QLs (QL_Id Set_Of_QLs[Nun±ier_Of_Services]); 

input: quality level identifiers 
output: None 
return: TRUE -> feasible, FALSE -> notfeasible 
description: Method exported to the upper layer (Service Control) to determine whether a 

set of quality levéis can be executed in the system. This function receives the set 
ofdesired quality levéis for the services and evaluates (with the help of Quality 
Managers) which is the best quality level mappingfor every service. This is a 
public method that is invoked in the negotiation phase. 

vo id Mode_Change ( v o i d ) ; 

input: None 
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output: None 
return: None 
description: Method that sets a new mode once a new set ofquality levéis have been 

selected. This method is executed in the setting phase for sending the request 
(in the right order) to every Quality Manager involved in this change. It 
can be requested internally by the Quality Level Control (ifthe change has 
been autonomously motivated by the Quality Level Control) or by the Service 
Control (ifthe mode change has been determined at the service level layer). 

void Set_QL (Service_Id Service, QL_Id QL); 

input: service identifier, quality level identifier 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method that notifies the desired quality level for a certain service. It is invoked 

by the upper control layer (Service Control) in the setting phase to establish a 
certain quality level that was previously validated. 

void Notify_Importance 
(Service_Id Service, Importance_Type Importance); 

input: service identifier, importance 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method that notifies the importance ofa service. It is invoked by the upper 

control layer (Service Control), and it can trigger a renegotiation ofthe 
current contracts. 

void Notify_Utility (Service_Id Service, Utility_Type Actual_Utility); 

input: service identifier, utility 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method that notifies the utility achieved by a service. It is executed by the 

Quality Managers to update the information (provided utility) that the Quality 
Level Control keeps about services. 

Application domain semantics at this abstraction layer are managed by Quality Managers (see 
figure A-8). Their provided interface is described after this figure. 
void Monitoring_Thread_Code (void); 

input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method executed by the thread in charge ofmonitoring the service. The 

creation ofa wrapper is required because a no static member function cannot 
be used as entry points for threads. This is a prívate abstract method that 
drives monitoring. 

void Adapt_Service (void); 
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Figure A-8. Quality Managers 

input: None 
output: None \ 
return: None 
description: Method executedfor adapting the behaviour ofthis service by either dropping 

data or shedding load. This is an abstractprívate method that is executed in 
the adaptation phase. 

void Get_Quality_Information 
(QL_Id Selected_QL, Utility_Type *Estimated_ütility) 

input: quality level identifier 
output: utility 
return: None 
description: Method usedfor obtaining the information about available quality levéis for 

the desired service. The returned information includes the estimated utility. 
This is an abstract method that is called by the Quality Level Control in the 
negotiation phase. 

I 

void Set_Minimum_Utility (Utility_Type Minimum_Utility); 

input: utility 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method usedfor setting the mínimum required utility for the service. This 

method is executed in the setting phase by the Quality Level Control entity. 

v o i d S e t QL (QL I d I d ) ; 
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input: quality level identifier 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method that notifies the desired quality level for a certain service. It is invoked 

in the setting phase by the Quality Level Control to set a certain quality level 
that was previously validated. 

Utility_Type Get_Actual_Utility (void); 

input: None 
output: utility 
return: None 
description: Method that returns the utility achieved by this service at the current quality 

level. This method is executed in the monitoring phase by the Quality Level 
Control. 

A.2.3 Service layer 

This abstraction layer is in charge of managing services and their service-modes. Control enti-
ties that work at this layer are the Service Control (from the system domain) and the different 
Mode Managers belonging to the application domains. 

The Service Control class is shown in figure A-9, and its interface is detailed afterwards. 

Service Control 
-Current_Services[Number_Of_Servicesl: Service_ld 
-New_Servic8s[Number_or.Servicesl: Servicejd 
-SelBCtedJniportance[Number_Of_Servicesl; lmportance_Type 

-Monitoring_Thread_Code () 
-Mode_Change() 
•Checi(_Adnnission_Of_Seivices (Sel_Of_Services(Number_Of_Setvices]; Servicejd); BOOL 
+Set_lnnportancs (Service: Servicejd,Importance: lmpot1ance_Type) 

Figure A-9. Service Control 

void Monitoring_Thread_Code (void); 

input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method executed by the thread that requests the monitoring information from 

the different services. The creation ofa wrapper is required because a no static 
member function cannot be used as entry points for threads. This is a prívate 
method that drives monitoring. 

void Mode_Change (void); 

input: 
output: 
return: 

None 
None 
None 
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description: Method that launches and stops the required services with the selected QoS 
parameters. This method sends the request to every Mode Manager involved in 
this change. This method is executed in the setting phase once a new 
conflguration has been validated. 

BOOL Check;_Admission_Of_Services 
(Se rv i ce_ Id Set_Of_serV|ices [Number_Of_Services] ) ; 

input: service identifiers\ 
output: None 
return: TRUE -> feasible] FALSE -> notfeasible 
description: Method in charge offmding out whether a set of services that can be executed 

in the system. It uses the importance criterion and the set of services that the 
user wants to execute. This is apublic method that is invoked by the user when 
she/he wants to launch or stop a service. It starts the negotiation phase. 

void Set_Importance (Service_̂ Id Service, Importance_Type Importance); 

input: service identifier, importance 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method called to hotify the desired importance for a certain service. This is a 

public method that is invoked by the user, and it can start a renegotiation ofthe 
current contraéis. 

Application domain semantics at this abstraction layer are managed by Mode Managers (see 
figure A-10). Their provided interface is described after this figure. 
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Figure A-10. Mode Managers 

void Monitoring_Thread_Code (void) 
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input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method executed by the thread in charge ofmonitoring the service. The 

creation ofa wrapper is required because a no static member function cannot 
be used as entry points for threads. This is a prívate abstract method that 
dríves monitoríng. 

void Set_QoS_Parameters (void); 

input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method used to show the user the information about available service-modes 

for this service. The user selects among all the possible options. This is a 
public method that is executed by the user in the negotiation phase. 

void Get_Service_Information 
(QL_Id El ig ib le_QLs [iyiaximum_Number_Of_QLs_Per_Service_Mode] ) ; 

input: None 
output: quality level identifiers 
return: None 
description: Method used to obtain the information about available service-modes for the 

desired service. This is an abstract method that is requested in the negotiation 
phase by the Service Control. 

void Launch_Service (void); 

input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method used to launch the service managed by this Mode Manager This is an 

abstract method that is executed in the settingphase, once the feasibility ofthe 
service has been validated. 

void Stop_Service (void); 

input: None 
output: None 
return: None 
description: Method used to stop the service managed by this Mode Manager. This is an 

abstract method that is executed in the setting phase. 




